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RU13INOFf gives a Tip
that brings new joy
9HOW DIDyOU

THERE WAS SO MUCH
NOISE IN My 'SET
1

LAST SUNDAY?

SIT OUGHT TO WORK,
ITS ONLY A YEAR
OLD

COULD HARDLY HEAR

YOUR VIOLIN

LATER

4

NEXT WEEK

5

OH,MR.RUBINOFF, I HEARD YOUR
PROGRAM PERFECTLY...IT WAS

THESE NEW RCA TUBES GIVE
YOU 5 AMAZING IMPROVEMENTS

\

-YET THEY COST

rYI

radio listeners

HMMM, NOTHING SEEMS TO COME
THRU VERY WELL

FRANKLY, MR.RUBINOFF,

ENJOY MY
PROGRAM

to

NO MORE

r-

CAN HARDLY WAIT

l

MARVELOUS!

Y rl'M 50

HEAR IT WITH ALL
NEW TUBES!

GLAD MY
TIP HELPED YOU

Frh

Get This New Radio Thrill
Have your dealer test your
tubes today. Insist on the only
tubes guaranteed by RCA
Radiotron Co., Inc., to have
these 5 vital improvements:

1

Quicker start

2 Quieter operation
3 Uniform volume
4 Uniform performance
Every tube is matched

www.americanradiohistory.com

f.
HAVE YOU

THOUGHT OF

NEW TUBES?

THAT MAY BE
JUST THE THING.
I'LL CALL A
SERVICE MAN

RIGHT AWAY/

NEW RADIO TUBES
Improved 5 ways by
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SHORT
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BOOKS

'ROUND THE WORLD FANS USE THESE GREAT SHORT
WAVE BOOKS

These great books contain everything on short waves that is really
worth knowing-they are books which have been most enthusiastically welcomed by short -wave fans. The cost of the books is
extremely low in comparison with the valuable material which
they contain.

Ten Most Popular Short Wave Receivers.
How to Make and Work Them

The Short Wave Beginner's Book

-Iht. new

v, dunce h- n revelation to
those who wish to Luild their own
hurt wave receivers. The editors of
SHORT WAVE CRAFT have
selected ten outstanding short wave

receivers and thee are described in
the new volume. Each receiver is
fully illustrated with a complete
layout.
pictorial
representation,
of the net complete.
Ìphotographs
uo.kup and all worthwhile specifications. Everything from the simplest
one till. set to a 5-tule T'. R. F. receiver is presented. Complete lists
toparts
given to make each set
of mete.
Von
shown chow to
overate the receiver to ita maximum
efficiency.

10
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by
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HOW TO MAKE AND
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The -Sta d -By" Electrified.
The Short.W'ay. MEGA DYNE. by:HUgo
Comeback.
A ('OAT -POCKET Short Wave Receiver.
by Hugs Dernehaek and Cliff
E. Denton.
Boy. Du They Roll In on Ibis One Tuber!
By h E. Denton.
The SAS" PENTODE -4. by H. O. Chin.
M. E.
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40 PAGES
OVER 75 ILLUSTRATIONS

RECEIVER.

IMPORTANT

THERE IS NO DUPLICATION BETWEEN THIS BOOK
AND OUR OTHER VOLUME 'HOW TO BUILD
AND
OPERATE SHORT WAVE RECEIVERS
ALL
MATE.
RIAL PUBLISHED IN THE NEW BOOK HAS THE
NEVER AP.
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Louis Martin.
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HOW TO BUILD

This book is sold only at curb a ridicnI ously low price because it is our aim
to
put this valuable w irk into the hands of
every hart -wave
thusiast.
We know that
you are at all interested In short waves you will not wish
to do without this book. It is most
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How to Build and Operate Short Wave
Receivers
is the beet and most up-to -date book on
the subject It is edited and prepared by
the editors of SHORT WAVE CRAFT,
and contains a wealth of material on the
building and operation. not only of
typical short-wave receive., but shortwave converters as well.
Uotent of
short -wave sets a
found in this book,
which contains hundreds of illustrations:
ecru.) photogmuhs of seta built, hookups
and diagrams galore.
The book comes with
heavy colored
cover. and is printed throughout on fir-tclass pater. No expense has been soared
to make this the outstanding volume of
its kind. The book measures 7 4§x10

Hen is book that will solve your short wave problemsyou in easy staffer from
the simplest fundamental to the present stage of the art w. it leading
is known today. It is the only
low -priced reference hook on short
waves for the beginner.
The book is Profusely illuntrelod
with all sorts of photon. esplanatione
and everything worthwhile knowing
about short waves -the book is not
"technical." It has no omathenatics,
no "high-fainting.' language and no
technical ;argon. You are boron
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CONTENTS

RECEIVERS

here is not a short -wale fan, experimenter or interested radio minded reader who will not want these books. Right up- to -theminute with new material on outstanding developments in the
short wave field. The books are authoritative, completely illustrated and not too highly technical.
7

7x10 Inches

50c

These Books are

Authentic For

All Short Wave
Work and LOW
in Price
COUPON TODAY!
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5 -Meter

SHORT WAVE CRAFT goes
to a large expense in verifying
new circuits published in this
magazine. Whenever you see the
seal shown here in connection
with any of the sets published in
this and future issues of SHORT
will be your guarantee that
this
WAVE CRAFT,
this set has been tested in our laboratories, as well
as privately, in different parts of the country to
make sure that the circuit and selected parts are
right. Only "Constructional -Experimental" circuits
are certified by us.
When you see our certificate seal on any set described you need not hesitate in spending money
for parts, because you are assured in advance that
the set and circuit are bona fide and that this magazine stands behind it.
SHORT WAVE CRAFT is the only magazine that
thus certifies circuits and sets.

SHORT -WAVE CRAFT -Monthly. Entered as second class matter May
71930, at the post office at Mount Morris, Illinois, under the act of
March 3, 1879. Trademarks and copyrights by permission of H. Gernsback. 98 Park Place. N. Y. C. Text and illustrations of this magazine
are copyrighted and must not be reproduced without permission. SHORT
WAVE CRAFT is published on the 5th of every month. Twelve numbers per year. Subscription price is $2.50 a year in the United States
and possessions. Canada and foreign countries. 83.00 a year. Single
copies 25c. Address all contributions for publication to Editor, SHORT
WAVE CRAFT, 96 -98 Park Place. New York, N. Y. Publishers are not
responsible for lost manuscripts. Contributions cannot be returned unless
authors remit full postage. SHORT WAVE CRAFT is for sale at all
principal newsstands in the United States and Canada. European agents:
Brentanti s, London and Paris. Printed in U. S. A, Make all subscription checks payable to Popular Book Corporation.
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WORLD -WIDE
SHORT-WAVE STATIONS
Nearly 9,000 Short -Wave Radio
Stations Listed in This Book

25e

For Sale On All Principal
Newsstands
Look for the Yellow Cover

A Copy

Partial

Contents

1.
'l'HE OFFICIAL SHORT WAVE
LOG AND CALL MAGAZINE contains

the largest listing of short -wave stations
in the world. BECAUSE OF SPACE

LIMITATIONS, NO REGULAR MAGAZINE CAN PUBLISH ALL THE
WORLD STATIONS.
There are so
many short -wave stations which normally cannot be included in any monthly magazine; but frequently you hear
these calls, and you must know where
they come from. THE OFFICIAL
SHORT WAVE LOG AND CALL MAGAZINE gives you this information, besides a lot of other data which you, as
a short -wave enthusiast, must have.
2. Log List. The log section gives
you dial settings, time, date, call letters,

location, and other information. Thus,
when you hear a station, you make a
permanent record, which is invaluable.
3. Another large section has
squared -paper pages on which you
can fill in your own frequency (wavelength) curve for your particular receiver. This helps you to find stations
which otherwise could never be logged
by you. These tuning charts are listed
In two sections; one reading 0 to 100
degrees and the other from 0 to 150
degree tuning dial.
4. World Airline Distance Chart,
showing the approximate distance between principal cities of the world.
Invaluable in quickly verifying distances from any country in the world.
5. A new "Meter to kilocycle" conversion chart. Quite often short -wave
broadcast phone stations announce
their frequency on the latter scale
when signing off, and many listeners
do not know the relation between them.
A chart anyone can read.
6. A list of international abbreviations used in radio transmission.
7. A chart of complete Morse and
Continental International Code Signals,
as used in all radio work.
8. World Time Chart.
This tells
you instantly what the time is, anywhere in the world. Necessary for
every short -wave listener.
9. Improving your Short Wave Reception. An invaluable chapter
the
well -known authority on short by
waves,
t'lifford E. Denton.
10. Identification chart of stations by
their call letters.
11. Map giving the standard time
zones of the entire world,
for quick
reference.

i

102

00 000 AIM

12.

New and complete

ARE happy to pry.rnt to our friend;, the second issue
of the OFFICIAL SHORT WAVE T.Of1 AND
CALL MAGAZINE. tua oft pre....
To the thousands of readers who bought the first
liked our presentation. And those of Y011 who bought the issue. we express our thank,. with the hope that they
first
Isssue
certainly will wish to
the se/ pn,1 t
too. as It Is far more complete than the first.
It has been entirely revised. and brought up get
to date, up to the
time we

list of phone
stations on the ocean liners.
13. "Q" readability systems.
"T"
Tone system. "R" audibility system.
Invaluable to amateurs.

ONLY ONE OF ITS KIND

14. New Straight -Line
World Distance Chart.
15. International prefixes
which
you can recognize each foreignbycountry
when you hear a call.

WE

went to press.
There are nearly 9.000 listings of radio
short-wave station, in this magazine. and. from the very
nature of it, you appreciate how many changes'phone
occur from month to month.

THE OFFICIAL

MAGAZINE

the
short--wave phone stations
Thousands
than theoaveage ilistener
hears are listed here. and you need no longer of the world.
As only a limited quantity was printed forbe puzzled as to Whence the call emanates.
the
second
issue.
it is possible that your newsdealer sold
out his supply.
li you
secure a
y
newsstand.
This
ne of the finest obooks that the
of SHORT WAVE CRAFT, have ever turned out.
You will be proud to possess it.
The size of this book is 9,12 inches, same
size as SHORT WAVE CRAFT magazine. It is printed
on a good grade of paper and has a heavy
durable cover.

Publishes ALL

r,

SHORT WAVE CRAFT
YORK,PNA
MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY!
NEW

YE

SHORT WAVE CRAFT
96 -98 Park Place. New York. N. Y.
Gentlemen:
t enclose herewith 25e for which
send to me prepaid. immediately a copy of your new
tiFFICIAL SHORT WAVE
LOG AND CALL MAGAZINE.
(Semi money order, check, rash or
new U. S. Stamps. Register letter if it contains
stamps or rurrenry.)
Name
Address

env

State
SW -4 -24
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I WILLTRAIIIYOU AT HOME

Many Make $40,$60$75aWeek
in Radio --the Field WithaFuiure
Broadcasting Stations employ managers. engineers. operators, installation and maintenance
men for jobs paying up to $5,000 a year,

My book, "Rich Rewards in Radio," gives you full information on the opportunities
in Radio and explains how I can train you quickly to become a Radio Expert through
my practical Horne-Study training. It is free. Clip and mail the coupon NOW. Radio's
amazing growth has made hundreds of fine jobs which pay $40, $60 and $75 a week.
Many of these jobs may quickly lead to salaries as high as $100, $125 and $150 a week.

Radio

- the Field With a Future

Ever so often a new business is started in this country. You have seen how the men
and young men who got into the automobile, motion picture and other industries when they
were started had the first chance at the big jobs -the $5.000, $10,000 and $15,000 a year
jobs. Radio offers the same chance that made men rich in those businesses. It has already
made many men independent and will make many more wealthy in the future. You will be
kicking yourself if you pass up this once -in -a- lifetime opportunity for financial independence.

Many Radio Experts Make $40, $ 60, $75 a Week
Police Detail micas are finding Radio a great
aid in their work. Many good jobs have been
made in this new field.

In the short space of a few years 3(111,1)110 Radio jobs have been created, and tie aisands
more will be made by its future development. Men with the right training -the kind of
training I will give you in the N.R.I. Course -have stepped into Radio at 2 and 3 times
their former salaries. Experienced servicemen as well as beginners praise N.R.1. training
for what it has done for them.

Many Make $5, $10, $15 a Week Extra
In Spare Time Almost At Once

My Course is world -famous as the one "that pa - r itself." The day you enroll I
send you instructions, which you should master quickly. r doing 28 Radio jobs common
in most every neighborhood. Throughout your Course I will show you how to do other
repair and service jobs on the side for extra money. I will not only show you how to do
the jobs but how to get them. I'll give you the plans and ideas that have made $200 to
$1.01111 a year for hundreds of fellows. G. W. Page. 110 Raleigh Apts., Nashville, Tenn.,
writes! "I made $935 in my spare time while taking your Course." My book, "Rich
Rewards in Radio," gives many letters from students who earned four, five and six times
their tuition fees before they graduated.
1

Spare time set servicing pays many N.R.I.
men $5. $10, $15 a week extra. Full time men
make as much as $40, $60, $75 a week.

Get Ready Now for Jobs Like These
Broadcasting stations use engineers, operators, station managers and pay up to $5,000
a year. Radio manufacturers employ testers, inspectors, foremen. engineers, servicemen.
buyers and managers for jobs paying up to $7,500 a year. Radio dealers and jobbers
(there are over 35,000) employ servicemen, salesmen. buyers, managers and pay up to
$100 a week. There are hundreds of opportunities for you to have a spare time, or full
time Radio business of your own-to he your own boss. I'll show you how to start your
own business with practically no capital -how to do it on money made in spare time while
learning. My hook tells you of other opportunities. Be sure to get it at once. Just
clip and mail the coupon.
I

-

Radio Factories Employ testers, inspectors
foremen, engineers, servicemen, for jobs pay
ing up to $7,500 a year.

HAVE STARTED MANY IN RADIO AT 2 tom

$120 a

Now Owns
Own

Month in
Spare
Time

Business
"If I had not taken your Course

I would be digging ditches instead of running my own busi-

Television -the coming field of many great
opportunities-is covered by my Course.

ness. One week I made $75
on repairing alone, and this
doesn't count sales. If a fellow
wants to get into Radio, N.R.I.
is the starting point. " -R. S.
Lewis. Modern Radio Service,
Pittsfield, Ill.

to 6
sets daily in spare time, and
average $120 a month from my
Radio work. I still hold my
regular day job. I owe my success to N.R.I:"-A. E. Farmer,

"rm servicing from

1012

Denison

Okla.

www.americanradiohistory.com

3

St., Muskogee,

3

TIMES

Made $17
EE.') in One
Night
"Who says there's a depression? I have made more money
in Radio than ever before. I
am busy day and night. Last
night I made $17. Last week.
$45. I had a tough struggle at
first but you fellows helped me
back in the race and kept me
William J. Maki,
going."
Creighton Mine, Ont., Canada.

-
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Mail Coupon Below

for Free Book of Facts and Proof
You Can Learn at Home in Your
Spare Time to be a Radio Expert

Hold your job. There is no nerd i r oa to leave hone. I will train
you quickly and inexpensively during your spare time. You don't have
to be a high school or college graduate. My Course is written in a clear,
interesting style that most anyone can grasp. I give you practical experience under my 50-50 method of training -one -half from lesson books and
one -half from practical experiments with equipment given without extra
charge. This unique and unequalled method has been called one of the
greatest developments in correspondence Radio training. N.R.I. pioneered
and developed it. It makes learning at home easy, fascinating. practical.

4q

Sample Lesson FREE
JIaiI the

Television, Short Wave, Loud Speaker
Systems Included
There's opportunity for you in Radio. Its future is certain. Television. short wave, loud speaker systems, police Radio, automobile Radio,
aircraft Radio
every branch, developments and improvements are
taking place. Here is a real future for thousands and thousands of men
who really know Radio-men with N. R. I. training. Get the training
that opens the road to good pay and success.

-in

Your Money Back if You are Not Satisfied
will give you

an agreement in writing, legal and binding upon this
Institute, to refund every penny of your money upon completing my
Course if you are not satisfied with my Lessons and Instruction Service.
The resources of the National Radio Institute. Pioneer and World's
Largest Home-Study Radio School, stand behind this agreement.
I

Find Out What Radio Otters. Get My Book
One copy of my valuable 64 -page book, "Rich Rewards in Radio," is
free to any resident of the U. S. and Canada over 15 years old. It has
started hundreds of men and young men on the road to better jobs and
a bright future. It has shown hundreds of men who were in blind -alley
jobs, how to get into easier, more fascinating, better -paying work. It tells
you where the good Radio jobs arc, what they pay. how you can quickly
and easily fit yourself to be a Radio Expert. The Coupon will bring
you a copy free. Send it at once. Your request sloes not obligate you in
any way. Mail coupon in envelope or paste on post card. ACT NOW.
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today. and in ad-

dition to my big free book, "Rich
Rewards in Radio," l'll send you
my text, "Short Wave Receivers and
Transmitters." Only my students
could get this book in the past.
Here's up -to -date information on
the latest phase of Radio. 30 pages
packed with fascinating details of
this important new development.
Learn about the new Detector Circuit. Short Wave Coils and Condensers. Audio Amplifier, Short Wave
Superheterodyne. etc. Also complete
construction details for practical
circuits. Mail the coupon at once.
Act now -and receive the late tech-

nical information on this fascinating subject,

SPECIAL Radio Equipment
for Broad Practical Experience
Given Without Extra Charge
Iit

My Course Is not all theory.
allow you hew' to use Illy spacial Radio
equipment for e.ndncI lag experiment,
and building circuits which lllust ran

important principles used 111 such wellknown sets as Westinghouse. General
Electic. Mateo. R. C. A.. Victor.
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PAY

Good

Position,
Good

Pay
"I am Chief Operator at Radio Station WSMK. This is a good position
with good pay. I have advanced in
Radio right along. I recommend
N. R. I. to anyone who wants to
he successful in Radio." -JOHN
IIAJDUK, JR., 3 Broxey Apts.,
Southern Hills, Dayton, Ohio.
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J. E. SMITH, President
Dept. 4DB3, National Radio Institute
Washington, D. C.
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things you read in our lesson hooks.
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practical.

Call and ?nail NOWfor
FREE INFORMATION
J. E. SMITH, President,
National Radio Institute, Dept. 4DB3,
Washington, D. C.
Dear Mr. Smith: I want to take advantage of your
Special Offer. Send me your two books. "Short Wave
Receivers and Transmitters" and "Rich Rewards in
Radio." I understand this does not obligate me.

Name

Age

Address

City

State
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We herewith present the six most important books in radio.
These volumes have been selected after an exhaustive study
of the foremost radio books published today. They represent
the finest in radio books, and offer a variety of information
on the subject.
WE PUBLISH NO CATALOG, and ask you to please order
from this page. Prompt shipments of all books will be made
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ShortEditorial
Waves in 1954
An

t

J

By HUGO GERNSBACK

JUST about twenty years ago short waves began to be
recognized, chiefly because of the amateur activities below
200 meters. There was, to be sure, no phone transmission
in those days, because broadcasting did not come along until
about 1921; and whatever phone transmission there was,
occurred on the higher waves.
Short waves, of the more ambitious variety, were confined to the research laboratory, where they stayed for many
years.
What will short waves do twenty years hence? We who
look at short waves today are apt to be astonished at the
tremendous range of the new art and the extent to which it
has advanced in a few short years; and, if the future progress even approximates that of the past twenty years, we
certainly would be most astonished to see the developments
of twenty years hence. But I sincerely believe, and, as a
matter of fact, I have reasons to know, that the next twenty
years will eclipse everything we have done up to now, by
far. Whatever else I may say here-and it may be checked
in 1954
am certain the prediction will fall far below the
mark, and that many important, astonishing inventions and
applications will have been made beside those which I de-

-I

scribe here.
Foremost, of course, there is television. We cannot think
of television without short waves. All radio engineers and
scientists seem to be convinced that, if the missing link in
television is discovered and a new instrumentality is found,
the television emissions will most likely be on ultra -short
waves. Most certainly, they will be below 200 meters.
Next, and most important, we have to consider the power
of short -wave transmitters. The most powerful station today only emits 40 kilowatts; this is a comparatively small
amount of power. There is no reason to doubt that, in the
future, stations will use a million watts and over, and most
of the large and important stations will use this power and
perhaps a great deal more. What does that mean to you as
a listener? First of all, it will do away with fading; and a
distant station, as far as 10,000 miles away, will come in like
a local on your set, even if that set is only of the two-tube
variety. With such power behind it, no one will need a tenor fifteen -tube set because, by that time, a one- or two -tube
set-at most, three tubes -will give you so much volume on
the loudspeaker, you would not think of using more tubes.
The chances are, that the large broadcasters, for business
and political purposes, will broadcast the same program in
three or four languages on the same wavelength. This statement should not astonish you because, several years ago, the
Columbia Broadcasting System successfully broadcast both
speech and television impulses on the same wavelength. So,
if you are a distant listener, and you get the four programs
all on the single wavelength, you will have a selector switch
which makes it possible for you immediately to listen to the
language you wish to hear, to the exclusion of the others.
Thus, for instance, a station in Great Britain may broadcast
in English. French. German and Spanish, all at the same

time, using four announcers to broadcast the same program.
The reason for this statement is that, since short waves are
international, the various countries already now recognize
the fact that in short waves we possess a comparatively
cheap instrument to mould world opinion.
We will have mail planes traveling between Europe and
the United States in from four to six hours, flying through
the stratosphere. No human being will be on board; the mail
planes will be all machinery, and every available inch of
cargo space will be taken up by mail and first -class parcel
post. The steering, landing, dispatching, etc., will all be
done by short -wave impulses, by the new art called radio telemechanics. Radio-controlled airplanes have been flown
in the past; but short waves are the key to the safe operation of such planes in the near future.
Then, of course, we will have the long- awaited radio set
which delivers your newspaper. This too, is to be done by
short waves. iAt this point it is interesting to note that the
Radio Corporation of America has just announced a countrywide point -to -point facsimile telegram delivery system. Hereafter, instead of sending a telegram in the usual manner,
you will write it out in longhand or typewrite it, and you
can incorporate in it all sorts of sketches, technical or otherwise. You then send the telegram in the usual manner,
and it will be delivered with your own signature appended
to it, in facsimile; or you can send an entire letter, handwritten or otherwise, in facsimile, and it will be delivered
exactly as you have written it.
The same principles are made use of in the radio newspaper. This, by the way, is being described in an illustrated
article by myself in the April issue of RADIO-CRAFT magazine. The radio newspaper receiving set is entirely automatic; it embodies a special short -wave set, which is placed
in operation by clockwork at, say, 2 o'clock in the morning,
when the special facsimile signals begin to arrive. A roll of
paper, stretched taut, slowly moves over several rollers,
while a special mechanism (comprising a compressed air jet
and a special ink bottle, controlled by a modulated electromagnet) blows ink vapor on to the paper surface. Duplex
devices are so used that the paper is printed on both sides at
once. As the signal comes in, the paper advances slowly.
A carriage, like a typewriter, moves back and forth, many
times a minute, and printed words, sketches, photographs,
etc., appear as by magic on the paper.
When, in half an hour, all the printing is finished, the
paper is then automatically folded by your radio set and
delivered into a rack, where you find your newspaper next
morning. Of course, this will not be a bulky journal such
as you have now; it probably will be either four or six pages
of "spot" news, important announcements, photographs of
disasters, or other important occurrences in the news. The
price will be very low; certainly not more than charged for
the present -day newspaper. The cost of disseminating the
news is borne by the short -wave broadcasters, who will get
revenue from the "ads" that appear in your radio newspaper.
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W2XE

The
Short -Wave
Voice

Of the Columbia Broadcasting System
A powerful short -wave voice that has been
"heard around the world" is that of W2XE
-the high frequency experimental broadcast transmitter operated by the Columbia
Broadcasting System at Wayne, N. J. The
programs from WABC are relayed
through W2XE on the time and frequency
schedule given herewith.
View of short -wave station. W2XE. at
Wayne, N. J., through n window In the
control room.

MANY Eastern visitors to the beautiful lake country in the vicinity of
Wayne, N. J., where the powerful
transmitter of WABC is also located,
have undoubtedly been impressed with
the unusual double- inverted pyramid
steel mast, nearly 800 feet high, which
marked a new venture a few years ago
and which was first tried out at this
station by the Columbia Broadcasting
System. This idea of using a two pyramid -type steel lattice masts, placed
base to base and the whole metal structure serving as the antenna, well guyed
in position by a set of specially insulated guy cables was original with the
CBS engineers; since that time it has
been widely adopted here and abroad.
Close -up of the transmitter panels of W2XE, "CBS"

high frequency station.

W2XE -OPERATING SCHEDULE
Wave Length
Frequency

Current New York Time
11 A.M. to 1 P.M.
3 P.M. to 5 P.M.
6

P.M. to

11

l'.)1.

15.270 kc.
11,830 kc.
6,120 kc.

19.6 meters
25.4 meters
49.0 meters

General view of the W2XE transmitter, showing' operators'
desks.

W2XE is the high frequency experimental relay broadcast transmitter owned by the Atlantic Broadcasting Corporation and carrying the regular Columbia Broadcasting
System programs. This transmitter was placed in service
March 1, 1933.
During the short time that this transmitter has been in
operation, hundreds of verified reports concerning its reception have been received from the following countries: Argentine, Australia, British Guiana, (Continued on page 746)

The transmitting equipment of SV2XE is housed In this building at Wayne, N. J.. about 25 miles from New York.
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Foreinn verification cards are plentiful in Mike Mickelsons "Ham" station. Among the receivers: Silver
Marshall Deluxe 12.Tube All -Wave;
a Scott; a Pilot.
Also a 7.tube
Coronado A.W. receiver and a 16-

i

Radio "Cop" Has A

1

tube job not shown. Have a Temple
set for my family and a SplitdorlAbbey In one bedroom; a 5 -tube
A.W. Westinghouse in my own room;
6 receivers in all. Aloe 3 portables.

Station

PATROLMAN Mike Mickelson has
assemble his wires, dry cells and wet
in his home in Minneapolis, Minn., One of the "crack" short -wave ex- to
cells, and fiddle with sparks and coils.
one of the finest experimental amateur
perimental
He punched cattle and sold coffee,
stations in the northwest-one con- try is ownedstations in this coun- worked
by Mike Mickelson of
in a bag factory and at odd
structed principally in the beginning
from many odds and ends, torn down Minneapolis, Minn. He is operator jobs. But what money he saved, he
and rebuilt countless times with a mini- and chief dispatcher of the Police put into equipment.
Crystal sets drew his attention. A
mum of expenditure.
Headquarters of his home city, but
thrill was fiddling with the little
When it began, in 1912, with the first the experimental "home" station new
wire "tickler" on the diminutive crystal
little "rock- crusher" of a transmitter here illustrated
is the one he loves and pulling in stations without power
built by Mike and his companion, Arnie
or even antenna of considerable size.
the best.
Rufsvold, books on such subjects were
Even then. parts were difficult to get,
as rare as are radio announcers who
and costly. He began making his own.
can feel calm about the merits of a
In 1926, he completed a one -tube shortshaving, soap or a new itch powder.
More weeks of tearing down and readapter known as the Flewelling
But Mike and Arnie, then attending building; a second station, at Nichols, wave
which converted an ordinary reCorcoran school, gleaned what they down in the Minnesota river bottoms. type
The radio bug infection was deep; ceiver into a super-sensitive short -wave
could from available books and magazines; and discovered the rest, as did parents were fretful. Not particularly set.
He pulled in G5SW, at London, for
the other early "hams" of radio, from interested in seeing sparks jump from
coils, their greatest worry was electro- his first rea: distance try. Building
tearing down and rebuilding.
others, hé recorded VK2ME at Sydney,
or a fire.
It was many weeks before they com- cution
As parents have found before, there Australia, at 2 o'clock one morning. He
pleted their first successful transmitter wasn't
sold some of his converters to friends,
much to do about it.
-the little "rock- crusher" that sputand gave others away to more intimate
1917 came, and war. Mike, in
tered out its messages from a set built theBut
cronies.
army
and
later
in
the
navy,
was
of scavenger -party junk and an old separated
His most powerful short -wave set was
from
his
radio.
On
shipflivver spark coil.
board, his only contact with the old one of 16 tubes, having an output of
They "talked" with another "ham" hobby was an
hour with the approximately 15 watts. For one built
in St. Paul. The 10 miles wasn't much ship's "Sparks"occasional
largely of cast -off equipment, its effici-the
onerator.
distance; but to them, it was someAfter
discharge, shifting from one ency was remarkable.
thing never to forget.
job to another, it was difficult for Mike
(Continued on page 752)
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Transmitter and
The three -quarter meter portable transmitting and
receiving set here described was very satisfactorily
demonstrated before the editors, the portable transmitter having been carried through the city streets
for a number of blocks, while the voice was picked up
in the laboratory. The transmitter at times was located under the steel elevated railroad structure and
in other unusual locations.
by steel building structures. No serious
difficulties have been encountered with
the type equipment employed, neither
were there any detrimental effects noticeable, due to direction or location of
the transmitter. Actual tests were conducted on the 18th floor of the Columbia

"a'harlle" Hostler with the ?:, meter port able. battery- operated transmitter. which
proved Its powerful transmitting' abilities
in numerous tests.

Broadcasting System Building in the
heart of Radio City (located in New
York City).
Similar tests were made in the New
York Times newspaper building, while
successful tests were also conducted by
a New York Police Department
"Scout -car." In these tests speech was
received perfectly up to distances of one
mile and while the car containing the
75 c.m. transmitter was in rapid motion.
The authors offer to SHORT WAVE
CRAFT readers and experimenters the
details of the apparatus employed and
the circuits used. The possibilities are
limitless and the authors can truthfully
say that the thrills encountered were
certainly worth the time spent in reseach, which extended over a period
of several months.
In past issues of SHORT WAVE CRAFT
descriptions have often been given of
different type transmitters and receivers
for ultra short -wave work but thus far
nothing definite has been accomplished
in proving the actual possibilities to be
gained in operating at these ultra high
frequencies or wavelengths of 75 centior 1 meter). From the
meters (

authors' experiences, it can be truthfully stated that severe working tests
were actually made and not just mere
theoretical assumptions offered. Various types of circuits have actually been
tried with but very little efficiency regarding and taking into consideration
the mileage to be covered, plus the
power input used, as well as stability
and directional effects at these extremely high frequencies. Greater fidelity is
gained in comparison with the lower
frequencies, such as freedom from atmospheric disturbances and extreme
fading.
Circuit of U.H.F. Oscillators
In figure 1 we have a circuit diagram
of the ultra high frequency oscillator;
the type circuit employed has proven
to be exceptionally stable. The vacuum
tube used as the oscillator is the type
30. The inductance is L-1 and L-2 and
the condenser C- represents the oscillator tank circuit, where L-1 and L -2
are '/4" copper tubing 12" in length
and spaced 31,4" apart. The "tank"
tuning condenser, which happens to be
a fixed capacity with clips, is adjusted
by sliding it along the inductance L-1
and L-2 for the purpose of tuning.
The vertical antenna employed consists of a 40" (forty inch or about 1
meter) length of 1/4" copper tubing
mounted vertically and held secure by
means of small standoff insulators, fastened to a 40" (1 meter) length of wood,
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peek at the i,nards' of the 'VI meter
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A

with self -contained -power supply".

EXCELLENT results have been accomplished in the ultra short -wave
spectrum on a wavelength of 75 centimeters, with a power expenditure of
less than 1 watt; the actual range covered was well over a mile during tests
conducted in the city, the portable
transmitter being at times surrounded
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Portable
Receiver
By CHARLES KOSTLER

Short -Vale Consultant, Assisted by DONALD CONVERSE

approximately lx% inches; this prevents the antenna from swinging. The
antenna clip is adjusted along L-1 to
such a position that when the plate
current milliammeter (M1) draws more
current, this will be an indication that
the antenna is being energized; when
bringing the hand near or touching the
antenna at various lengths this will
cause a deflection in the milliammeter
(M1), showing that the transmitter is
oscillating properly. The radio frequency choke coils used in this circuit
are rather critical; RFC1 and 2 are
wound with 50 turns of No. 20 D.C.C.
magnet wire on a bakelite forni (tube)
2" in length and 1/a" in diameter. R.F.
C. 3 and 4 are wound with 50 turns of
No. 28 D.C.C. wire on a bakelite form
(tube) 2" in length and 1/2" in diameter.
The millianilneter used in this transmitter has a scale deflection from 0-100
milliamperes. The bias resistor R-1 is
15,000 ohms, R-2 100,000 ohms, R -3 is
S00 ohms. A type 33 pentode tube was
chosen for the modulator and provides
sufficient output to modulate the 30
tube. The type 30 tube is also used as
a speech amplifier. The constant current choke or impedance (IMP) may
he any good type 30 henry choke.
Microphone Transformer
The microphone transformer T -1 may
be for either a single or double -button
mike. The transformer T -2 may be any
good make of audio transformer, with a
ratio of approximately 5 to 1. The
switch (SW) is of the toggle type and
controls the tube filaments, as well as
the microphone current.
The filament battery supply is composed of 1% volt portable type dry cells,
while the plate supply employs four 45volt portable type ag" batteries.
The general arrangement of the portable transmitter is shown in the photo-

graph. In arranging
the various parts

make all connections
as secure and as direct as possible.
In adjusting the
oscillator to the
Droner wavelength, a
Lecher wire system
Converse tuning in the 134 meter phone signals on the
is used, consisting of Donald
battery -operated receiving set, which is a superhet.
two 1/a" copper tubes
40" in length and

separated 3" apart. Figure 3 illustrates this arrangement; by coupling
the yods loosely to the inductance L-1 the wavelength may be measured in
centimeters by means of a
centimeter scale. See figure 3. The case that houses
the portable transmitter
measures 12" in height, 9"
in width by 6" in depth;
the arrangement of the
parts used are left to the
builder.

The 75 Centimeter Double Detection Receiver
Experiments were carried on with various type
circuits to produce a receiver that would operate
efficiently, allowing freedom from excessive body
Above. we hnve a top view-. looking do iT U into the
capacity effects.
meter battery type recel re r. used in the demo lint ra t Ions
Many
before the editors of this magazine.
different super- regenerative circuits were tried but
the noise -level generated by the low - that instead of using conner tubing,
frequency oscillator was unbearable, so
No. 12 tinned copper wire is used, the
it was decided upon to employ the
length being the same as that shown in
super -heterodyne principle. The circuit
figure 1: the condenser C -1 is in this
shown in figure 4 suited the purpose
case variable, and is used as the oscilmost efficiently. It will be noticed that
lator tuning unit and is quite uniform
the oscillator is similar to that used in over the entire tuning range. The RF
the transmitter, the only change being
(Continued on page 751)
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Diagram, above. nt left. shows simple hook -up of the Yi meter. battery- operated 'transmitter.
meter Transmitter designed for operation on 110 volts. A.C.
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Now the
FOUR
The dream of every shortwave fan has at last been
realized in this latest invention of Mr. Gernsback's -the
TETRADYNE which provides four distinct detector
stages in one receiver, each
stage having its own tuning
condenser and coil. By merely

-

flipping any one of f our
switches controlling the tubes
in the different stages, each
An ideal source of "A" current supply for the TETRADYNE is the new "..volt
"Air Cell" battery.
stage covering one distinct
wave band, you are ready to
EVER since short waves became tubes of the type '30 and one type '33. instantly tune for stations in
popular, inventors have tried their The receiver is ideal for use with the
best to do away with the nuisance and new Air Cell battery. The set uses
the "desired" stage; all withadditional labor involved in changing four regulation coils from 16 to 225 out having to change plug -in
in
its
is
however,
Each
coil,
meters.
plug -in coils.
you
coils.
Short-wave "fans," and particularly place and is never taken out.25 Ifmeter
the professional ones, take little interest in switching arrangements. They
know from experience that when it

comes to maximum efficiency, the plugin coil method cannot be beaten. They
know that switching methods occasion
certain losses, and for that reason the
eal dyed -in- the -wool short -wave "fan"
will only use plug -in coils. Yet, these
coils have their disadvantages. It is
admitted by all of us that plugging in
and out the coils is not only time consuming, but often makes you miss signals. Secondly, the wear and tear of
the coil itself, sockets. contacts, etc.
(also the possibility of poor contacts),
is not to be lost sight of.
Bearing these things well in mind I
have, for a long time, wondered how,
as the saying goes, we could eat our

wish to listen to the 16 to
band, that is Coil No. 1, you use the
first dial. You throw the switch underneath the dial which lights the filament
only of the first tube as well as the '33
amplifier tube. The three other tubes
are not in the circuit. You now have an
ordinary two -tube set, which works on
the band from 16 to 25 meters.
If you wish to listen to the waveband
from 25 to 50 meters you flip the switch
under the second dial and throw the
switch under that dial. This instantly
gives you the use of the 25 to 50 meter
band to the exclusion of other bands.
Note particularly that there is no socalled switching arrangement in this
set. The four switches are ONLY to
cut in or out the filament, and have

nothing whatsoever to do with the tuning arrangement, with the plug-in coils,
or with their connections.
Dial No. 3 covers the wavelength
from 50 to 100 meters, and Dial No. 4
covers the wavelength from 100 to 225
meters.
Each hand Available at Flip of Switch
For the first time, therefore, we have
here a set where the four bands can be
thrown in instantly, at the flip of a
switch, and it now becomes possible,
without fuss and without time loss, to
listen in to the same station as it comes
in on different wavelengths, as, for in-

cake and still have it. The present
Tetradyne idea (Tetra- Greek =four;
dyne -Greek= power), I believe, solves
the problem in a rather novel manner.

All Coils Are Stationary
In the Tetradyne, which I describe
here, the plug -in coils are used, but they
are stationary! You no longer plug
them in or out. Yet, every plug -in coil
is ready instantly, and there is no
switching, as we know the term, in this
set.
Everything is stationary, and
there are no dead -end or other similar

losses.
The Tetradyne receiver really is a
combination of four two -tube sets into
one single receiver. It will be seen from
the circuit diagram, as well as the photographs, that I use four tuning dials, one
dial for each wave -band. Each set has its
own tube, its own condenser, its own antenna, its own ground, etc., all the way
through, and the set makes use of a
single amplifier, i.e., the '33 tube.
Set Uses 4 -30 and 1-33 Tubes
Let us now see what hanpens: The
set, as you will note, uses four battery

-

-"""er-

Top view of the TETRADS-NE. %hawing the four detector stages and the "common"
audio amplifier tube.
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TETRADYNE!
RECEIVERS IN
ONE

By HUGO GERNSBACK

stance, several of the English stations
and some of the American stations
which broadcast simultaneously on various wave -bands.
Not only this, but there are other and
obvious advantages. In the first place,
there is such a thing as "overlap" of
bands. For instance, a station may

come in on Dial No. 1 at 95. The same
station may come in on Dial No. 2 on
5 or 8 with better results, due to your
using a different coil. This is. of course,
t; ue with all short -wave sets, but the
point I wish to make is that by using

the Tetrad/nze instant comparison can
be made, and sometimes it is best to
use one plug -in coil in preference to
another, because often better results
are had in this manner.
Only One "Regeneration" Control
There is only one regeneration control
to the set, which is common to all tubes.
This will be readily seen by studying
the diagram. Separate regeneration
controls for each tube could, of course.
have been incorporated, but I believe
this would have made the set somewhat
too cumbersome and too complicated,
and I believe it will be found that a
single regeneration control in the center
of the panel is best for all- around use.
(Continued on page 755)
C5,2 T.,

Looking at Mr. Gernsback's newest short -wave receiver, the TETRADYNE,
from the rear.
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You will And It a very easy matter to build Mr. Gernsbnek's newest

i,rnin- child" -the TETRADYNE -by following the Picture
dia; ram given above. The schematic diagrnn,
is also given above.
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Receiver
14Tube
Special Super -het with Pre -Amplifier -r Part i

A Good
A

By Frank D. Andrews

Front slew of the specinlly designed 14 -tube superheterodyne. Top centerof-hand
radio
selector. or oscillator. euutrolled by knob under scale: heft dial -control
small knobsfrequency gang; right dial -station selector. or band spread: four
z. u t tins st lie
trimmers of radio frequs my condensers; knobs at bottons -left to right.
of radin frequency
resonance control. 2 screens of radio -frequency detectors. 5cathodes
rol. It audio outtubes, 4 gain of intermediate tubes connected Ils screens. tone eont
switch.
-main
right
bottom
for
nsilliammeter;
-Jack
left
bottons
put control;
1

1

PUBLIC demand has encouraged
manufacturers, large and small, to
increase the efficiency and precision of
parts of every kind to fill every radio
need, so that now, the non -technical
and the technical radio listener, together with those interested in scientific
development, and the amateur, may explore new fields in the art of improvement with very gratifying results.
Good practical apparatus is no longer
shelved in the laboratories for trade
reasons as in the past; jobbers in all
parts of the country are carrying
larger stocks of complete standard
lines; and tube manufacturers are doing their best to render the finest prod-

ucts for general distribution.
These encouraging facts greatly stimulated my patience in developing a
modern short wave receiving instrument which would render the highest
standard of uniform service.
The design of the receiving instrument here presented, we believe, for
the present, offers a basic "yardstick"
in your own hands for comparison in
obtaining the finest reception of shortwave programs and communications
which you have yet heard.
At the present milestone, to us, this
means a practical instrument for high
frequencies, meeting all city conditions,
noiseless, simple, smooth and flexible in
the hands of any oper-

ator.

Specifications
Our specifications called for a set which was in
the first place, not a toy;
something that would
play all the principal stations of this continent
in California constantly all day and night with
generous local volume
without forcing it, and
without constant monir

toring. Fading, and distortion from
phase fading had to be eliminated.
Such a receiver must play W8XK uniformly as well on 21,540 kc. as it does
on 6,140 kc.
European stations of
equal power must come in with the
same volume and regularity under relative ionosphere conditions, as do the
stations of this continent. The audio
frequency quality on all reception shall
be free from distortion, with a flat response curve from 70 to 10,000 cycles.
A receiving instrument must be ultra sensitive in Southern California (where
writer's laboratory is located) to accomplish such results, and step by step
we improved the sensitivity to where
the present receiver in the heart of
the city on a 100 foot aerial will respond equally as well as our first endeavors out in the country, 20 miles
from town on a 500 foot aerial!
Amateurs of the first and second districts are now heard R8 to R9 from
early morning until the "fade -out" at
evening, on the twenty meter band.
Rigid Tests for this Receiver
All development was done in a busy
city location adjacent to main highways
and car lines, hospitals, and movie
studios. Two sets have been kept on
the air at all times so one is a comparative standard for the other. When
reception is poor, we can then place
the blame. If a change of apparatus
or circuit is suggested, we can make
it on one of the twins, and check against
the other for a period of time.
If a practical improvement is found
we add it to both receivers; however,
they have been operating for the past
sixty days without alteration. For six
months these same sets have been 'in
the hands of many operators, and as
everyone seems to have run out of suggestions, I believe they are final for
quite some time to come.
My associate is a very critical patron
of radio, deeply interested in scientific
improvement. Recently, while abroad

....4iiaa

aka

r.

chassis as
Photo. nt left. shoves general view of the 14 -tube receiver
very exceptional redesigned and built by the author. and withMbowhich
vre shows bottom ride of
sults have been obtained. l'h oto directly
the 11 -tube superhet receiver chassis.
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receiver-:t superheterodyne TsIth pre- ntuplifler ahead of the first detector, is shown above.

and in New York he made a very comprehensive survey of short wave receivers. The knowledge which he has
imparted has been a great help. I also
consulted every published diagram and
treatise on short wave that I could
find, and sought the advice of well seasoned engineers for technical data. It
has therefore been my privilege to see
the practical working result of hundreds of circuit combinations, which I
have myself tried.
a Complete Receivers Built for Test!
More than a score of design features
have been set up with respect to the

placing of parts and shielding. Five
complete receivers were built in dujajjicate and given "block" tests for mtl1Mts
at a time. These sets were all dismantled, junking much costly machine
work. Finally the design here presented was built up from the experience
gained from the first five.
If you are interested in building this
instrument, it will not be found costly,
but we cannot urge you too strongly to
remain with the specifications as laid
out. If you have any changes which
you think will work better, add them
after the receiver is completed and operating so you have some means of
comparison. Too often the experimenter has crystalized ideas which will
not dove -tail with new design, until
they have been properly adapted to the
entire mechanism as a whole.
Technically, short-wave is a relative
of long -wave or broadcast frequencies,
but the more forgotten about broadcast
receiver experience, the better while
working on short-wave receivers. The
two spectrums depend upon entirely
different ionized ceilings for propagation, and even each band of short-wave
frequencies is very selective in the
ionosphere. Short wave frequencies are
as far removed from broadcast f re-

quencies, as the audible spectrum is
from the visible spectrum.
S -W Receiver Must be Stable
To reliably "play" short wave broadcasts and copy communications, the receiver must be strictly a precision
instrument. Not only shall it be sensitive, but extremely stable in operation.
All harmonics and oscillations beyond
the desired resonance must be neutralized. Great care in mechanical construction must be employed. Perhaps
not so much, if the set were peaked to
operate on but one frequency, but here
you are required to have it balanced
so you may peak it at any desired frequency from 3,000 kc. to 30,000 kc.
within a fraction of a minute!
Stability must be such that while the

In this article Mr. Andrews
describes the reasons for designing his 14 -tube shortwave receiver. some of the interesting results obtained with
it and finally-how to build
the receiver. Full details are
given in the accompanying
article. A 3 -stage pre- amplifier is used to afford the maximum amplification of those
extremely weak "DX" signals. The tremendous amplification of this receiver ensures steady reception at practically all times.

www.americanradiohistory.com

receiver is operating on signals of weak
amplitude, the hands may be slur
through the set in close proximity to
coils, condensers, and apparatus, without changing tuning or balance. The
chassis or base shall be so rigid that
when the receiver is moved about and
worked on, that mechanical parts and
wiring will not be thrown out of true
by springing.
Assuming all these items are well
taken care of, there remains three difficult problems that can ruin good shortwave reception. First: sharp tuning
is a nuisance, and defeats the most
sensitive receiver for consistent results.
A receiver must be made broad enough
to detect every signal of the weakest
amplitude, and yet be selective enough
to split at least five kc. at the 6,000 kc.
band of 25 kw. power.
Second: even though the automatic
volume control was in service, general
fading accompanied every transmission
and so much so, that it was accepted as
a necessary evil. It took a long time
to convince me, that in a fade the signal was still on the grid of the pick-up
tube. Regardless of how close to zero,
it was argued, that signal was still
there!
General accepted methods of "curing"
this type of fading has been the erection of various (multiple) antenna
systems over several acres, spaced from
1,000 to 3,000 feet apart with the receiver so arranged that it will be fed
through doublets equally. We have the
facilities, and did this with excellent
results; however, the question is -what
is the fellow in the city going to do
about it?
Answer to "Fading" Problem
The only answer is- enough radio
frequency amplification to build up the
signal so as to trip the radio frequency
(Continued on page 763)
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The New "STANDBY
Short wave Receiver
B

Front view of the new 2- bond" Stand -By N.W. Receiver designed by Mr. Benton. In
which either of the European h run des st bonds ore made acs ilnble quickly by
mcann of two pin- jacks.

ONE of the most popular receivers
to appear in SHORT WAVE CRAFT was
the Stand -by. This new receiver, while
it has several features that make it
radically different from the old one, will
surely take the reader's eye and it is
safe to say that hundreds of set constructors will build this set and obtain
the same smooth results as the Author.
Just as the new cars offered for this
season differ from last year's model so
does the Stand -by. Cheaper construction, high efficiency with reasonably
priced parts and greater flexibility of
control form the main features.
Frequency Range
The frequency range of this receiver
covers the most important bands. Starting at 15 meters, a simple jack switch
carries the wavelength response up to
55 meters. The first band stops at 35
meters and the second band starts at
25 meters, thus providing sufficient
overlap for real tuning.

Push -Pull Detection
Instead of adding additional stages
of amplification before the detector,
careful tests were made to determine if
there would be any improvement if the
detector stage were push -pull. This
required the use of an additional tube
but the marked increase in selectivity
and the smoother regeneration control
action obtained made the change thoroughly worth while. One important result is the prevention of R.F. currents
flowing in the audio stages.
Regeneration Control
The regeneration control consists of
the .00014 mf. condenser connected
across the plate coil and controls the
amount of current flowing through the
plate coil. This results in a very smooth
control and its action is such that there
is very little tendency to jump into
oscillation unexpectedly. It is not neces-

sary to have more than two turns in
the regeneration winding as the grid
circuit damping is very low. If the regenerative action is too great simply
move the turns of the feed -back winding away from the grid coil and after
the best position for smooth regenera-

tion control is obtained, drop some collodion on the turn and leave it alone. A
study of the circuit and the coil connections will show that the R.F. currents in the plate circuits will aid one
another but will cancel out in the center tapped connection made to the plate
coupling resistor. (Diagram next page.)

Many short-wave fans have
been looking for a receiver
which would cover the two
principal frequency bands
used by European and other
short -wave transmitting stations -the new "Stand -By"
here described by Mr. Denton
supplies this want. It covers
the two important bands, the
first from 15 to 35 meters and
the second from 25 to 55 meters; either band being selected by means of two simple pin jacks. This set also "sports"
a new and powerful push-pull
detector stage.

Construction of the Special Coil
The coils for this receiver must be
made by the set-builder as they are not
available on the market at the present
time. A coil of this type is very simple
to construct and should offer no difficulties at all. Obtain a piece of 2 -inch
diameter tubing and have it cut to a
length of 31/4 inches. Mark off the cen-

Another 'view of the new "5tnnd -By" R.W. Receiver vers 'werennfully worked out
by Mr. Denton. sad providing ev t remrly smooth regeneration. thanks to the cpnsbpull" detector ntng, and the method of regeneration control employed.
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Denton "Stand.By" Constructional Details
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Picture wiring diagram for the Denton new "Stand-Hy" Receiver in presented above and practically anyone can follow thin diagram, if they desire to construct thin very efficient send nmooth- working receiver, as nil of the connections are made extremely clear.

ter of the coil form (1% inches) and
proceed to wind the various sections of
the coils starting from the center and
working first to the right and then to
the left. Remember that there must be
an absolutely equal number of turns in

both halves of the windings. For example, the feed -back coil has one turn
each side of the grid coil and that the
grid coil is split into two windings each
side of the antenna coil. Remember to
watch when connecting the outer ends
of the plate feed -back coil to the plate
terminals of the tubes, that the plate
winding of the upper tube (in the circuit diagram) is wound next to the
grid winding of the lower tube. This
is very important and the connections
at this point should be checked over
very carefully, otherwise the detector
circuit will not oscillate.
(Continued on page 754)
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In the drawing above we and details for laying ont the front panel. drilling holes
for National dial, as well at schematic of action in push -pull detector circuit. and
details for the two-band coil.
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STATIC ALARM
By ARNOLD
DOUGLAS FINLEY
You will be highly intrigued
by the experience of Jerry
Brent and how he combined

radio and electric signs to
round up a gang of yeggs.
moon, even in so unromantic a spot as
the Hub Building. would be guilty. As
he descended once more Jerry recalled

\s he reaehed him third
noted also that in the renter
line there nt'as something that
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THE building of the Hub National
Bank lifted its eighteen stories over
the roofs of what was fast ceasing to
be a residential district. In fact the
bank was the vanguard of the encroaching business area. As if to remind the
remaining residents of the neighborhood of their imminent eviction a huge
neon sign broadcasted on beams of light
the superiority of HOMESPUN HOSIERY from a steel structure on the
roof.
In the eyes of Advertising Specialties, Inc., who built and maintained it,
the sign was a thing of beauty. The
nearby inhabitants held other opinions,
however. The slightest current leakage in the sign resulted in a deafening
series of crashes in speakers devoutly
dedicated to Amos 'n Andy. Slightly
lower murmurings of discontent issued
from the sancta of the four nearby amateurs. Every type of filter had been
tried and found useless. The broadcasts of the sign were all -wave, all frequency, and all too frequent. The
sole ray of hope in the situation lay in
the fact that the interference usually
denoted a broken unit in the sign which
lowered its advertising value enough
to warrant speedy repair by Advertising Specialties, Inc.
As a result of this situation the
neighborhood had adopted the practice
of serving as a sort of night -watchman
for the company, informing them more
or less beligerently when their display
needed attention.
In answer to one such summons about
nine o'clock on a February evening
Jerry Brent, electrician for Advertising

Specialties, stepped inside the back door
of the Bank Building and laboriously
plodded up the eighteen flights of stairs
which, during the day, served as merely
a fire exit, but which in the evening
formed the only way to the roof.
This time the trouble consisted of a
dead neon unit. Jerry jumped its terminals with a piece of wire and removed it, starting the sign anew. Except for the defective "M" in his hand
cverythinß was satisfactory and the
surrounding world was cautioned once
more to accept no substitutes for
HO ESPUN HOSIERY. The absent
letter merely added interest to the sign
and peace once more hovered over many
a neighboring radio speaker, while
1CWN, a block away, revived his hone
of keeping his sked with Ireland. Jerry
glanced at the time- switch. It was ten
thirty -five. He crossed to the penthouse
and began the long descent to the
ground. As he walked along the landing of the sixth floor he looked down the
airshaft. Through the windows which
pierced the stairway at each floor a
dim moonlight filtered in, its silvery
beams giving a rather ghastly appearance to the long succession of stairs.
That which caused Jerry to ston suddenly and attempt to peer through the
semi -darkness was not, however, the
silvery beams of light but the fact that
not all of the light was silvery. Way
down on the second floor there was a
suggestion of light too, but it was a
decidedly yellow beam of which no

the layout of the building in his mind.
The Hub National occupied the first
floor while the subsidiary Corporation
had the second. These two floors had
no exit to the emergency stairway,
being served in this capacity by an ingenious burglar-proof exit. There was,
then, no explanation for the yellow
light. As Jerry approached the second
floor, however, he saw that this was not
strictly true. The yellow beam was explainable. In the wall dividing the fire
exit from the Hub Corporation was a
large, roughly cut hole. made by removing the bricks and then cutting
away the interior metal partition. Just
inside this freshly made entrance was
an electric lantern. Jerry dropped flat
op the stair and found that he could
view the scene within in comparative
safety. The low hiss of escaping air
which he had noticed turned out to be
an acetylene torch. A shadowy form
was bent over it trying to adjust the
flame. Another was laboriously tearing
up the composition flooring while a
third man was seated inside the opening apparently serving as a sort of
sentry.
Jerry considered. They were working on the section of floor just over the
main vault of the bank. To pierce the
floor itself would be easy but the thick
steel plates of the roof of the vault
would take possibly hours to break
through. There was ample time to give
an alarm but apparently no means of
doing so. Passing the sentry an-1
reaching the ground was out of the
question. Above him all the doors were
locked except that opening on the roof
and the latter was a sheer eighty feet
higher than any adjacent building.
Jerry retreated to a point of safety
on the sixth floor and struggled for an
idea. The obvious one came: the portable fifty -six meg rig. But that was
home on the shelf and served as nothing
but an object of longing.
"This is the time that the ham does
-lot come through," he thought hopelessly and, seeking a place where he
might move without fear of being discovered he mounted again to the roof.
Emerging from the penthouse he
leaned back against the parapet and
looked out over the city. The neon sign
was almost above him, its flashing action spelling out first FOR STYLE.
then FOR COMFORT, next FOR
ECONOMY, and finally in huge ten (Continued on page 767)
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UNITROL
Receiver
Simplifies
Band Spread
Tuning
By GEORGE W. SHUART, W2AMN

In order Io change the tuning to "band spread." one has
simply to operate the special button at the center or the dial.

2$0 MMF

\

2.5M14

method, unless both condensers have
accurately calibrated dials, it is impossible to reset them for a given frequency and have the same ratio of capacity between the two as before.
Then again in tuning across the
whole range of a plug-in coil, it is necessary to tune a short way with the small
tuning condenser and then reset the
tank condenser, and if you should overshoot the mark with the tank condenser, you will miss out on a large portion of the band you wish to cover.
A brief description of the receiver
may be in order, before we continue
with the description of the condenser.
A type 32 screen grid tube is used as
a regenerative detector which in turn
is impedance -coupled to the type 33

.01MF

1

work himself.

amateur and broadcast bands. In this

THE main feature of this
receiver is the tuning condenser, which incorporates,
so far as the writer is
aware, something a little
different from the usual band- spread
arrangement.
Most everyone operating a shortwave receiver will admit that the usual
band- spreading methods on the average
receiver are rather awkward when it
comes to covering any large range of
frequencies. That is, it is impossible to
cover the entire range of a given short
wave plug -in coil with a single dial and
still be able to have band- spread when
it is desired. Most receivers have two
separate controls namely, the tank tuning condenser and a small one used for
spreading out the congested short -wave
100 MMF.

A brand -new dual tuning control is here described
for the first time -without removing the hand from
the tuning dial this device gives you the option of
ordinary or band-spread tuning. It involves a
simple mechanical arrangement which can be provided at slight cost, or the set -builder may do the
pentode audio stage. The coupler is a
regular audio transformer with its primary and secondary connected in series
to form a high impedance plate load
Resistance
for the detector tube.
coupling could be used but with a
slight decrease in audio volume. There
is only one draw-back with impedance
coupling and that is that there is usually a very serious fringe howl when
the detector is brought into an oscillating condition. However, this is easily
overcome by shunting a 250,000 ohm
resistor across the transformer, which
is now a choke.

Regeneration Control
Regeneration is controlled by varying
the screen -grid voltage of the detector
(Continued on page 747)
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Here is the almple book -up for the "Unitrol" receiver. which
gives optional "band- spread" tuning.

A close -up Of the rear,

,honing "tank"

and

hand- spread"

toning ,nndetters, together 1,1th rlutrh.
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WORLD -WIDE SHORTAn Unusual Screen -Grid Circuit
IN

of The Wireless Enginech and F,rperirnentul Wireless, an incircuit
teresting
was shown, in which a
single screen -grid tube was employed both
as a detector and as an A.F. amplifier.
This circuit, shown here, is of particular
interest to the short -wave experimenter, as
it is desirable in most S.W. sets to limit
the number of tubes, in order to keep the
tube noises at a minimlun. However, it is
also desirable to obtain the greatest possible
amplification. and this kink is one way to
conserve tubes without loss in sensitivity.
a recent issue

The editors have endeavored to review
the more important foreign magazines
.,, a ring short -wave developments, for the
benefit of the thousands of readers of this
magazine who do not have the opportunity
of seeing these magazines first -hand. The
circuits shown are for the most part self.
explanatory to the radio student. and
wherever possible the constants or values
of various condensers, coils, etc.. are
given. Please do not write to us asking
for further data. picture- diagrams or

lists of parts for these foreign circuits,
as we do not

have any

further specific

mf. variable condenser which tunes the coil
L3 circuit to the intermediate frequency;
1
fixed condenser. e-I. .0002 inf.; several
feet of copper wire for tuning coils (No.
20 D.C.C. wire) ; a few binding posts; a
rheostat and a tube socket.

Vl

-4
LI

y

<

C

200

!AMP

In the circuit shown nu ove, n single
screen -grid tube is employed Troth as n
detector nid A.F. amplifier.
The explanation accompanying the circuit
"A screen -grid tube of
normal type is used as a combined diode
rootilier and A.F. amplifier. The modulated signal is applied across the plate P
find ctrtbude l' through n grid -leak combination GL. Rectified currents are fed from
the junction of a coil L and condenser (I
(forming a radio frequency shunt) through
a condenser el to the control -grid Gl, the
usual screen -grid G2 being coupled to the
next stage through an A.F. transformer T.
if a pentode tube is connected up in a
similar manner. the extra electrode can be
reads as follows:

used as a

space -charge grid."

either coil

the frequency to which the tuned

will respond

is increased.
A third
position of the switch disconnects the shunt
coil front the circuit.
The remainder of the diagram shows a
screen -grid tube as the detectar, using parallel feed of the tickler coil, feeding into a
power pentode, using the resistance- capacity
method of coupling. Power is furnished by
a conventional power unit with a full -wave
rectifier. It is claimed that loudspeaker
results are obtained from this "two -tube"
receiver.
circuit

Transatlantic S.W. Converter
IN Le Radio some time ago was described

short -wave converter that had been
with much success in receiving programs from the United States.
The article is reproduced in part below:
The construction is not difficult. Besides
the tube, the following material is required:
2 variable condensers, .0002 ml.; 1 .0005
a

used

Wave- Change Switch
Funk- Technische .I/onatshe /te, published
in Berlin, Germany, recently contained a
novel circuit for shifting from one suort-

'C2
200

MMF.

SÓ0

200

MbMF.

MMF

TO -AERIAL"._..,
POST ON SET

GND

wave band to another, and incidentally the
entire circuit is of interest to American
short -wave "fans", who are naturally curious to know what the experimenters abroad
are doing.
As shown in the illustration, a switch S
throws a coil across either part of the regular tuning coil, or the entire coil, and as two
coils in parallel have less inductance than

13, +80

L2

information other than that given. if
the reader will remember that wherever a
tuned circuit is shown, for instance, he
may use any short wave coil and the appropriate corresponding tuning condenser.
data for which are given dozens of times
in each issue of this magazine, he will
have no difficulty in reconstructing these
foreign circuits to try them out.

+4
-80
J

Rl

ANT.

European short -wave listeners have hood
s cress in picking up pro grnms fr
the United Stntcs. by means
of t he short -nave converter shown in the
diagram above.
con side ruble

The main difficulty, and this is a small
one. is the winding of the coils. ('oil 1.3
has 55 turns which are closely wound on
a form 3 5/32 inches in diameter.
The
natural wavelength of this coil is about
40I meters. The other coils can be wound
on tube bases. However, it is not advisable

to introduce the molded material of which
the bases are made into the high frequency
field. Therefore. these coils are made differently : a form 1 5/16 inches in diameter
is used to which the end of the wire is
attached. A single turn is wound and tinder
It, three evenly spaced thin cardboard strips.
2x v -in. are inserted. l':uds 2 inches long
are left at the top and the bottom of each
coil. When the required number of turns
are wound. a few drops of sealing wax are
poured over the cardboard strum and the
ends of these strips are bent over the wire
before the wax begins to harden.
In this
way the turns of the coil are permanently
held together in three spots. The coil is
then removed front the form) and mounted
by the wires to the prongs of the tube -base
that arts as a support and also facilitates
coil changing.
The coils for transatlantic reception are
made its follows. although many other sizes
can also be constructed:
ANTENNA C'OIL

Grid

Aerial
3

5
10

7
OSCILLATOR COIL

CM.

J41.*
REC T'FIER

C12
SPICR

0001

F1FLD
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yPT.
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of the latest European short -wave receiver circuits. which enables the operatir
to tune in different bands by simply throwing a switch, S. Loud -speaker results are
claimed for this
tuber.
One

Grid

Plate

5
10

10
13

The values of the parts used in this
simple one -tube converter are shown in the
circuit diagram.
In operation, the coil L3 is tuned to
about 450 meters and the broadcast receiver
to which it is attached is tuned to resoThe short -wave converter is then
nance.
connected to the aerial binding post of the
receiver and the aerial and ground attached
to the converter. Then all that is necessary
is patience iii tuning.
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WAVE ätEYIE
Iron Core Coils for Short Waves
WE have mentioned several times in past
issues of this department about the iron
core coils that are receiving unusual attention in the European magazines. Up to
this time, though, these coils have been
itinited to operation on what the English
,agazines call the intermediate and long
waves (correspondin,g to our broadcast band
and long waves).
Now, however, a coil has been introduced
which is designed to cover the wavelengths
between 13.8 and îM meters, in two sections.
This coil was described in a recent issue of
Amateur Wire/ens and was recommended
very highly.

'l'he latest idea in short -wave tuning inductances is undoubtedly that of employing special iron cores hr picture
above shows a new European S.W. type.

-t

It is claimed that the resistance is lower
than ordinary air coils, giving better selectivity and sensitivity. and in addition, the

field is locnlized by the closed core so that
shielding in multi -tube sets is not very important. at least so far as the coils are

concerned.

A
THE circuit shown here

`

is novel

WEdited by
C. W. PALMER

In the accompanying illustration is shown
one of the coils with the shield cut away to
show the interior. The shape of the special
iron laminations is also shown. The knob
is a switch that changes from the lower
band to the upper one, so that complete
coverage of the frequencies for which the
coil was designed, can be obtained.

the following: Rl, 1,000 ohms; R2. 40,000
ohms: R3. 60,000 ohms' R4, 5.000 ohms,
or an efficient choke; Cl and C2 depend
on the frequency; C3, .002 mf.; C4, .004
mf.: C5..002 mf.
For frequencies in the range of the 10
meter band. the coil Ll consists of 10 turns
%-in. in diameter made of hare copper
wire. The cathode lead is connected to the
sixth turn from the grounded end.

A Simple Transmitter for Very
Short Waves
TIIE simple but effective circuit shown

in the accompanying illustration appeared in the French review. Le Haut Parleur. It has a constant output and can be
operated on very high frequencies-by the
use of harmonics of the actual oscillation
fl equency.
The circuit shows an electron -coupled
oscillator using a screen -grid tube. Titis
oscillator is of the same type as used in
some superheterodyne sets as local frequency generator.
The oscillatory circuit Ll, Cl, together
with the three first elements of the tube
(cathode, control -grid and screen -grid acting here as a plate) forni an oscillator of
the Ilartley type. The coupling between
the grid and plate oscillatory circuits is
simultaneously electrostatic and electromagnetic. The bypass condenser C4 (.004
mf.l, puts the screen -grid at the same potential as the chassis. An outside shield
electrically connected to the chassis prevents the coupling between the oscillator
and the plate circuit. There is, an electronic coupling between the latter and the
oscillator. a fact that is due to the action
of the electrons which are emitted from
the cathode. Either the same frequencies
ps generated by the oscillator or its harmonies can be picked up by the tuned circuit L2, ('2.
The circuit shows an indirectly heated
screen -grid tube of the type generally used
in receiving sets and with a `B" voltage
of 27.0 V'. The dimensions of the parts are

SHIELD

(OUOL
LI
it

CI

J

=

C31

L2
R3

RI

ì

R4

../

Be

C5

1

An electron -coupled oscillator with constant output and which can lie operated
at very high frequencies. as explained in
the text.

The circuit of L2 and C2 should be adjusted to resonance with L1, Cl if the output is to be the same as the oscillator frequency. In this case, the coils and condensers should be identical. If twice the
frequency is desired, it is only necessary to
reduce the size of L2 and adjust L2, C2
to twice the frequency of LI, Cl. The
greatest efficiency, of course, is obtained
when the output circuit is tuned to resoo:tme with the oscillator frequency.

German Short -Wave Set

for

several reasons. In the first place. it
is of German origin. although it appeared
ip a magazine published in Sydney, Austi alia- 11'irelers Weekly.
The set is a regenerative type of unit.
in which the oscillation is controlled by a
.00025 mf. condenser connected in series
with a fixed capacity of .005 mt. This is
done to make the adjustment of oscillation
less critical: and in practice, in experiments conducted by the writer on an existing S.W. receiver, materially smoother con-

tiol resulted.
Next, Iwo .0001 mf. variable condensers
are connected together in series as the dining eontrol This produces a sort of continuous Land- .eprcad effect which further
simplifies tae task of tuning.
Third, two methods of coupling the aerial
to the grid circuit of the detector are shown.
One is the conventional series condenser
method, w:iile the other consists of a network of resistors, in addition to the usual
condenser. The latter method of connection
was rather puzzling to the writer at first
and as no explanation was offered
fglance,
or its use, it was decided to try it out.
The result was surprising. While the
signal strength from a distant station was
cut down somewhat when this connection
was employed, the signal -to -noise ratio was

much improved, and the degree of fading
was also cut down.
It is not known if
this was the intention of the designer of
the set, and the action is not thoroughly
understood, but you fellows on the look -out
for new and interesting kinks in short
waves might give it a try!
The remainder of the set consists of a
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conventional transformer coupled audio amplifier, followed by a pentode output tube,
resistance- capacity coupled to the first A.F.
amplifier. The entire design of the receiver
shows consideration to ease in operation
which should be an attraction to the shortwave beginner. The values of all parts are
shown. Standard coils may be used.
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In thin receiver hook -up, It will be seen that the regeneration is controlled by two
condensers connected in series, which renders the oscillation adjustment smoother
than usual. Note the niclhod of obtaining "band- spread" tuning by using two
condensers in series,
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SHORT WAVES and
WBFTB

- A 12 -Year Old Marconi

WAVE CRAFT and their interest in cooperation with the Amateur and Short Ware
Listener.
A few compliments about your publication-my first issue was the December,
and I really think I read every word in
that issue -and I also sent in my application for membership in the SHORT WAVE
LEAGUE My certificate is framed and bung
on the wall with my line up of "Degrees
of Merit." I really enjoy reading your
magazine and think it is 100 per cent
short -wave and should be in every "tRam
Shack." I have been so busy with my
"Radio" and "Scout" work I have failed
to acknowledge receipt of my certificate.
also my personal opinion of SHORT WAVE
CRAFT. My Troop has organized a Radio
Club -we have 16 members, and I would
like to have them become members of the
SIIOaT WAVE LEAGUE.
SHORT WAVE
CRAFT would be a fine magazine for these
boys to read, for the advancement of short
waves.
I am writing now for two magazines
each month -not for money but only to
help the advancement of amateurs and
short -wave radio.
I am only 12 years old
have been in
the amateur radio game since I was 10. I
am the youngest holder of Offioial Army
Amateur Radio Station designation, also
Official Relay station in the country. My
station is valued at about $1,500.00.
Henry L. Carter, Jr., WSFTB
Member SHORT WAVE LEAGUE
43 Sheldon Terrace
Rochester, N. Y.

-I

The remarkably tine licensed amateur station owned and operated by
Henry L. Carter, Jr., WSFTH.

Editor, SHORT WAVE CRAFT:
I thought you might be interested in a
photo of my radio station and a short description of my radio activities at WSFTR,
located at 45 Sheldon Terrace, Rochester,

N. Y.
My radio activities date back to November, 1931, when I first became interested
in the short -wave radio game; my license
was issued January 14, 1932 -art that time
I was 10 years old. With the assistance
of my father (he was on the air back in
1923- exSBOW) I built my transmitter,
crystal control-47 Xtal. oscillator, 47 buf-

fer, 210 final amplifier. I operate on 3530
and 3s4O ke. SO meter band.
I have worked stations all over the
United States, Canada and Mexico. I am
the youngest member of Scout Amateur
Radio Net, and holder of Army Amateur
Radio Station appointment, also Official
Relay Station. I can copy 20 per, and
send "plenty fast."
I am interested in exchanging photos of
amateur stations: anyone interested write
nie and I will send your photo, also all
members of SHORT WAVE LEAGUE.
Many thanks to publisher of SHORT

consideration the arrangement, the apparatus employed and the age of the operator.
Also, don't lose sight of the fact that Master Carter has the distinction and honor
of being designated as the youngest hold, r
of an assignment from his Uncle Same, as
an Official Army Amateur Radio Station;
also, Official Relay Station. Editor.)

Editor, SHORT WAVE CRAFT:
Here's photo of amateur radio station
W4GW, and also description of the station,
which is as follows: \V4GNY is located in

Wow! What a Station!

Holy Mackerel! What a layout this baby's got! The lucky oopo is
of Asheville. N. C.

(Shades of Heinrich Hertz -we'll bet he
would be envious indeed of this "superfine"
station, which includes transmitter and the
"whole works." To think, readers, that this
young gentleman is only 12 years old! At
the rate he is going he ought to be a Brigadier General in the Army, or an Admiral
in the Nary by the time he is 21. This
is, without a doubt, one of the finest stations the editors have ever seen, taking into

R. R.

Kahler,

www.americanradiohistory.com

Asheville, N. C., which lies in the western
part of North Carolina in the mountains.
W4GW is a unit station of the Naval Reserve.
The high rack on the left -hand side of
the picture is the phone transmitter, operating on 3.909 kc. using a 210 ose.-two
210 as buffers and a 211 final amplifier,
modulated by a 212D, with 2,000 volts on
the plate, supplied from a motor- generator
set located in the basement. A double
microphone is used, with two stages of
amplification. The two center panels are
the transmitter used for naval reserre drills
and consists of a 47 oscillator, 210 buffer,
852 buffer and an 849 final stage. which
has an input of 800 to 1000 watts. The
last panel is an 852 ose. and a 204A amplifier in n M.O.I'.A. circuit, with 2,000 volts
on both plates of both tubes. The receiver
is an FRXA National single -signal set.
Much DX has been worked on phone and
CW, as W4GW has been on the air for
the past 12 years. The licenses on the
wall are an .4nwteur first -class, Unlimited
/'hone and an old commercial (cancelled)
and a new radio telegraph second class and
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LONGRAVES
radio telephone, first -class. In the lower
right-hand side is a Naval Reserve certificate.
R. R. Kubler,
59 Spruce St.
Asheville, N. C.
(Wowl What a short-nave station this
turned out to bel We note that you hare
rounded out the high-power transmitting
equipment with a real go- getter short mare
receirer -the FBL4 National single signal.
Our heartiest congratulations to you, Ralph,
for your perseverance and skill in building
such a fine station and also for keeping
this station on the air for 12 years. "hats
off" to 11'401V and we hope that many
other owners of high power amateur stations, such as this, will "kirk in" with
photos and description and don't forget a
picture, even though it is only a snapshot
of the old maestro-you know who we
mean, the "man behind the gun. " -Editor.)

READ RSRFORUM

How Arthur Ozsvath Relayed "Rescue" Message

A FIRST CLASS RECEIVING

Editor,

STATION

SHORT WAVE CRAFT:

Herewith a picture of my short -wave receiving station. I have read SHORT WAVE
CRAFT for the last four years and enjoy
reading it very much. Sure can get lots of
information out of SHORT WAVE CRAFT.
I use the G.E. K -S0 new all -wave set,
which works better than any other all wave set I have tried so far. I designed
this receiving station for receiving messages
from amateurs, when we have severe storms
and all the wires are down. The sign I
have on top of the panel with the letters
WERS stands for Warrens-Emergency-Receiving-Station.
On the panel I have two sockets, one to
the left and another socket back of the set.
One socket back of the set supplies 110
volts to the set; other socket supplies
Aerial and Ground. The socket you see
in the picture supplies 110 volts for testing
or repair work. The other side of socket
where you see the white wire entering goes
from the voice coil of the speaker to the
right-band meter on the panel, which indicates the out -put strength of signal on
the set.
The black knob under this is a resistance
control on the out -put meter; if the signal
is too strong I turn the knob all the way
to the right. Turning the knob all the

Arthur Oxnvath (with earphones) and Hob Kapp. both ta, at radio with which they
caught din
signals of plane party lost in Hudson flay region and thus
effected rescue.
TIIE short-wave "honors," this month, .run Ozsvath, handled the message is
go to Arthur Ozsvath, of White Plains,
described in his own way below:

New York. licensed short -wave station call
W 2('SM, who picked up an important shortwave message being flashed from a "rescue
plane" in Canada. He wound up by following the request radioed from the rescue
plane to telephone the message back to
Montreal. How our young "radio hero,"

I usually get up in the morning, tune up
the transmitter, and go on the air for a few
hours. Of coarse, I did this \Ionday morning, January 15th. The air was pretty
quiet, so I called a CQ. The first station
I heard calling nie was VE2IC. Ile was
(Continued on page 741;)

way to the left reduces the resistance on
the 0 to 3 scale Weston milliammeter.
To the left is a 0 to 150 scale voltmeter
to give the exact voltage on the line current ; next to the meter is the main control
switch. This switch cuts out the entire
station, with the exception of the clock.
Underneath the meter is n plate with a
red bulls -eye in it, which shows that the
current is on.

Warren ('harlen of Hagerstown, Md., and his neat S-W receiving station.

www.americanradiohistory.com

Above the panel is a world map and on
the shelf a certificate of the SHORT WAVE
LEAOVE of New York. On the window sill
there are two sockets; the left -hand
socket is a connection to my Lynch "inverted" L doublet aerial. The socket to
the right supplies local broadcast, which
uses a Lynch transformer coupled lead -in
with shielded lead wire.
I send a Short Wave Listeners Card to
all of the Amateurs I hear. At the moment
illustrated I am listening to Daventry,
England. which is coming in with a very
strong signal.
Warren Charles,
727 S. Potomac St.
Hagerstown, Md.
(Certainly a very fine receiving station,
Warren, and the way you have the receiver,
clock and map, etc., arranged seems to be
a very good one. We wouldn't mind having
a nice quiet little corner like this one our-

selves.-Editor.)
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Mr. Potter, operator of

licensed amateur

ri

Front liew uf the 5-meter purin hie

5

I

ece it er.

scribes a very excellent 5meter "transmitter- receiver"
of the portable type. The receiver operates on the super regenerative principle and it
is provided with two stages
of audio frequency amplification. This set is not a transceiver, but has a distinct circuit for both transmitter and
The transmitter
receiver.
employs two 31 tubes in a
push -pull oscillator circuit.
Class B modulation is employed, the driver tube being
a 49, which drives two class
B 49 modulator tubes. Batteries supply the plate and
filament current.

er.

Meter T Receiver

BECAUSE W9FQU is primarily a
phone station, it was only natural to
design and build a five -meter transmitter and receiver very shortly after
activity started on the 56 megacycle
band.
At first no definite design was determined upon, simply because we first
wanted to determine whether the transmitter and receiver should be strictly
"portable" or otherwise.
After considerable experimental work
using both low power receiving tubes
with 180 volts of B battery and low power transmitting tubes, with 500
volts rectified AC on the plates, it was
found that the results using 31 type
tubes were practically as good as the
larger tubes, which used about two and
one -half times the plate voltage. It
was therefore decided that the trans-

A

short-

wave station, W9FQU, de-

By MARCUS L. POTTER,
W9FQU
$20.00 JANUARY PRIZE -WINNER

31 (two volt
filament in series, with a total current
drain of 130 milliamperes) in a conventional push -pull circuit, Dower to be
furnished by six volts of "A" battery
and 180 volts of "B" battery regardless
of whether it be used for portable or
permanent station work.

mitter would use two type

Receiver Design
Receiver design came next, and it
was decided to use a super- regenerative
circuit with two stages of audio amplification. It is true that more audio
power could be obtained by feeding a
type 33 pentode directly from the de-

bottom YIrvr of the 5(t-megneyele Trnnsmitter-Reeriver.

www.americanradiohistory.com

tector and this would eliminate one
tube; however, the current drain on
the B battery would be several milliamperes more. For use in portable
work it is always, of course, very desirable to utilize the smallest B current
drain consistent with good results, and
for this reason a two -stage audio unit
was used instead of a power pentode.
The next consideration was whether
it was desirable or not to incorporate
both receiver and transmitter in one
case. Because portability was desired,
it necessarily follows that it, of course,
would be good practice to follow the
idea of building both transmitter and
rt.ceiver in one unit. It should be distinctly understood that the receivertransmitter is not of the trans-ceiver
variety. The receiver is entirely separate from the transmitter, it having
its own apparatus and tubes. A small
amount of weight could have been
eliminated by having one set of tubes
for both the receiver and transmitter
thereby making it a trans -ceiver, but
the saving effected in this regard would
have been very slight and would not
offset the advantages gained by using
separate tubes for both transmitter and
receiver.
Case Rigid Yet Light
With all these ideas in mind, the
portable 56 megacycle transmitter -receiver shown in the pictures was designed. The exceptionally rigid case
is made of light weight cadmium-plated
steel, which will more than stand the
abuse usually encountered by portable
apparatus. All coils clear the case and
sub -panel, which also acts as a shield,
1y at least 2 inches, which minimizes
the amount of r.f. loss that would
otherwise be incurred.
Looking at the back of the chassis,
the receiving apparatus is on the lefthand side. Thirty type tubes are used

SHORT WAVE CRAFT for APRIL, 1934
for the detector, interruption frequency
oscillator and the first stage of audio.
The fourth tube -the second audio amplifier-is a 31 type power tube, which
supplies more than enough power to
operate a loud speaker. Plug -in coils
are used in the receiver so that if found
desirable at any time the frequency
band covered can be either raised or
lowered from the present amateur fivemeter band.
Transmitter Uses 31 Tubes
Located on the right of the chassis
is the transmitter. Two type 31 tubes
are used in a push -pull oscillator circuit. Class B modulation is employed,
the driver tube being a 49, which drives
two Class B 49 modulator tubes. 180
volts of B battery from an external
battery box supplies both the Class B
tubes ani oscillator tubes. One hundred per cent modulation is assured by
this combination.
Looking at the illustration showing
the front view of the unit the National
velvet- vernier dial at the left controls
the frequency of the transmitter, the
tuning covering the amateur band of
56 to 60 megacycles. The other National velvet- vernier dial at the right
tunes the receiver which also covers
the 56 to 60 megacycle amateur band.
The knob at the lower right of receiver
tuning dial controls the antenna tuning
condenser; the receiving antenna connection being the binding post on the
extreme right. The knob on the lower
left of the receiver tuning dial is the
receiver off -on switch and volume control. The third knob to the lower right
of the transmitter tuning dial is the
transmitter off-on switch. The two tipVOLUME

REG

A rear view of the 36- megacycle Tranentitter- Receiver.

jacks under the transmitter tuning dial
are for the single- button microphone input, and the two tip -jacks under the
receiver tuning dial are for the head
phones or loud speaker.

peres steady current and 60 to 70
milliamperes during modulation peaks
and the receiver B battery drain is
approximately 15 milliamperes.
Most any type of transmitting antenna may be used. Consistently good results, however, have been obtained with
a Zep type, having four -foot feeders
and a sixteen foot flat -top. For automobile work a current fed type consisting of two four foot pieces of wire
attached to the antenna posts and separated 180 degrees apart have given
exceptionally good results -R7 to R8
signals having been reported for distances up to three miles. During opera (Continued on page 756)

Operation of Set
In operation the receiver is left on
all the time, thereby permitting a constant check on the quality of transmission. During reception of another station, the transmitter is turned off but
this can be done so quickly that it
practically amounts to duplex operation.
Keeping the transmitter off while receiving also prolongs B battery life,
the transmitter draws about 30 milliamTRANS.
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Crystal -control has become
so common in first -class amateur transmitting stations
that no "Ham" can ignore
the subject; if he does not
employ it at present to stabilize the frequency of his
transmitter, he will sooner
or later undoubtedly adopt
it. The editors are very
happy to present this exceptiona y informative article by Mr. Stahl, who describes in a clear way how to
grind your own crystals
and how to use them.

-

Left -rear view of the transmitter here
described by the author and which has
crystal- control to stabilize its frequency.
This transmitter uses a '10 tube in the
output stage.

CRYSTAL. CONTROL
for

tose

Lean Purse.rBy BERNHARD STAHL

FOR a long time, the amateur of
ordinary means has looked with envy
upon the owner of a crystal -controlled
transmitter, but due to the supposed
expense, he has continued to push into
the ether all sorts of noises, mistaken,
at times, for radio signals. After having listened to all forms of such hash
for the past few years, we have investigated to see just how reasonably
one could construct a crystal -controlled
rig. When we were through and had
counted up our expenditure, we still
were at a loss to understand why low powered apparatus of this type is not
used by the owners of present squawkers.
In designing the described line -up, we
limited ourselves to a type '10 output
stage, as this is the power used by the
average amateur, although one may increase the final output by the addition
of higher -powered amplifiers. The time
and expense involved does not exceed
that of the self- excited transmitter and
still the emitted signal is all that may
be desired by the most critical.

stock we found that we were in possession of three variable condensers,
three R.F. transformers, having perfectly good bakelite forms, and a number of small fixed capacities, not to
mention the panel which was cut up
into the various shapes and forms needed for the set.
The three tuning condensers are
fastened to small stand -off insulators
with one inch brass angles; in order
that all connections may remain tight,
lock washers are used under each nut
in the process of assembly; this idea
is adhered to faithfully and had well

be copied by the builder of any piece
of equipment.

The R.F. Coils
Next, the R.F. coils are taken apart
and re -wound for their new use, given
a coat of clear Duco and allowed to
dry. When dry, holes are drilled for
mounting and the crystal coil put into
its place on the base -board. Two pieces
of the bakelite are cut from the old
panel and drilled as shown in Fig. 1,
and are used as mountings for the
buffer and amplifier coils.
The three sockets used in the trans-

Construction
All of the equipment was mounted
upon a bread -board 22x16 inches, which
was obtained from the local hardware
store and was given two coats of clear
Duco. Two pieces of wood, 15 and %
inches long, e/a inch thick and two
inches wide were screwed to the underside of this board, as shown in the
photograph. This permitted most of
the wiring to be done below the top,
improving the final appearance greatly.
Almost all of the necessary parts
required were obtained from an old
broadcast receiver of the neutrodyne
type, which had been purchased from
a local radio store for $1.50. This was
completely disassembled and in taking

Front view of Mr. Stahl's transmitter which is fitted with crystal- control, the details
for grinding the crystal being given in the accompanying article.
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In the drawings above Fig. 1 shows layout for bakelite strips used to support buffer and amplifier coils. Fig.
various details
in the construction of a crystal- holder. Fig. 3 -form for winding grid chokes. Fig.
hook -up of parts in the complete transmitter, with crystal- control indicated at extreme left.

4-

mitter were purchased separately as

The grinding of a quartz crystal is
itself not a difficult task, but one in
which some care and attention must
be exercised. A few hours of your spare
time spent in grinding the blank will
reward you with a crystal of superior
oscillating qualities. You will find that
the actual work of grinding is not necessarily hard and that the crystal can
be finished within two or three hours.
A few aids necessary for the grinding of the quartz blank:
1 small sheet of plate glass.
1/4 lb. No. 60 to No. 100 carborundum.
1/4 lb. FFF carborundum.
1 Carborundum Stone.
1 Micrometer.
Examine the blank carefully and you
will find that one side is marked as a
reference side. You will also find by
measuring with a micrometer that the
two plane surfaces are parallel to
within a fraction of a thousandth of an
inch. This is absolutely necessary to
obtain easy oscillation from a crystal.
This error of tolerance becomes smaller
as the crystal becomes thinner. Remembering this, let us get down to the
actual grinding procedure. First, you
must decide to what frequency you desire to grind the crystal blank. In determining this, remember that this final
thickness is dependent upon the cut.
The parallel cut is a thinner crystal
be needed.
that the Curie cut for a given frequency. Due to this fact the parallel
Preparing the Piezo Plate
cut has become known
the amateur
Excellent oscillating blanks may be fraternity as the thin cuttoand
the Curie
obtained at a very reasonable cost.
as the thick cut. Your blank is clearly

the ones used in the old receiver were
not usable. The sockets are mounted
and our attention turned to the two
grid chokes that are used in the buffer
and last stage grid circuits. Four
pieces of bakelite 1 and % inches in
diameter and two pieces of % inch
wooden dowel rod 1/a inch long are used
in the construction of the forms as
shown in Fig. 3, and are wound with
No. 28 cotton covered wire until full,
this was done by clamping a hand drill
into the jaws of a vise, putting the
mounting screw of the chokes into the
chuck of the drill and turning the
handle until the forms were full of
wire. One of the completed chokes is
fastened to the grid terminal of each
one of the two grid terminals by one
inch brass angles.
The crystal -holder is of the dust
proof type, although any other type
would work as well with a little cleaning now and then. The construction is
completely covered by the drawings
(Fig. 2) and does not need any further
explanation.
Three midget closed circuit jacks are
used in series with each plate lead,
doing away with the added expense of
separate plate meters.
All of the wiring with a few exceptions, is of No. 12 buss -bar and is covered with spaghetti wherever that may

www.americanradiohistory.com

marked to aid you in this computation.
For amateur use there is no advantage
in the use of one cut over the other
with the exception of the 40 meter crystal in which instance the Curie cut is
to be recommended due to its added
thickness. The following formulae will
give the approximate thickness of your
finished crystal:
For the
For the Curie cut
Parallel Cut

t =

112.6
f

t =

77.0

f

Where the thickness in inches is (t)
and (f) the frequency in kilocycles.
Now when you have determined this
thickness, you must proceed to cut
down the comparatively thick blank to
within five thousandths of an inch to
the final thickness. This is done by the
use of rough abrasive. Place a slight
amount of coarse abrasive on the plate
glass with enough water to obtain the
consistency of a paste.
GRIND ON THE SIDE WHICH IS
NOT MARKED REFERENCE SIDE.
Grinding Crystals
Grinding is accomplished by rubbing
the crystal in the mixture of water
and abrasive in a rotary motion.
Pressure can be applied to the crystal
either by the forefinger or by using
the rubber on the end of a pencil.
Pressure should be applied as nearly
as possible to the center of the crystal
(Continued on page 743)
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New ALL WAVE Set
Features Quadri.0 olor
Tuning Scale
This receiver has been thoroughly tested by the editors and
has been found to give full speaker volume on the "foreign"
stations, under average conditions. In fact, short-wavestations can be brought in with volume equal to those
received on the American broadcast band.
HERE is a new all leave radio receiver
housed in very beautiful cabinets, which lend
themselves easily to the
most modern home. Not
only are these sets beautiful in appearance but
they have some very desirable features, such
as the use of new double -duty tubes; tubes
that perform the functions of two tubes, making a set consisting of
seven tubes equal to one
having two or three additional tubes.
A new simplified band switching system which
has been worked out
by the AmericanBosch engineers, eliminates the "bugs" usua l y encountered in
ordinary band- switching arrangements, and
is incorporated in this
The band receiver.
switching arrangement
is mechanically connected to and controls
the multi-tuning scale.
This scale arrangement
consists of four accu1

Bottom view showing the coil selector switch and bow
the various coils are mounted.
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( (FiCH)1
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F..)1
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F
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30-100

¡li:cwi

Table Bodel of Amcrienn -Bosch all wave set
knob changes the dials
each time o wave band Is selected.

-a

rately calibrated scales marked off in
megacycles. Each scale has a different
color and appears behind the scale window as the band -switching control is
adjusted. In other words, if you set
the band -selecting switch, a scale calibrated for the tuning range of that
hand automatically appears behind the
window. The 20 to 8 megacycle scale
is green, the 9 to 3 megacycle scale is
red, the 4 to 1.6 megacycle is green
and 1.5 to .55 scale is black. The black
scale is for the regular broadcast band
and the other three scales are for the
various short -wave broadcast bands.
This is a very unique arrangement and
eliminates cluttering up a single scale
with a great number of markings necessary for covering the entire short -wave
spectrum and difficult to read quickly.
The tube line -up of the receiver as
shown in the accompanying diagram is
as follows: The 58 first detector which
has a pre -selector between it and the
antenna, practically eliminates image
response. There are two stages of intermediate frequency amplification
using 58 tubes. The components of the
intermediate frequency amplifier are
so shielded that maximum gain can be
(Continued on page 748)
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SHORT WAVE

SECOND

SCOUTS
-

"TROPHY CUP"
WINNER

The editors are very happy to present the second
SHORT WAVE SCOUT "Trophy Cup" to Mr. John
Sorenson, who contributed the longest list of short -wave
stations beard, both verified and unverified, submitted
by the closing date of this issue, February 1. In many
ways, this is one of the most interesting entries that
the editors have ever received in any contest, as it, in
a way completely upsets many of the theories advanced
by some of our best short- wave "sharks ". You will
probably be as greatly surprised as the editors were,
when you note that Mr. Sorenson rolled up his astonishing list of short -wave stations from all parts of the
world, and which he piled up, not on a special shortwave receiver, but ou a 11 -tube "broadcast" receiver
(200 to 550 meter range) used in conjunction with a
National short -scare converter.
It has been Maimed by some short-wave experts, it
is true, that a good short -wave converter, such as the
National, for example, used in conjunction with a good
quality broadcast receiver should be able to give a good
account of itself, and certainly this combination has
come through with "flying colors" in Mr. Sorenson's
case. One of the arguments in favor of a "receiver
set -up ", such as that used by Mr. Sorenson, lies in the
tremendous amplification obtained from the many amplification stages involved in such an arrangement
in this case. 16 tubes-which actually formed a shortwave superheterodyne; the various R.F. stages in the
broadcast receiver acting as the intermediate amplifier
stages of a superhet, the frequency changing functions
having been taken care of in the short -wave converter.
We believe all of our short -wave fans will join in
saluting John Sorenson for his very fine list of stations
and the accurate and precise way in which be presented
them. We present Mr. Sorenson's "log" below, and
also, the log submitted by Harold W. Hansen, of South
Omaha, Nebraska. whom we are pleased to award
Honorable Mention.

Presented to
SHORT WAVE SCOUT

John Sorenson
For his contribution toward the
advancement of the art of Radio
by

Magazine
ON this page is illustrated the handsome trophy. which was designed by
one of New Yorks leading silversmiths.
It is made of metal throughout, except
the base. which is made of handsome
black Bakelite.
The metal itself is
quadruple silver-plated. in the usual
manner of all trophies today.
It is a most imposing piece of work.
and stands from tip to base 22W. The
diameter of the base is 7 % ". The
diameter of the globe is 51/4". The
work throughout is first- class. and no
money has been spared in its execution. It will enhance any home. and
will be admired by everyone who sees it.
The trophy will be awarded every
month. and the winner will be announced in the following issue of
SHORT WAVE CRAFT. The winner's
name will be hand engraved on the

-

trophy.
The purpose of this contest is to advance the art of radio by "logging" as
many short -wave commercial phone stations, in a period not exceeding thirty
days. as possible by any one contestant.
The trophy will be awarded to that
SHORT WAVE SCOUT who has logged
the greatest number of short -wave stations during the month for which the
award is made.

JOHN SORENSON WINS JANUARY
"TROPHY CUP"

I HAVE

been truly a SHORT WAVE SCOUT this

month. You will notice many of the stations from
the same country, have been "logged" the same day,
for I have found that when one station
COMPS in good. others from the same place,
9-VE9IIX
-49,1- Relays CI INS. Ilalifax,
er country, also come in good the same day
Nova Scotia.
rs n general rule.
16 -w'ES -31.74 m.- Testing with I.SX
Most of the stations submitted have been I1 -R' FF -:31.6 m.- Testing with KJTY
"logged" niany times during the month. 12- W2XBJ- 31.6- 31.74 -25.98 m.
United States stations are the hardest of 13- K.JTV- 38.85- 31.6 -281)3 nt.
all to "log ": by that I mean on 16-19-25-31 14 -W2XF. 49.02 nt.- Atlantic Broadcasting
Corp., Wayne, N. J.
meters at the present time. You will notice
-W2XE -25.36 m.- Atlantic Broad. Corp.
WSNK (19 meters) is not logged. nor any 15
-\33XL-17.1 -Bound Brook, N. .1.
other iT. S. station on 19 meters; only 2 16
17 -W3XL-46.7 -Bound Brook, N.J.
on 25, one on 16 meters and but few above 18- W3XAIr49.18
-Bound
N. J.
50 meters.
VE9DR, VE9JR, VE9CL, 19-W3NA I.- 16.87 -Bound Brook.
Brook. N.
VE9CS. \V1NAZ, \\'1 \AL, and others have 20- W2XAF- 31.45- Seheneetady. N. Y.J.
not been heard by me for many months. I 21- WSXAL-49.5- Cineinnnti, Ohio.
used a 1931 model 11 -tube Philco "broad- _ -- \Y9XF- 49.18-Chicago, Ill.
-W4XB- 49.7- Miatnl, Fla.
cast" set (201) to 500 meter range), hooked 2::i
\V0A -44.41- T.awreneeville, N. J.
up with a 5-tube National Short -Wave 2 -t--Nl
Callfornia.
Converter. All stations were brought in on 26-\V6XE- 35.8538.85-Cnlifornln testing KOKOthe "loud- speaker" and a 34 foot inside
IIEAD and Point Race and Riverhead,
aerial only was used! Verification cards
etc.
27-K NR A-4 5. -Ca l l f o r n ia.
sent with entry.
28- K6X0-38.85- Ionolulu testing with RivJOHN SORENSON,
erhead, I. I. KEE
fí Oak Avenue,
29- 11,I1\BB-4a.5- Baranquilla. Col.. S. A.
Bronx, New York City.
30- ITJ4ARB- 41.6 -Manizales, Col.. S. A.
31- IIJ5ABI)-46. -Cali, Col.. S. A.
32- PRADO-45.- Riahamha. Ea., S. A.
Entry for SHORT WAVE SCOUT
33- IIC2RI-45.- Quayagail, Ea., S. A.
Award
:34 -PSK- 36.65 -Rio .Janeiro. Brazil, S. A.
YE9GW- 19.22- Bownlaawille, Ont.. Can.
11.1C11-73.-Quito, Ea., S. A.
2- VE9DN-49.9 -Drummondville, Que.,
313- YV1RC-49.- Carncns, Venezuela. S. A.

I-

1-

:r-

1-

Can.

-4

3 -COC- 49.96- ITavnnn. Cuba
to 6 p.m.
4 -WSNK-25.26 -Pittsburgh, Pa.
6 -WSXK-45.54- Pittsburgh. Pa.

6W9XAA- 49.34- Chiengo,
T- W3XATT--

8-

Ill.
49.5- PhIla., Pn.
w'3XAU- 31.28-Phlla., Pa.

See letter on these stations heard best
Thursday. Friday and Saturday. 9 -12 p.m..
talking to MITT and K.TTY talking buck.
These stations are testing and relaying also.
Also testing with Honolulu and California.

37

-Y V3BC- 48.8 -Caracas,

Venezuela, S. A.

38- CP4- 32. -La Paz. Bolivia, S. A.
39-CP5- 49.3 -La Paz, Bolivia. S. A.

-LS\-25.9- Buenos

40

Aires, Argentina, S.A.
W, I.
Dominico, W. I.
EUROPE

41-1117.-47.5--San Dominico,

42-HIX -50. -San

43--GSA -49.6-Daventry, England.
44 -GSB-31.55 -Daventry, England.
45 -GSC- 31.5 -Daventry, England.
46-OSD- 25.5 -Daventry, England.
47- GSE-25.3- Daventry, England.
48 -GSG- 16.8 -Daventry, England.

49 -GORX- 69.44 -Rugby, England.
50-- GI311- 69.44-- Ittghy, 4:nglntal.

-(:RW-10.7- Buchv. England.
52 -GCW- 30.6- Rugby, England.
5:3 -D.I A -:i .4 -Z, a eti. I :orlon ny.
54 -1/.T1'-49.83- Zeeseu. Grrnuuly.
I.TD- 5.S- %eeseu. Germany.
55
51i -1)J11- 16.8- %eesen, Germa uy.
57- UFB- 16.- Zeesen. Germany.
51

I

-I

55-FYA-25.2-France.
59- FYA- 19.6: -France.
60-12110-25.4-Italy.
61-1411-25.6-11 HIM Holland.
62 -C'ri AA- 31.25- L1s1on. Portugal.
63 -11ßP-Geneva. Switzerin nd- :1S.l7 m.
Switzerland.
64- HBL-31.27- Geneva.Spain.
f',r_EA Q- 30.4 -1lnd rid.
Moseow,
C.
S. S. B.
50.ít\596667 -1'NIt- 37.33 -Rabat, Morocco.

68-x A M- 26.-Mex leo.

a9

-\:\ M-52.-Mexico.
h: 31.28 -Australia.

70 -VK2M

71- V Ií a DI E- 31.55-.%u st ra

li

a.

"HONORABLE MENTION" GOES TO
HAROLD HANSEN
Editor, SHORT WAVE ('RAFT:
I am enclosing my list of stations for the
contest which closes February 1, 1934.
These stations were received after i received my February issue of SHORT WAVE

.Innuary 19. So I am sending
my list, verifications, and statement (sworn
to before a notary public) in one envelope.
I haven't a very large list but have tried to
conform to the rules. I am using n National 211' -45 receiver, with a single -wire
antenna. You will find my list on a sepaCRAFT on

rate sheet. In accordance with your latest
rules the oath testifying to the fact that I
received these stations personally without
the assistance of anyone else on my own
receiving set is attached.

(('oittilled

on page 76(1)
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WHAT'S NEW

The short wave apparatus here shown has been carefully selected for description by the editors after a
rigid investigation of its merits.

In Short Wave Apparatus
"Foreigns" Roll
In on 16 -Tube

Receiver

A revelation indeed is the powerful 'loud speaker" reception of "DX" stations on
this 16 -tube Midwest All -Wave receiver. (No. 147.)

TIH) 16-tube Midwest receiver shown in

the photograph was thoroughly tested by
the writer and gave fine results on some of
the most distant stations. It was possible
to drive a large dynamic speaker to full
volume on stations located in South
America, Central America, and practically

every prominent short -wave station in
Europe. Sonne of the outstanding features
of this receiver are the automatic volume
control and the very efficient band-switching arrangement. It is possible to tune in
stations from 10 to 2,000 meters. This
means that the regular broadcast (200 to

A TRF Pre-Selector
a recent addition to
the well -known National line of shortwave apparatus, was designed particularly
for operation in conjunction with the National FR-7 series receivers. However, it
can be used in conjunction with practically
any short -wave superheterodyne receiver.
It is enclosed in neat crackled finish metal
cabinet and lias the well -known National
design "front panel" plug -in roil. which can
be seen by glancing at the photograph to be
located beneath the main tuning dial. For
superhet receivers not having a tuned R.F.

THIS pre -selector,

550 meter) band is covered, together with
the low frequency band on which can be
heard airplane beacon messages, ship -toshore communication, and the long wave
"press" hook -ups. For those who copy the
code, the low frequency band will provide
almost as much enjoyment as listening to
foreign short -wave broadcasting (phone)
stations. The "old- timer" will never tire
of listening to ship -to -shore conversations.
On multi -tube high -gain receivers such as
this, the tone control' is one of the most
valuable features that could be incorporated in a receiver. This set was tested
in a very noisy location where automobile
ignition interference, electrical motors, etc.,
practically ruin short-wave reception. However the tone control. when properly adjusted, served to practically eliminate this
type of interference and allowed the station
to come through with perfect clarity and
normal volume. When the tone control was
adjusted so as not to discriminate against
the high frequency response, the background
noise nearly drowned out the station. In
other words, it would have been a total loss
if it were not for this efficient tone filter
arrangement. Each one of the wave bands
covered by this receiver has a separate
stale on the dial, which is calibrated in
megacycles for the short -waves and kilo (Continued on page 755)

for S-W Super-hets

stage ahead of the first detector this pre selector affords a positive relief from image
interference. It also enables the operator
to bring in weak stations with greater volume, due to the considerable amount of gain
affected by this additional tuned R.F. stage.
Leads for the filament and plate voltages
are brought out in order that the saine
power supply can be used for both the receiver and the pre- selector unit. A separate wire is also brought ott for connection to the volume control. The input to
the pre -selector is so arranged that the sume

antenna system can be used. The terminals
marked A and G in the diagram are connected to the antenna coil to the first detector in the superheterodyne. One side of
this coil should then be connected to the
I'. plus lead of the power supply. This w ill
furnish plate voltage for the 5S R.F. tube.
however. there should be no connection between the antenna coil and the li negative
of the chassis, otherwise a short-circuit will
be the result.
wig DIELECTRIC

PADDING COND.
NSIOE COIL
HANDLE

MMF
1

Ti

L::f,t
105

MMF/

A

Lsi

MF-/

`

.

'Ja.000
05645

I

/
0 1-MF
(EACH)

OHMS

/

+

TO

g8-

VOLUME
CONTROL

i

HEATER
1

Appearnnee (left) and diagram (above)
of the new National 'l'itF Pre-Selector.
for use ahead of the FIt7 or other Superbets (No. 148.)
(Names and addresses of manufacturer. furni.hed upon receipt of stamped envelope; mention No. of

article.)
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Outrun
1000114F

J

DEn1

/

a

Z

YELLOW

CO MAW

400
OHMS

e

OSG.

26.000
OHMS

2.1'

ANT

MEG.

AN
COIL

"tea

z

.01MF

8+
RED

sw
O

GNO.
BLACK

4

0

0

.02-

o

MF

SW
315
OHMS

J
T

Some very floe

reception has been obtained with this
(Instrument at right of photo.)

S -W

Converter.

Wiring diagrams of the short -wave converter.

A New 2 -Tube Short -Wave
FOR those that have a regular broadcast receiver (200 to 550 meters) not
equipped with a short -wave attachment,
this converter provides an excellent
source of entertainment from the various short-wave programs originating in

this and foreign countries. There are
literally hundreds of stations broadcasting very interesting programs over the
short waves and it is quite possible with

this converter to receive stations located
in the most remote portions of the earth.
his is not an autodyne type converter;
two separate tubes are used, one as the
first detector, and another as the high frequency local- oscillator which changes
the incoming frequency tq that of the
broadcast receiver. The model shown
above uses a 36 screen -grid tube as the
first detector and a 37 as oscillator with

(149.)

Converter
their filaments connected in series. The
110 volt line, either A.C. or D.C., is fed
to the two tubes through a suitable
potential dropping resistor which reduces the line voltage to a value suitable
to light the filaments of the tubes. The
two tubes in series require 12 volts.
This dropping resistor is contained directly in the line cord, which plugs into
(Continued on page 745)

A. C. Monitor for

"Hams"

and Short-Wave Listeners
By Leonard J. Victor

stable oscillating detector circuit, fully enclosed or shielded,
so that it picks up nothing but
the strong local signal from the
home transmitter. After the
transmitter's signal has been
picked up, the monitor reverses
its rele and becomes a miniature
xmitter. It sends out a weak
whistle that can be heard in the
receiver. Listening to the note
from the monitor (which is on
the same frequency as the trans mitter), it is possible to tell just
where the xmitter is operating,
whether it is in or out of the
Here's Mr. Victor's A.C. Monitor, removed
ham band, and whether the
from its metal cabinet.
transmitter is sending on the
same frequency as some other
THE monitor is a much abused little station. Reversing the process, it is
piece of equipment that is actually possible to set the transmitter in any
indispensable around the "ham shack." particular spot desired in the band,
Since the new Federal Radio Commis- especially a spot on which there isn't
sion rulings it is practically suicide for anyone else sending
there is such
even an xtal controlled station to go on a thing still possible!
the air without one. For, even in the
This procedure is necessary as the
best of stations things will go wrong, "home" transmitter will completely
and if monitors are good enough for the block the receiver, and nothing will be
broadcast stations they should be good heard but a loud thumping noise, all
enough for the ham.
over the dial.
What is a monitor, and what is its
Most monitors are one -tube battery
function, the uninitiate will ask? Well, affairs, and because of this they cannot
this little gadget is a totally shielded be used constantly. Constant- monitorreceiver designed just to listen to the ing, that is, listening in on your trans"home" station. It is really a very mitter all the time the station is on the

air, is a very worth -while thing. It
will tell whether your "keying" is ok,
and give due warning when something
starts going wrong with the transmitter.
The problem to hand was to make up
a unit that would be suitable for constant operation. This seemed best.
(Continued on page 744)

-if

hott

view of the A.C. Monitor.

(Names and addresses of manufacturers furnished upon receipt of stamped envelope;
mention No. of article.)
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The i Tube Short -Wave

SCOUT
By H. W. SECOR
The appearae of
the 1 -tub' 'shortwave
von t
which *men plug -

'' rolls

i n

is used with a 100 mmf. grid condenser
and a 5 megohm grid -leak, which provides for very smooth regeneration con (Continued on page 749)

,

S

s n d

phones. is shown
in the photo at
the left.
(No. 150.)

The 1 -Tube Scout is primarily intended for the newcomer to the ranks
cf short -wave fandom. This receiver
uses one type 30 two -volt battery
tube, in the standard regenerative detector circuit. This is one of the most
simple forms of short -wave receivers,
and it is recommended that those just
becoming acquainted with short -waves
build a set of this type in order to acquaint themselves thoroughly with the
operation and handling of a short -wave
receiver.
The entire receiver is constructed on
a 4 "x6"x21/2" chassis with a 6 "x61,4"
metal panel. The main tuning condenser which is a .00014 mf. midget
condenser is mounted directly in the
center of the panel. The filament

rheostat is located on the lower right -

hand side of the panel with the regeneration control potentiometer mounted
on the lower left -hand side of the panel.
Phone terminals, also antenna and
ground connections are brought out on
the rear of the base. The antenna
trimming condenser which is a 100 mmf.
low- minimum, variable "postage -stamp"
condenser is also mounted on this part
of the chassis. The four-wire cable is
brought out directly through the center
cf the rear of the chassis. Looking at
the rear view photograph at the right,
the 230 tube is mounted to the left,
and the plug-in coil fitted on the right hand side.
Looking at the wiring diagram, we
find that standard grid -leak detection

Rear view of the 1 -tube "Scout" receiver.

Why Battery -Operated S -W Sets Are Better
By C. W. PALMER
tion of short waves is
the ease with which
great distances can be
consistently surmounted.
Thus, the question
narrows itself down to
three comparatively
simple points. They
are: quietness of operation, convenience and

sets, especially on the higher frequencies. And this is an important point,
as it often determines whether a far
distant station can be "pulled -in" above
the noise level. Naturally, even a slight
increase in the noise level becomes extremely annoying, especially when you
are trying to get the last "ounce" of
amplification out of a set.
Thus, for the most efficient operation,
battery operation is to be preferred.

Battery Sets More

Convenience of Operation
The second major point mentioned
above is convenience. It must be admitted that it is very handy to simply
turn a switch and know that your
short -wave receiver will be ready for
operation, without having to worry
about the condition of batteries.
(Continued on page '750)

cost.

Quiet
It is a well -known
fact, and one that is
conceded by even the
most rabid power -operation advocate,
battery - operated S.W.
sets are more quiet in
operation than A.C.

that

2 volt "Air-Cell" battery.
with particularly long life. (No. 151 )

Appearance of latent type

THROUGHOUT the development of
short -wave reception to its present
status, a long- standing argument has
been carried on between various experimenters and designers of radio receivers. This is the question of which is
better -battery or power operation of
short-wave sets?
The result of a survey of all the
available printed arguments pro and
con and the verbal statements of practically every short -wave enthusiast
known to the writer has netted the following conclusions. The chief attrac-
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The Best "No Code" Argument Yet
Editor.

SHORT WAVE CRAFT:

THE writer has noticed in past issues of
SHORT

many good, and
some not so flood arguments for and against
the elimination of a "code test" on the five
meter amateur band. It appears that licensed amateurs seem to be almost unanimously opposed to the idea, although it is
the writer's contention that they would actually benefit by such an arrangement. The
writer is in favor of the following changes
in the existing regulations for a license to
operate a phone station in the five meter
band only:
For Five Meters Only:
1.- Eliminate code test.
WAVE CRAFT

2.-Stiffen "technical" examination.
3.-Prohibit use of "modulated" oscillators.

In justifying these changes, consider for
a moment the 80 meter phone band. which
N 100 kc. wide, extending from 3900 -4000
kc. Let's make a few assumptions and assume that the average SO meter
transmitter has an effective range of phone
1000

miles and tLat within any 1000
circle of the United States, there are on mile
the
average 1000 SO meter phones, or in other
words 10 phones per kc. It appears to the
writer that these are very conservative
assumptions.
Now, let's assume that the above changes
are made in the existing regulations for
phone operation on five meters. The average range of a five meter transmitter
certainly not more than 50 miles, and is
if
we can get three 1,000 mile circles in the
United States, we can easily get 1,000 50mile circles in the same area. Hence,
the same congestion we assumed on the for
80
meter band. namely, 10 phones per kc., we
can have 40,000 stations in a 50 mile circle
on five meters, since the five meter band is
4.000 kc. wide. In the whole United States.
we could have 40,000 X 1.000 or 40,000,000
5-meter phones, operating with no more

MR. J. A. WORCESTER,
Jr., a graduate Electrical
Engineer, and also a licensed
"Ham," call W2GAU, inventor of the "Oscillodyne" and
other S.W. circuits, has, like a
bolt from the blue, here presented the clearest and most
logical arguments imaginable
for granting 5 -meter "phone"
licenses, without a code test,
that we have yet seen.
bedlam than now exists on the SO-meter
band! Since there are only 40.000
amateurs and not more than 200,000licensed
shortwave listeners. there is but little likelihood
that an impossible chaos would result ; even
admitting that anything like uniform distribution of the total number of stations
over the United States would he impossible.
The writer would like to emphasize that
this assumes that modulated oscillators,
such as are now in common use on this
band, are prohibited ! This would neceesitate the junking of broad tuning. "super regenerative" receivers, with their accompaning noise and insensitivity. Contrary
to general belief, there is no great difficulty
involved in building a M.O.P.A. (master
oscillator -power amplifier) outfit for
five
meter transmission, nor in building R.F.
amplifiers or super -heterodyne receivers for
five meter reception, once there is some in-

1,000 MILE CIRCLES

r

centive for doing so. Having attempted to
show above that it is unlikely that eliminating the code test on five meters will result
in excessive interference, the writer would
like to further indicate that this procedure
they easily result in a reduction in the chaos
to which the phone amateur is now
jected. There can be no doubting the subthat a large number of amateurs now fact
on
the 80 and 160 meter bands would t o down
to five meters, if they could find someone
to talk to. It is impossible to carry on
intelligent eonl'ersetioil with and "automobilea
ignition system." which is about all that can
now be heard on live meters, in all but the
more thickly populated cities. If more stations were operating in the five meter band
more amateurs now on 20 and 80 and 160
meters would go down, thus alleviating to a
considerable extent the congestion now existing on these bands.
There is still another way in which opening the five meter band to short wave listeners who pass a suitable technical examination can benefit existing amateurs. A certain amount of "bedlam" has come
be
expected on the amateur bands, and ittowill
only be a matter of time before the fathersthat-be, after noting the peace and quiet
existing on the five meter band, will arrive
at the conclusion that the amateurs can get
along with 500 kc. or less, just as well as
on 4.000 kc. as at present. Don't get the
idea that this is all "idle twaddle". It has
been done before and will undoubtedly he
tried again, lust as soon as commercial television interests start clamorin^ for more
territory. If such an occasion arose today,
it would be very difficult indeed for the
amateurs to justify a 4,000 he. band at
this frequency. The only way to hold on to
present territory is to show suitable occupancy, which can't be shown at present,
in
spite of the fact that the five meter band
has been open for several years!
(Continued on page 753)

Get Your Button
The illustration herewith shows the beautiful
design of the "Official"
Short Wave League but-

40.000
5 METER
STATIONS

ton. which is available to

everyone who becomes a
member of the Short
Wave League.
The requirements for
joining the League are
explained in a booklet, copies of
will be mailed upon request. The
measures ¿% inch in diameter and is
in enamel
colors -red, white. and

50 MILE
CIRCLE

\

HOW THE PICTURE- WOULD APPEAR IF WE
USED
OUR

80 METER EQUIPMENT

ON

5 METERS

AND WITH THE SAME AMOUNT OF CONGESTION

-`

WE COULDGEr40POQODO 5 METER
STATION
-, IN THE WHOLE OF U.S. WITH THE
SAME
CONGESTION WE NAVE ON 80 METERS,
BUT THERE IS LITTLE LIKELIHOOD
OF

THIS NUMBER EXCEEDING

-200.000, AND THIS
.

I

-3

L,

NUMBER COULD
BE SPgEA00YE4 THE WHOLE AREA
0
AmB. 40.00,000

30.000000

20.000000

10,0

I

.000

which
button
inlaid
blue.

Please note that you can order your button AT ONCE-SHORT WAVE LEAGUE
supplies it at coat, the pries, including the
mailing, being 35 cents. A solid gold button is furnished for $2.00 prepaid. Address
all communications
to SHORT
WAVE
LEAGUE, 96 -98 Park Place, New York.
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General view ut the oscillator-

dulotor

Vet

up ready for operation.

The R. T. 5
THE five-meter

r a d i o pho ne
transmitter shown

in the photographs

This 5 meter transmitter uses
either 12A or 71A oscillator
tubes in a push-pull oscillator
circuit and is modulated with
a class "B" modulator, using
a 53 twin tube. The modulator unit also supplies the
plate voltage for the oscillator.
This little 5 meter transmitter
is capable of working practically every station that can be
heard on the 5 meter band.

METER

TRANSMITTER

uses receiving type tubes throughout
and yet it is capable of emitting a surprisingly "husky" signal. Distances up By GEORGE W. SHUART
to 35 miles have been covered with this
T. A M N
little outfit and it has proven entirely
All
all
conditions.
under
satisfactory
stations worked from the writer's loca- rent low-and allow of easier modulation with the high -power transmitter tion.
shown in the Jan., 1934, issue, were
With no antenna load the plate curworked with the above transmitter and rent will be between 50 and 55 mills
was
signal
strength
in many cases the
(M.A.), depending upon the adjustment
reported the same!
of
the grid coil.
The tubes used in the push -pull oscilThe
grid coil should always be adlator circuit are 112A's or 171A's. The
that gives the lowest
112A's seem to be the best oscillators justed to a point
at the frequency on which
and are much steadier in operation. platesetcurrent
to be operated. Lower values
The plate power input should not ex- the the isgrid
-leak will cause the plate
ceed 22.5 watts (300 volts at 75 mills). for
to be high and will result in
With this input the tubes were left current
and damage to the tubes.
running for hours at a time during inefficiency
are the two most important
"duplex" QSO's, with not the slightest These to
remember when using receivsigns of heating or injury to the tubes. points
as oscillators with high plate
The value of the grid -leak used is very ing tubes proper
adjustment of the grid
important; at least 30.000 ohms should voltage-right value
of grid resistance!
and
coil
cur
plate
the
keep
order
to
be used in

'rhe pholot:rnph. to the left.

Is n

Plate Tuning C apacity Important
Another thin g
t h a t affects the
efficiency of the oscillator is the value
of the capacity used to tune the plate
circuit. If too few turns are used in
the plate coil the necessary capacity to
tune to the five -meter band will be too
high, causing the plate current to be
high and permitting less R.F. out -put
at a given plate input; this results in
the tubes running too hot and shorten ingg their lives. The best size coil to
use is 4 turns, one -inch in diameter,
and with about 1/a inch spacing between
turns. The grid and plate coils are

wound with number 12 enameled antenna wire. The grid coil consists of
six turns 1/2 inch in diameter and
spaced 1/a inch between turns. With
the above plate coil the plate tuning
capacity will be of optimum (best)
value. The tuning condenser is of the
double -spaced split- stator type having a
capacity of 35 mmf. per section with

isolantite insulation. Isolantite sockets and stand -off insulators should be
(Continued on page 753)

eins, up of the push -pull oscillator: to the right. Is the eipss on"
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SHORT WAVE STATIONS
OF THE WORLD
SECTION ONE
As promised in the last issue, we are
presenting herewith a complete, revised and combined list of the short
wave broadcasting, experimenal and
commercial radiophone stations of the
world. This is arranged according to
frequency, but the wavelength figures
are also given for the benefit of readers
who are more accustomed to working
with "meters" than with "kilocycles ".
All the stations in this list, with one
or two exceptions of the time stations,
use telephone transmission of one kind
or another and can therefore be idenfied by the average listener.

The March, 1934, issue (copies mailed

for 25c) contained a very fine list of
police, airport and television stations,

WE GO to considerable expense
each month to revise this specially compiled list of short -wave
stations, and the list is not simply
repeated each time, as many readers
might assume. In order to aid us
in keeping this list as accurate as
possible, we will appreciate hearing
from short -wave listeners of any
omissions or errors in the list as
here published.

which was marked "Section Two ". This
will reappear in the May issue with
the latest corrections and' additions.
Section One (this month's list) will be
published again in the June issue, also
with last minute changes. Note: Stations marked with a star ( *) are the
most active and easily heard stations
and transmit at fairly regular times.
Stations are classified as follows: CCommercial phone.
Broadcast service.
Experimental transmissions.

B-

X-

Around- the -Clock Listening Guide
Although short wave reception is notorious for its irregularity and seeming inconsistency (wherein lies its greatest
appeal to the sporting listener), it is a good idea to follow a general schedule as far as wavelength in relation to the time of
the day is concerned. The observance of a few simple rules
will save the short wave fan a lot of otherwise wasted time.
From daybreak to mid- afternoon, and particularly during
bright daylight, listen between 13 and 22 meters (21540
to

21540 kc.

* W8XK. 19380 kc.

-B13.93 meters
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC
SAXONBURG. PA.
7 a. m..2 p. m.: relays KDKA
propams

21470 kc.
B
13.97

GSH

meters
BROAD. CORP.

BRITISH
DAVENTRY, ENGLAND
British Empire programs

14.01 meters
A. T. & T. CO.
LAWRENCEVILLE, N. J.

21130 kc.
-C

LSM

14.15 meters
BUENOS AIRES,
ARGENTINA

21060 kc.
C
14.25

WKA

21020 kc.

J.

14.27 meters
BUENOS AIRES,
ARGENTINA

LSY

20380 kc.

C-

C-

-C

C-

15.60 meters
LAWRENCEVILLE, N. J.

18970
-C.

C

GAQ

15.81 meters
RUGBY. ENGLAND

-X-

-C.

ENGLAND

kc.
15.37 meters
BUENOS AIRES,
ARGENTINA

LSG

C-

-C.

C-

WJZ

kc.
* GSG
GAX 17770
B
16.88 meters

GAU

16.11 meters
RUGBY. ENGLAND

BRITISH BROAD. CORP.
DAVENTRY. ENGLAND
British Empire programs

17775 kc.
-B

PMC

16.33 meters
BANDOENG, JAVA

*PHI

17760 kc.
16.89 meters
PIZA. ITALY

C-

6:30-7:30

a.

17640 kc.
-C.

WLA

16.36 meters
LAWRENCEVILLE, N. J.

16.38 meters
RUGBY, ENGLAND

-X-

is

Eastern

C-

16233 kc.
-C.

FZR

18.48 meters
INDOCHINA

SAIGON,

-C

ST.

FTK

18.90 meters
ASSISE, FRANCE

X-

19.36 meters

J1AA

Mornings
KEMIKAWOA- CHO- CHIBA-

kc. * W2XAD
Ship. 15330
B
19.56 meters
GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.
SCHENECTADY, N. Y.
Relays WGY, Mon., Wed.. Fri.,
2:30 -3:30 p. m., Sun., 2-4 p. m.

W3XL 15295 kc.

Standard

-B

19.65 meters
ATLANTIC BROADCASTING
CORP.

B.

Time)

CP5

19.61 meters
LA PAZ, BOLIVIA

9:30.10:30

11 a. m. -1 p.

15250 kc.
-B

WIXAL

19.67 meters
BOSTON,

15243 kc.
B-

J.

m., relays WABC

MASS.

* FYA

19.68 meters
"RADIO COLONIAL"

PONTOISE
Service

(Paris), France

de la
Radiodiffusion,
103 Rue de Grenelle, Paris
8 -11 a. m.

WOG 15210 kc. *W8XK

18.44 meters
OCEAN GATE, N. J.

KEN, JAPAN

17.33 meters
BOUND BROOK, N. J.
Fri. 11 a. m. -5 p. m.

(Time given

16270 kc.

m.

17.00 meters
SHIPS
Phones to Shore
Work on this and higher

17310 kc.

W LK

18.44 meters
LAWRENCEVILLE, N. J.

15490 kc.

IAC

channels

GAS

GRC

17.56
RUGBY. ENGLAND

15880 kc.

16.88 meters
HUIZEN, HOLLAND

FZS

16.35 meters

WKN 18310 kc.

15.14 meters
LAWRENCEVILLE, N. J.

Relays

17.52 meters
LAWRENCEVILLE, N. J.

16270 kc.

m.

16.87 meters
NATIONAL BROAD. CO.
BOUND BROOK. N. J.
11 a. m..5 p.m., exc. Fri.

PLE

Saigon,
INDO -CHINA

C-

PCV

B.

16.06 meters
ENGLAND

18340 kc.

C

16.84 meters
KOOTWIJK, HOLLAND

WOY

17080 kc.

16.63 meters
ENGLAND

17780 kc. * W3XAL

RUGBY.

18370 kc.

-C-

GAS

6:00-9:00a.

15.93 meters
BANDOENG, JAVA

18680 kc.

17120 kc.

RUGBY.

ENGLAND

WOO 15270 kc. *W2XE

17.52 meters
A. T. at T. CO.,
OCEAN GATE. N. J.

WAYNE, N.

16.48 meters
RUGBY, ENGLAND

-C-

-C-

RUGBY,

-C-

GAW

WKF 18040

GAA 18345

14.72 meters

19820 kc.

15.50 meters
ST. ASSISE, FRANCE

19220 kc.

C-

14.47 meten
AIRES,
ARGENTINA

RUGBY,

-C-

16.44 meters
ST. ASSISE. FRANCE

FTM 18200 kc.

18620 kc.

BUENOS

G

19355 kc.

LSN

20730 kc.
'C-

C-

J.

N.

18830 kc.

meten
LAWRENCEVILLE, N.

C

GATE,

until shortly after daybreak. After dark, results above 35
meters are usually much better than during daylight. These
general rules hold good whether you live in the United
States or in China.

WOP 18240 kc. FRO,FRE 17120 kc.

15.48 meters
OCEAN

('heck the time these stations are broadcasting.

To the east of the listener, from about noon to 10:00 p. m.,
the 20 -35 meter will be found very productive. To the west
of the listener this same band is best from about midnight

kc.
GAP 17810kc.
WKK 19160
-C15.66 meters

21420 kc.
C

-C-

13000 kc.).

a.

m.

-B

18.72 meters
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC &
MFG. CO.
SAXONBURG. PA.
10 a. m. -4:15 p. m.
Relays KDKA

15200 kc.
B-

* DJB

19.73 meters
ZEESEN, GERMANY

15140 kc.
B.

* GSF

19.81 meters
BRITISH BROAD. CORP.
DAVENTRY, ENGLAND
British Empire programs

15120 kc.
-B-

*HVJ

19.83 meters
VATICAN CITY
ROME. ITALY

5:00 to 5:15

a.

m., except

Sunday

15055 kc.
C-

14590 kc.
-C-

WNC

19.92 meters
HIALEAH, FLORIDA

WMN

20.56 meters
LAWRENCEVILLE, N. J.
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C.

20.65 meters
BUENOS AIRES, ARGENTINA

14525 kc.
20.65
C

meters

2:30.3

11830 kc.
B-

WMF

20.73 meters
LAWRENCEVILLE, N. J.

14440 kc.

GBW
ENGLAND

21.44 meters
RUGBY,

GBB

22.08 meters

22.28 meters

-C-

22.40 meters
LAWRENCEVILLE, N. J.

22.71 meters
OCEAN GATE, N. J.

23.36 meters
LAWRENCEVILLE, N. J.

C-

12840
-C

23.39 meters

DIRECTOR GENERAL
Telegraph and Telephone
Stations. Rabat. Morocco
Sunday,

7:30.9:00

a.

m.

12800 kc.
C

TAC

23.45 meters
PIZA. ITALY
Mornings

12290 kc.

GBU

12260 kc.

FTN

24.47 meters
-CST. ASSISE (Paris), FRANCE

12150 kc.
C -C

GBS

24.69 meters
RUGBY, ENGLAND

12000 kc.
MOSCOW.
Sunday. 3-4

meters
U.
p.

S.

m.,

25.6R meters
ICAKUHHU, HAWAII

DAN

11340 kc.

26.44 meters
NORDEICH, GERMANY

and

27.85 meters
RUGBY.

ENGLAND

. C.

28.1 meters
LAWRENCEVILLE. N. J.

10550 kc.

WOK

28.44
LAWRENCEVILLE, N. J.
meters

GBX

10530 kc.

tests

28.49 meters
RUGBY, ENGLAND

KKQ

-X-

*FYA

11880 kc.

B

10520 kc,
-C-

25.10 meters
BOLINAS, CALIF.

11870 kc. *W8XK
B-

C.

CO.

4:30-10:00
KDKA

Relays

m.
programs

p.

a.

m.

10410 kc.
X-

-X-

* EAQ

30.43 meters
MADRID, SPAIN
Daily. 5:30.8:00 P. m.
Sat., also 1..3 p. m.

-B-

9790 kc.

GCW

30.64 meters
RUGBY, ENGLAND

30.77 meters
-C.
LAWRENCEVILLE. N.

30.89

-C-

KES

RUGBY,

H

J.

31 meters
ERE DIA. COSTA

RICA

LSX

28.98 meters
ES, ARGENTINA

m.

GCB

32.33 meters
ENGLAND

RUGBY.

7480 kc.

31.25 meters
LISBON, PORTUGAL
Tues. and Friday, 4:30.7:00

-B-

J.

9600 kc.

7150 kc.

41.6 meters
MANIZALES, COLOMBIA
Various times during evening

-B-

B-

* XETE C

MEXICO CITY, MEXICO
p. m.. 6:30 p. m..
12 midnight

2:305:10

-C-

* HBL

9595 kc.
B-

31.27 meters
LEAGUE OF NATIONS
GENEVA. SWITZERLAND
Saturdays, 5:306:15 P. m.

AMALGAMATED WIRELESS.
LTD.. SYDNEY. AUSTRALIA
Sunday, 1 -3 a. m., 5 -9 a. m..
m.

B

12 noon-6 p. m.

DAVENTRY, ENGLAND
British Empire programs

www.americanradiohistory.com

HC2RL
F8KR

45.00 meters
CONSTANTINE. ALGERIA

-C-

TAC

45.1 meters

PIZA.

J.

ITALY

Evenings

C

WOY 6610 kc.
meters

35.05
LAWRENCEVILLE,

N.

J.

TAC
meters

PIZA, ITALY

36.65 meters
RIO DE JAN IERO, BRAZIL
6:30 -7:30 P. m.

* CNR

8036 kc.
B-

37.33 meters
RABAT,

MOROCCO
p. m.

Sunday, 3-5

7920 kc-C-

37.88 meten
RUGBY.

-B-

RW72

45.38 meters

MOSCOW.

S. S.
m.

U.

1-6

p.

6447 kc.

46.50 meters
BARRANQUILLA. COL.. S. A.
11:30 a. m. -1 p. m. and 5-10
P. m. daily
Thurs.. 5-11 p. m.

6425 kc.

XNATIONAL
46.70

* W3XL
meters

BROADCASTING
CO.

BOUND BROOK. N. J.

Fri.. 5:30

p. m. -1 a. m.

6382 kc.
GCP -B47.00

ENGLAND

R.

HJ1ABB

B-

*PSK

8185 kc.

* GSC

31.29 meters
B BRITISH
BROAD. CAST.

WOA

44.40 meters
LAWRENCEVILLE, N. J.

WOO 6650 kc.
meters
GATE. N.

31.28 meters
NEWTOWN SQUARE, PA.
Relays WCAU

ENGLAND

meters
Sunday, 5.457:45 p. m.
Tues., 9:15.11:15 p. m.

ENGLAND

8560 kc.

-C-

9590 kc. * W3XAU

GDB

44.15 meters
RUGBY,

C-

35.05
OCEAN

CFA

GBC 6660 kc.

34.56 meters

-C

KEL

43.70 meters
BOLINAS, CALIF.

kc.
GCQ 6668
B45.00

RUGBY.

8560 kc.

GDS

43.95 meters
RUGBY, ENGLAND

GCX 6753 kc.

8680 kc.

9.11. a.

A.

34.25 meters
RUGBY. ENGLAND

meters

EAR110

43.80 meters
DRUMMONDVILLE, CANADA

C.

YV2AM 8760 kc.

m.

43 meters
MADRID. SPAIN
Tues., Sat., 5:30 p. m.

6905 kc.

-C-

P.

-C-

33.63 meters
ENGLAND

C

LCL

42.92 meters

JELOY. NORWAY
Relays Oslo 11 a. m. -6

RUGBY,

31.25 meters
MARACAIBO, VENEZUELA
Tests between 5 and 10 P. m.

HJ4ABB

-B

TGX 6795 kc.

33.50 meters
GUATEMALA CITY,

8920 kc.

-B-

HBQ
meters

GCS 6840 kc.

meters

ENGLAND

8928 kc.

%

ENGLAND

LEAGUE OF NATIONS,
GENEVA, SWITZERLAND

-C

32.72 meters
LAWRENCEVILLE, N.

p. m-

GDW

40.11 meters

WNA 6860 kc,

9170 kc.

*CTIAA

9600 kc.

p.

32.15 meters
DRUMMONDVILLE, CANADA

-C-

PCK

38.60 meters
KOOTWIJK. HOLLAND
9 a. m. to 7 p. m.

C.

CGA 6976 kc.

-C

-C-

7770 kc.

meters

7 -8 p. m.

-B-

m. -1

9330 kc.

9020 kc.
32.26
9675 kc. *T14NRH C RUGBY.
B-

a.

ENGLAND

9585 kc.

BOLINAS, CALIF.

BUENOS Al

Irregularly 10:30

C-

* HBP

YV3BC 6990 kc.

.B.
31.55 meters
CARACAS. VENEZUELA

B-

m.

38.47 meters
LEAGUE OF NATIONS.
GENEVA. SWITZERLAN D
5:30-6:15 p. m., Saturday

RUGBY,

m.

9280 kc.

GCA

9710 kc.

a.

9510 kc.

WOF

28.80 meters

10350 kc.

irregularly

9860 kc.

PDK

28.80 meters
KOOTWIJK. HOLLAND

7:30.9:40

25.26 meters
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC
SAXONBURG, PA.

28.51 meters
SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA

10410 kc.

25.25 meters
"RADIO COLONIAL"
PARIS
PONTO ISE,

a. m.,

B

kc.
* VK3ME 7444
B
40.3

5:00.7:00

KEN, JAPAN

4-7

a.

7799 kc.

C-

31.55 meters
AMALGAMATED WIRELESS,
Ltd.
G. P. 0. Box 1272L.
MELBOURNE. AUSTRALIA
Wed., 5:006.30 a. m.. Saturday.

9590 kc. * VK2ME 8380 kc.
VLK B
35.8
31.28 meters
-C-

irregularly at other tinie,

11950 kc.

J1AA

kc.
WNB 9600
B31.25

10675

X-

R.

S.

GBP

10770 kc.

-C-

RNE

25

-B-

C

C

ENGLAND

RUGBY,

KIO

11680 kc.

FUNCHAL. MADERIA
Tues.. Thurs.. 5:00 -6:30 p. M.
Sunday. 10:30 a. m.1. p. m.

24.41 meters

-C-

25,63
"RADIO COLONIAL"
PONTOISE (PARIS)
3.6 p. m.. 6:15 -9 P. m.
10 p. m. -12 midnight, Daily
meters

J.

30.4 meters
KEM 1K A WOA -C H 0-CH I BA-

* FYA 9750 kc.

11181 kc. * CT3AQ
GBC B
26.83 meters

23.47 meters
RUGBY, ENGLAND

-X-

* GSB

31.55 meters
BRITISH BROAD. CORP.
DAVENTRY. ENGLAND
British Empire programs

B.

N.

PDV

38.30 meters
HOLLAND

KOOTWIJ K.

31.48 meters

GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.
SCHENECTADY. N. Y.
Relays WGY programs
7:45 -11 p. m.
Also from 11 p. m.-Midnight
on Saturday

WON 9510 kc.

9870kc.

WINNIPEG, CANADA
Daily excp. Sun.. 6-10:30 P. m.: CSun., 9-10:30 P. m.

-C

12780 kc.
-C.

25.57 meters

HUTZEN. HOLLAND
Mon., Wed.. Fri.. 7:30 -9:30 a.
m.; Sat., Sun., 7:30.10 a. m.

B

*CNR

12825 kc.
C-

B

-B-

B-

C

After 9

GERMANY

9530 kc. * W2XAF

LSN

30.4 meters
LAWRENCEVILLE,

7830 kc.

31.38 meters
ZEESEN,

30.30 meters
BUENOS AIRES

C

KEN, JAPAN

* DJA

9510 kc.

9890 kc.

*PHI

WOO 11705 kc.

23.36 meters

OCEAN GATE, N. J.

-B,

* GSD

25.53 meters
BRITISH BROAD. CORP.
DAVENTRY. ENGLAND
British Empire programs

kc. *VE9JR
WOY 11720
25.6 meters
B

12840

30.15 meters

9870 kc.

ZEESEN, GERMANY

11730 kc.

WOO

13210 kc.
-C-

*DJD

25.50 meters

B-

GCU

RUGBY, ENGLAND

&

MFG. CO.

ZFB

9950 kc.
C

ELECTRIC

J1AA

38.07 meters
KEMIKAWOA- CHO- CHIBA.

-C-

meters

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
7 a. m.1 a. m. daily

29.84 meters
HAMILTON, BERMUDA

-C-

WIXAL C

11760 kc.

WMA

13390 kc.

29.35 meters
RIO DE JAN IERO, BRAZIL

BOSTON. MASS.
Irregularly in the morning

B

ENGLAND

RUGBY.

PSH

C

25.45 meters

GBQ 11750 kc.

13465 kc.
-C.

25.4 meters
ROME. ITALY
noon -1:30 P. m.,
12
Daily,
4 -6:30 p. m.

B

RUGBY, ENGLAND

10220 kc.

WABC

31.35

WESTINGHOUSE

9560 kc.

AIRES

* I2R0 10055 kc.

B-

B

ENGLAND

13585 kc.
-C

m.

GSA 11790 kc.

13990 kc.
-C-

3-5 p.

J.
Relays

B-

LSL
meters

BUENOS

CORP.,
N.

WAYNE,

29.04 meters
RUYSSELEDE, BELGIUM
From 1 0. m.

10300 kc.
* W2XE C
29.13

11810 kc.

20.78 meters
RUGBY,

-B

25.36 meters
ATLANTIC BROADCASTING

p. m.

14470 kc.

C

25.28 meters
BRITISH BROAD. CORP.
DAVENTRY, ENGLAND
British Empire programs

XDA

TRANS -NEWS AGENCY
MEXICO CITY

-C-

-B-

ORK 9570 kc. * W 1 XAZ 7880 kc.

* GSE 10330 kc.

LSN 11865 kc.

14530 kc.

HC1DR
meters

QUITO. ECUADOR

8-10 p. m.
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6335 kc.

VE9AP 6110 kc.

47.35 meters
ORUMMONDVILLE, CANADA

b.

6316 kc.
-B

SANTO

HIZ

47.5 meters
DOMINGO, DOMINICAN

REPUBLIC
Daily except Sat. and Sun.
4:40 -5:40 p. m.; Sat., 9:4011:40 P. m.; Sun., 11:40 a.
m.-1:40 p. m.

6272 kc.

HIlA

B-

47.8 meters
DOMINICAN REP.
Daily 12:10 -2:10 p. m.; 4:106:10 P. m.; Thurs., 12:10.2:10
p. m.; 7:40 -9:40 p. m.

6270 kc.

B

B-

6150 kc,

6110 kc,
B
49.1

B-

B-

48.86 meters
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC &
MFG. CO.
SAXONBURG, PA.
Relays KDKA programs,
4:30 p. m.- midnight

B

49.18 meters
NATIONAL BROADCASTING
CO.

BOUND

BROOK, N. J.
Relays WJZ programs

m: 1 a

Saturday, 5:30 p.

m.

9:30 p. m.2 a. m.
Sun. 4:30-7 p. m.; 9 p

tam.

m:

R a.

Sun., 12 noon-9 p. m.

a. m.

6122 kc.
49 meters

ZTJ

JOHANNESBURG. SOUTH
AFRICA
Daily except Sat. and Sun.,
11:45 p- m. -12:30 a. m.. 47
a. m.. 9 a. m.3:30 p. m.
Sat., only, 4 -7 a. m., 9 a. m:

4:45 p. m.
Sun., only, 11:45 p. m. -12:30
a. m., 8.10:30 a. m. and 12303 p. m.

*W2XE

49.02 meters
ATLANTIC BROADCASTING

VE9BJ

6085 kc.

CP5

-8-

6120 kc.

49.3 meters
LAPAZ, BOLIVIA
5:30.7:30 p. m.; 9-11:30 p. In.
Mon., Wed., Fri., 6:30-8 p. m.
9 -11:30 P. m., Tues., Thurs.,
Sat.

B

49.31 meters

B-

49.02 meters
VENEZUELA
a. m. -1 p. m.; 5:1510 p. m.

A

BNEWTOWN
49.50
B

*GSA

49.58 meters
BRITISH BROAD. CORP.
DAVENTRY. ENGLAND
British Empire programs

6040 kc.
-B

W1XAL

49.67 meters
BOSTON,

MASS.

B-

VE9CA

49.75 meters
CALGARY, ALTA, CANADA

6023 kc.

-B

PK1WK

49.4 meters
BANDOENG. JAVA
Daily exc. Fri., 5:30.6 a. m.

* HVJ

-C-

49.8 meters

6020 kc.
8-

Fri.,

10:40.11:40

5930 kc.

X

Fri., 7:30.11:00

5853 kc.

m.;

P.

p.

p

m.

m.

p.

OCEAN

-C-

J.

WOY
N.

5690 kc.

-X-

52.7 meters
ADMINISTRATION DES P. T. T.
TANANARIVE. MADAGASCAR
Tues., Wed.. Thurs.. Fri.. 9:30m.,

Sat.
1-3 p. m.

and

B

* RW 15

70.20 meters
KHABAROVSK. SIBERIA,
U.

S.

S.

R.

Daily, 3-9 a. m.

4272 kc,

WOO

70.22 meters
OCEAN GATE. N. J.

4272 kc.
-C

-C-

HCK B
meters

WOY

70.22 meters
LAWRENCEVILLE, N. J.

4098 kc.

58.00 meters
BANDOENG, JAVA

ECUADOR, S. A.

* G6RX

69.44 meters

4273 kc.

Sun.,

PMY

GDB

RUGBY, ENGLAND
Tests, 8-11 p. m.

FIQA

B-

J.

69.44 meters
RUGBY, ENGLAND

4320 kc.

WOB

*DJC 5714 kc.
B
52.5
GERMANY
QUITO,

N.

63.1 meters
LAWRENCEVILLE,

-C-

-C-

GATE.

4752 kc.

m.

50.25 meters
LAWRENCEVILLE, N. J.

a.

WOO

63.1 meters

-C.

C

50.6 meters
MEDELLIN, COLOMBIA
Mon., 7-11 p. m.; Tues.. Thurs.,
Sat., 6.30.8:00 p. m.; Wed. and

1130

G6RX

62.24 meters

RUGBY. ENGLAND
Tests irregularly 8-11 p. m.

HJ4ABE

-B

49.83 meters
ZEESEN.

8.10

Sun., 7:45-10:40 a. m., 3 -5

Sat.,

GDW
meters

HIX 4320 kc.

meters
DOMINGO,
DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
SANTO
and

ENGLAND

4752 kc.

daily

XEW 5170 kc.

MEXICO CITY, MEXICO

6075 kc.

S. S. R.

U.

p. m.,

a. m.

-C-

RUGBY,

4820 kc.

50.26 meters
VATICAN CITY (ROME)
2.2:15 p. m., daily. Sun., 5-5:30

Tues.

GBC

60.30 meters

-C-

meters

5970 kc.

W4X8

49.67 meters
MIAMI. FLORIDA
Relays WIOD, evenings

6030 kc.

OXY

4.6

ZFA

59.7 meters
HAMILTON, BERMUDA

RUGBY, ENGLAND

RW59

50

MOSCOW.

meters
SQUARE,

PA.
Relays WCAU, Philadelphia
8 p. m. -1 a. m. irregular

OF

49.4 meters
SKAMLEBOAEK. DENMARK
Irregular, 1-6 p. m.

CARACAS.

1030

6075 kc-

P.

C

kc.
EAJ25 4820
-C62.24

kc.
6060 kc. *W3XAU 5952
B
50.4

-B.

CHICAGO FEDERATION
LABOR
CHICAGO, ILL
Relays WCFL

-B-

WCN

59.08 meters
LAWRENCEVILLE, N. J.

5025 kc.

50 meters

B-

m., 11 a. m.a. m.-3 P. m..
m. -2 p. m.

6080 kc. * W9XAA 6040 kc.

B-

*YV1BC

m.-2 p. m.
11 a. m. -2

-C-

VE9DN 4975 kc,

BARCELONA RADIO CLUB,
BARCELONA, SPAIN
3:30-4:30 p. m., Saturday

49.50
IMPERIAL AND INTERNATIONAL
COMMUNICATIONS,
Ltd.
NAIROBI, KENYA. AFRICA
Mon., Wed.. Fri., 5:45 -6:15

5077 kc.

meters

-BDRUMMONDVILLE, QUEBEC
Sat., 1130 p. m.

VQ7LO 6000 kc.
meters

B-

58.31 meters
PRAGUE, CZECHOSLOVAKIA

VE9DR

6005 kc.

OK1MPT

-X-

CANADIAN MARCONI CO.
DRUMMONDVILLE, QUEBEC
7 a. m. -11 p. m., daily, exc.
Sun.; 11 a. m.-10 p. m., Sun,

B-

RADIO CORP.
CINCINNATI, OHIO
Relays WLW

CROSLEY

6050 kc.

-B-

CORP.,
WAYNE. N. J.
6:00 -11:00 p. m.

VE9CS
meters
C., CANADA
a. m.; Sun., 12

6060 kc.

COC 5145 kc.

p. m.

6060 kc. * W8XAL 6000 kc.
-B
49.50 meters

49.26 meters

SAINT JOHN, N. B., CAN.
7-8:30 p. m.

FED. MALAY STATES
Tue. and Fri., 6:40 -8:40 a. m.

Sua, 7-9

m.-midnight;

4-5

kc.
YV2AM 6005
-B49.96

a. m.. 11 a.
Tues.. 3 -4 a. m.,
m.. Thurs. 8 -9 a.
BOWMANVILLE, ONTARIO,
2 p. m., Sat.. 11
CANADA
Mon., Thurs., 3 p. m.- midnight:
Sun., 10:50 a.

Fri., Sat.,

49.92 meters
HAVANA, CUBA

m:

Fri., 12:30-1:45
noon -12 midnight

*W9XF

DOWNERS GROVE. ILL.
Relays WENR, Chicago
Daily except Sat., 4:308:00 P. m.

B-

49.1 meters
KUALA LUMPUR,

a.

VANCOUVER, B.

49.18 meters

ZGE 6090 kc.

6130 kc.

6120 kc.

meters

830

8-

m.

p.

VUC 6070 kc.

kc. * VE9GW
*W8XK 6095
B49.22 meters

6140 kc,

Tues. and Theirs.,

kc,
6100 kc. * W3XAL 6070
-B49.42

48.78 meters
CARACAS, VENEZUELA
Generally 4:00.10:00 p. m.

-B-

m.

OER2 6010 kc.

49.41 meters
VIENNA, AUSTRIA

-B49.42 meters
CALCUTTA. INDIA
MARACAIBO, VENEZUELA
Daily except Sat., 9:30 a. m.Tests between 5 and 10 P. m,
noon; Sat., 11:45 a m.3 p. m.

B

YV3BC

X

4

HJ3ABF 6100 kc.

47.81 meters
BOGOTA, COLOMBIA
7-11 p. m.

-B

VE9HX 6072 kc,

49.10 meters

HALIFAX, NOVA SCOTIA
9:30 a m. -1 p. m.; 6-12 p.

741

WND

73.21 meters
HIALEAH, FLORIDA

kc.

HCJB

73 meters
OUITO, ECUADOR

7:30 -9:45

p.

m., except

Monday

Word of Explanation About S. W. Schedules

This list is compiled from many sources, all of which are not in agreement. In fact,
data are
received sometimes from the stations themselves. We are constantly writing to stations conflicting
all over the world
and reading reports from hundreds of correspondents. We invite individual listeners to inform us of any stations not listed herewith, or operating on frequencies or hours different from those indicated. All times given

are Eastern Standard.
Listeners living in zones operating on daylight saving time must make their own corrections.
Special Note: Please do not ask us to identify unknown stations from snatches of voice or music. This is
utterly impossible. Make a notation of the dial setting and try
for the station again until you get an understandable announcement. This list will appear again with last minute corrections,
in the June issue.

LSR Has Regular Schedule
A letter just received from Lß4, "Radio
Splendid," Buenos Aires, states that they
will begin a daily short wave relay of their

programs on LSX, 10,350 kc., on Feb. 1st
for the benefit of foreign listeners. The
programs will consist of Argentine music
and news. Programs for Europe will be

WHEN TO LISTEN IN
broadcast daily from 34 p.m. (1:.N.'1.1 and
fr,r North America from St) p.m. daily (E.
ST.). LSX is a very well received station
in this country, so many enjoyable programs
should be heard. All letters will he acknowledged. 1.114 is one of the largest stations in the Southern Hemisphere. It operates on 990 ke. (same ns WHZ. Boston)
with a power of 20 kw. LSX is rated at 12

www.americanradiohistory.com

kw. The address is Radio Splendid, Callao
1526, Buenos Aires.

The German Stations
The latest information on the German
stations at Zeesen is as follows: DJB,
15.200 ke. 7:15 -11 a.m. daily, and DJC,
6,020 kc. and DJD, 11,760 kc., 8 -11 p.m.
daily,
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SIZE R.F. CHOKE
James B. Watson, Bangor. Me.
(Q) Will you please inform me as to

the value of the three radio frequency hokes
used in the set described on pages 's and
AFT?
19 of the May issue of SHORT WAVE
(A) The size of the three radio fr uency
chokes used in the "3 -tube DN'er" hould
be from 2% to 5 millihenries.

RECEIVER AND TRANSMI
DIAGRAMS
W. L. Shelton, Fredericksburg, Va.
(Q) Please print diagrams of sho
receivers and transmitters.
(A) Within the past six months
published a great many circuits of
mitting and receiving short -wave app
We suggest that you consult some o
issues and we feel sure you will fin,
thing to suit your needs.

ER
-wave

have
ransatus.
these
some-

3 -TUBE SHORT WAVE RECE

QUESTION BOX

BROADCAST TRANSMITTER
EDITED BY
Francis L. Mcl'ray. Elgin, l'a.
(Q) Would it be possible to use a Neu GEORGE W. SHUART, W2AMN trodyne
5-tube battery type receiver con-

verted over into a broadcast transmitter for
a low power broadcast transmitting station?
(A) It is impossible for you to use this
type of transmitter in broadcast work. high
class equipment is necessary and required
by the Federal Radio Commission for a
broadcasting station. We suggest that you
get in touch with the Federal Radio Commission and request their booklet governing
broadcast stations.

Pecause of the amount of work involved in
the drawing of diagrams and the compilation
of data, we are torced to charge 25c each for
letters that are answered directly through the
This fee includes only hand -drawn
mail.
schematic drawings. We cannot furnish "picture- layouts" or "full-sized" working drawings.
Letters not accompanied by 25c will be answered in turn on this page. The 25e remittance may be made in the form of stamps or
coin.
Special problems involving considerable research will be quoted upon request. We cannot
offer opinions as to the relative merits of commercial instruments.
Correspondents are requested to write or print
their names and addresses clearly. Hundreds of
letten remain unanswered because of incomplete

MAN -MADE STATIC

R. J. Symonds, Fairfield. Ia.
(Q) My neighbors and I are bothered by
a buzzing type of noise in our radio receivers. This noise is found in both short and
long wave receivers. Usually the buzzing
sound lasts for ten or fifteen seconds and
then there is an interval where there is no
interference and then the buzzing continues

or illegible addresses.

ER

HOOK -UP
Joseph Farina, Oakland, Calif.
(Q) Will you please publish a d gram
for a 3-tube short -wave receiver u ng a
57 detector, 27 first audio and 47 utput
amplifier.
(A) On this page you will find t diagram requested, together with the alues
of each part.

ELIMINATING IMAGE RESPO ' SE
John Morrison. Kansas City. Mo.
(Q) I have a factory made shor wave
converter attached to my Atwater Kent
receiver. I am bothered with a goo deal
of image interference. One station i par ticular does most of the damage an they
ould
are located about four blocks away.
a shielded lead -in wire help in this case?
(A) We do not believe that you are experiencing image interference. There is
either one of two things that can be happening-that is. you are either picking up
harmonics of this station or your receiver
is not selective enough to eliminate the
interference caused by modulation in the
broadcast station. We believe if you add
a pre- selector to your present receiver or
install a wave trap which should be tuned
to the frequency of the broadcast station
you would easily overcome your trouble.
S.W. RECEIVER USING OlA TUBES
James Landon, Los Angeles, Calif.
(Q) I am trying to get an amateur station started and would like to have you publish a diagram of a set using three 'OlA
tubes.
(A) On this page you will find a diagram

using an 'OlA
regenerative detector and two stages of
audio using the same type tubes.
of a short -wave receiver

again. This interference practically ruins
radio reception in our vicinity.
(A) The noises you mention are usually
caused by electric refrigerators. or some
other electrical machinery that is operating
intermittently. The only thing you can do
is to try to locate definitely where this noise
is originating and inform the owner of the
property to make provisions for eliminating
this interference. A portable receiver is
usually used in tracing down these noises.

CHARGING BATTERY FROM 110
VOLT D.C.
Fels I. Rolfson. Hill City, S. D.
(Q) Can a 110 volt D.C. plant be used
to charge a 6 volt storage battery? What
would be the necessary apparatus and how

DEAD SPOTS IN RECEIVERS

Edward Klingsporn. North Bergen. N. J.
(Q I have built the 2-Tube Doerle receiver and have only received one distant
station. DJC. Germany, ou 31.38 meters.
The 00 to 120 meter coils work fine but
the two high frequency coils do not function
properly and I do not get stations all over
the dial. How can this be remedied?
(A) It is quite likely that you are experiencing dead spots caused by absorption
due to the antenna. This is usually overcome by loosening the coupling of the antenna by reducing the capacity of the antenna coupling condenser.
I

Battery charging circuit for
D.C. mains.

110

REMODELING CONDENSERS

volt

could the polarity of the line be determined?
(A) A diagram showing the connections
for charging a 6 volt battery from a D.C.
plant is shown on this page. To determine
the polarity of the line submerge the two
wires into a glass of salt water. Hydrogen
bubbles will be found to be greater on the
negative wire.
2MEG_

MMF

Tony Debevc. Madison, Ohio.
(Q) How can I reduce the capacity of
.00',135 mf. variable condenser to a value
suitable for short-wave work?
(A) In order to reduce .00035 mf. condenser to a value that will be suitable for
tuning short -wave receivers, we suggest that
you remove half the number of plates without altering the spacing between the plates.
This will result in a capacity of approximately .00017 of.
SMH.

1
O''

O.Mq

57I

o

47

27

MME
4-1
140
MMF

/
MEG

7000

1.500

tiHMS

1

T

Ta

OHMS

25 Mc.

u
B+

o
B+
16 7022V
3 -Tube

batters set usina:

01

t

tubes.

18Oro250V.

S.W.

B+
135V.

receiver using A.C. tubes.
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Crystal Control for the
Lean Purse
n

that one side will not be ground down
taster than the other.
A check should be made from time to
time during this rough grinding process using the micrometer to test the parallel
ism of the crystal blank. Should one side
or portion of the crystal become thicker
through uneven grinding this should be
taken care of immediately by applying
pressure on the thick spot until the grinding side is again parallel to the reference
side. Care must be taken throughout the
grinding process to keep the two plane
surfaces as parallel as possible.
When you have ground the blank to
within five thousandths of an inch of your
desired thickness it is time to begin the
use of the FPI' abrasive for finishing. The
final operations are exactly the same as the
rough grinding although more care and close
attention should be exercised to keep the
surfaces parallel.
It is not necessary to
obtain a high polished finish on the crystal.
A smooth frosted surface apparently oscillates just as well as the glossy or shiny
finish. In an 80 meter crystal the error of
tolerance should lint exceed five ten thousandths (.O0151 of an inch.

\

THE TOAST
10F TH E TOWN.'
Otherwise known as ['nisliieIlr'd

Rarely does it happen in the ordinary
course of events that success comes
over night. Seldom does it come
about that spontaneous applause is
given to a new radio receiver. Yet,
thousands of Short Wave Fans everywhere have hailed the
advent of the Pretzel Bender,* the Unishielded "2," for they
recognized that here was something new in S.W. Receivers
at a price so low that it was almost unbelievable.

Finishing the Crystal
You now ltat'e

a crystal with both sides
nearly parallel as possible and there
remains but one more operation before the
blank becomes a finished product. To properly finish the crystal, its edges should be
ground smooth and slightly beveled. This is
accomplished by grinding the edges on a
carborundum stone with the aid of [water.
t'are should be taken to edge-grind the crystal until all the nicks, scratches and rough

as

spots have been removed.
With the edge
free from all imperfections the crystal is
now finished and will oscillate somewhere
near the frequency that you desire. Careful
gl inding on the plane grinding side and a

frequent check on parallelism, frequency
and ease of oscillation will soon bring the
rystal to the required frequency.

A

Set for Beginners

UNIQUE DESIGN

The Pretzel Bender has been designed especially for the S.W. Novice although it will
satisfy the most discriminate S.W. fan. It

The chassis panel, and shielding are in one piece,
as shown in the photographs.
This results in a
sloping panel of pleasing appearance, a "U"
shaped shielded well for the tubes and plug -in coil
as well as effective shielding for the parts beneath
the chassis. This design eliminates extra shielding. No wonder it is compact, rugged and ecor,omical,

features high r.f. sensitivity, simplified circuit
and design, smooth regeneration control, ease
of tuning, use of low- current drain 2 volt
tubes, specially designed short wave coils,
antenna tuning control, all- pentode operation,
unusually thorough by- passing, newly developed
self -shielded chassis design of high efficiency

EASY TO OPERATE
-a

The Pretzel Bender comes in two models
2tube and 3 -tube receiver.
The power of both
models is remarkableOne need not be experienced nor employ "tricks" to bring in foreign
stations. The "Three" of course, brings in hardto -get stations more easily because of its greater
power.
London, Paris. Berlin, Caracas, Melbourne, Singapore, Tokio, Moscow-are a few of
the stations that you can get.
The Pretzel Bender comes in kit form for those
who wish to build their own set or may be obtained completely wired at a slight additional cost.
It's the most Short Wave value for your money
in all of Radio today. For prices see coupon
attached.

and low cost.

If Crystal Refuses to Oscillate

If you

-

have it ('uric blank that refuses to
oscillate readily' at the r'equir'ed thickness
even though the surfaces are parallel
condition of easy oscillation can tie produced by further edge -grinding. If in the
case of the parallel cut you find two points
cf oscillation within a few thousand cycles
of each other, this can be eliminated by
carefully examining the blank for thick
spots. Bringing the blank into parallelism
by very light grinding will overcome this
condition.
Abuse of the crystal 'by using excessive
plate voltage on the crystal oscillator tube
is unnecessary and will result in the faulty
operation of the crystal and its attendant
circuits. This means overheating of the
crystal, a wide frequency drift and the probable punettire and consequent ruination of
the crystal, four hundred volts i8 Sufficient
and more should nercr be used! The necepted practice in amateur work is to secure grid bias by the use of it resistor across
the two plates of the crystal holder.
Now to continue with the transmitter
proper.

-a

MAIL THE COUPON TODAY
The Pretzel Bender was conceived in
the experimental laboratory and because of its peculiar self- shielding construction, it was called the Uni- Shielded
Three. However, the name was cumbersome so some wit, noting its odd shape
nick -named it the Pretzel Bender.
And Pretzel Bender it still is to the
thousands who have already pleasantly
learned that really thrilling Short Wave
reception need not be a costly adventure.

Wholesale

Radio Servire Company
Sixth Ave.
Dept. SW -44
New York, New York.
I enclose S
for the following noter on
100

The Pretzel (tender
Complete kit, less tubes and roils
Set of tubes
Set of

If

t

i-

o
r:

roils

wanted wired,

add

o

TWO
at $5.75
at 1.93
at 1.35

2.50

o
o
o
0

TIIREI3
at $7.45

at 2.90
at

1.35

2.75

Sanie
Address

pitee

Mata

Tuning
A valuable aid to tuning any transmitter
consists of two or three turns of wire
shunted around a low current flashlight
lamp although n small neon lamp may be
used to advantage also.
After the wiring has been checked, the

tubes are inserted into their respective
sockets and the filament voltage applied
vent, the bias is connected to the amplifiers

VOLESALE RADIO SERVICE COINC
100 Sixth Aven ue,n New York, N.Y
219

Central

NA

Newark, N.J.
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FREE

otrIller
SHORT-WAVE

1934 Official Snort Wave Radio Manual
1934 Olpciet Radio Service Manual

RADIO
MANUAL

EIP!RIMENT ERS
SET

Kill ONGo

ERVIriaG GUIDE

FREE WITH ARCO

TUBE PURCHAS-

ES, you may select

a1034OFFICIAL
SHORT WAVE
RADIO MANUAL which
sells for $2.50,
with your order
amounting to 38.00
If you prefer you can get

FREE. the 1034 OFFICIAL
RADIO SERVICE MANUAL
whirl, sells for $3.50 with orders
amounting In $30.00 or lath manuals
fur orders of $17.00.

THIS OFFER IS SUBJECT TO WITH
DRAWAL WITHOUT NOTICE.
Complete Stock Ready foe
Immediate Shipmentbalance

Order from this

-Reiiiit 'o^.

with order.

-'

C. 0. D.

capre.. or parcel port. NoToler for leer than lId.W accepted.-ud

Type
No.

Fil.

Voltage
5.0
5.0
6.3
7.5
6.0
3.3
3.3
2.6
1.5
2.5
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.5
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
5.0
6.3
6.3
25.0
6.3
2.5
2.6

OOA

01A
1

10

12A
20
22

24A
26
27
30
31

32
33
31

35
36
37

38
39
40
41

42
4:1

44
45
46
47
48
49
50

Your
Coat
.40
.30
.85
1.10

.40
.40
.85
.10
.30
.30
.60
.60
.60
.85
.85

Type
No.
82
83

84

85
89

X199
V 199
2A3
2AS

2A6
2A7
2136
2137
57.:1

6A4

.60

FAI

.f0

6B7

.60
.60
.60

6('b
6('7

.40
.60

61)7
f E7

6116

.f0

6F7

.85
.60
.40
.60

61(5
67.3
67.4

Fil.

Voltage
2.5
5.0
6.3
6.3

6.2
3.3
3.3
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
5.0
6.3
6.3
6.3
6,3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3

Your
Cost
.85
.85
.85
.F0

.60
.40
.40
1.10
.85
.85
1.10
1.10

1.10
.85
1.10

A. C. Monitor
(('onlia0r,l

Circuit of the Monitor
Three type 37, 6 -volt heater tubes are
used in the set. One is used as a detector,
another as an audio amplifier. and the
third is used as a half -wave rectifier. The
tubes are placed in the order named from
left to right along the rear edge of the

1.10

1.10

37

.85
.85
.85
.85
.85
.85
.85
.85
.85
.85
.85
.85
.85
.85
.85
.85
1.50
2.00
.85
.85

//
JACK)

000 OHMS

37

{

300

OHMS

Pietnre and aehematic diagrams( of the A.C. Monitor.

www.americanradiohistory.com

r

TOIIOVAC

50 WATTS

R.

ARCO TUBE COMPANY
Newark, N. J.
Park Place

¡loe 73:

chassis. The plug -in coil is mounted in
the front left -hand edge of the chassis.
The central dial on the panel is the tutting
control. The plug -in phone jack and the
on -off switch are likewise mounted on the
panel.
Extreme care should be taken to make
sure that the phone jack is carefully insulated from the panel. The filter chokes
are eliminated by two small 5,000 ohm
resistors, which work just as well as chokes
on small current drains. A series resistor
is used to drop the voltage for the filaments
of the tubes. This is mounted on the back
of the chassis, in the air, as it dissipates
a large amount of heat. The filter condensers, which are of the 200 volt electro-

300 OHMS/
SO WATTS

5.90
Photo ('ell. " Caesium", Typo T, same as UN-863. 5.90
Reliectron Neon Television Tube, 2- Cathode'
2.85
Square, Type C
Neon Television Tube, 1%" Cathode square.
3.85
Type V.
Neon Television Tube. 1" Cathode square, Type X. 2.85

40

for "Hams"

JI'iiln

achieved by making the set operative from
the A.C. line. During the course of the
experimental work, many arraugeulents
were tried. but a simple transformer -less
circuit was finally evolved as the most
suitable. Perhaps at some future date a
story will be written on the more elaborate
jobs, but the three -tube monitor pictured
is a very excellent piece of equipment and
will give really good results.

6Z5
12A5
.60
2.6
6.3
12Z5
1.10
30.0
25.0
25Z5
.85
2.0
12.6
127.3
1.10
7.5
5.0
18211
.60
2.5
51
5.0
18:1
.85
2.5
53
3.0
401
.60
55
2.5
3.0
403
.60
2.5
56
3.0
484
.60
2.5
57
5.0
485
.60
2.6
58
2.10
7.5
586
.60
2.5
59
.85
3.0
686
.30
71A
5.0
2.75
866
2.5
.85
6.3
75
.85
PM
2.5
.85
6.3
77
.60
WD11
1.1
.85
6.3
78
.60
WD12
1.1
1.10
6.3
79
7.5
.85
2168
.40
5.0
80
.60
5.0
213
1.10
81
7.5
RECTIFIER AND CHARGER BULBS
51.25
125 Mil. rectifier tube 13.11. (Raytheon typei
2.00
0 -10 Amp. trickle rliar';er Bulb Cromer type)
2.00
2 Amp. charger Bulb ( Tongar type)
3.75
5 and 6 Amp. charger Bulb (Tuugar type)
7.50
15 Amp. charger Bulb ( Tongar type)
I.IO
UX- 280M -5.0 Full ware 5lerenry Vapor Rectifier
1.90
Vapor
Rectifier
Slereury
liait
Wave
VX- 281M -7.5
1.10
UX -871 -2.5 Ilslf Wave 11..mury Vapor Rectifier
11.00
UX -872 -7500 Volts Half Wave Mere. Vap. Rec
CELLS
ELECTRIC
PHOTO
TELEVISION TUBES and
length,
overall
:31,g"
Photo Cell, "Potassium ",
$2.10
Type C.
Photo Cell, "Caesium". 4550 overall length. Type A 7.90
Photo Cell, "Caesium ", 3.1/16 overall length.
Tyne

stage, the resonance indicator is coupled to
the tank coil of the amplifier. The amplifier
condenser is turned until resonance is indicated by the indicator. Then the neutralizing condenser is varied until the lamp of
the pickup coil is extinguished. It may he
necessary to change the position of the positive plate supply feeder's position on the
tank roil to accomplish this. When the
amplifier has been completely neutralized
the tank condenser may be rotated over its
entire scale without relighting the indicatorlamp.
Connect up the amplifier Ant; voltage
and with the R.P. indicator coupled to the
last stage, retuve each circuit until maximum output is obtained.
No antenna has been described as this is
something that will vary with individual
locations, the one used by the writer was a
half wave loop.
The results. you may be assured, are all
that may he desired.

and the plate voltage to the crystal stage
only is turned on. With the resonance indicator coupled loosely the crystal tuning
condenser is varied until maximum power
is observed by the indicator. With plate
voltage on both oscillator and buffer stage
and indicator coupled to buffer tank circuit,
rotate tank condenser for maximum output.
It will be noticed that for tonxintunt output
the space current of the amplifier will be at
a minimum di'1 and fall off on either side.
If one desires to operate both amplifiers
en the same frequency as the crystal, it is
necessary that each one of them be neutralized. otherwise self oscillation will result.
which is to be avoided. . \s this set has been
primarily intended for operation in the -W
and 20 meter bands. it will only be necessary to neutralize the last stage: however.
for SO meter work both buffer and amplifier
should be treated in tGts manner.
With the oscillator and buffer operating.
but without any plate voltage on the last
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lytic type, are taped together and mounted
in the front right-hand portion of the
chassis. It is not necessary to build the
set on a sub- panel. it might very well be
made bread -board fashion, but care should
be taken to see that it is totally shielded.

COILS
The coils nre wound on tube- bases, with
number 30 d.c.c wire.
Band
L1
L2
17311 K..
HI)
12
350t1 K r,
35
6
7000 K .
14
5
14000 K.
6
3
As with all sets n certain amount of cut
nmd try will be necessary. The nutuber of
coil turns will probably not be the same
on all monitors. However, in most eves
the difference will only be a matter of 1 or
2 turns. Another thing that may crop up
is too loud a signal. This can be remedied
by varying the capacity of the .002 mf.
plate blocking condenser. Likewise a little
experiutentation with the 100,000 ohni plate
resistor, such as changing it for i 11,INNI or
75,000 ohms, may bring better results in
individual cases. Then try all three tubes
as detector. One of the three may prove
much more stable, that is, will show less
drift when heard in the receiver over a
period of time. Detailed instructions for
"ea libration" were given in the October,
1933, issue of this magazine; with their aid
it should be a simple matter to make a
series of graphs for the various wave- lands.
Remember that a lot of the accuracy in a
monitor is dependent on the choice of the
tuning condenser and the vernier. If an
extreme degree of calibration accuracy is
desired, there are several makes of dials on
the market made expressly for calibration
purposes.

of the
CHORE
FAMILY
r i

THE radio -wise, the Hammarlund imprint on
radio -frequency or transmitter choke coil has
the same significance as the Hammarlund name
on the world's finest condensers, and custom-built
professional receivers.
It means "Quality of design, workmanship and performance, insured by more than 33 years of the
highest engineering tandar,l."
O
a

Parts List

-1 mec.. Mt watt resistor,
1- 100,000
ohut,
watt
2

1/2

1 -2,500

1-300

ohm,

(LR.C.

3fi

Lynch (I.R.C'.l
resistor, Lynch

50 watt line resistor
-8 inf.ohm.
electrolytic condensers.

(200 volts)
1-1 nt f. electrolytic condenser. (200
3-5 -prong wafer sockets. Nu -aid volts)
1 -phone jack
1 -25 mmf. variable condenser, National
ca !duet

National

1-R.F. choke. 2.5 to 5 mh., National
(Haumtarlund)
3-type 37 tubes, RCA Radiotron (Arco).
Most Powerful "Short Wave"

Transmitters
20

49.59

6,050

20

31.27

9,595

18

25.63

11,705

15

25.57

11,730

20

25

12,000

20

Kharbarovsk,
Russia (RVI5)
Daventry, England
(GSA)
Radio Nations,
Switzerland (HBL)
Radio Colonial,

Paris (FYA)
Eindhoven, Holland

(PHI)

Moscow, Russia

(RNE)
IN UNITED STATES
Kilo- Kilo-

Meters cycles watts

Location

48.86

6,140

40

46.69

6,425

18

31.48

9,530

40

(W3XL)
Schenectady, N. Y.

19.64

15,270

15

Wayne,

Pittsburgh, Pa.
(W8XK)

Bound Brook, N. J.

Ñ J.

(W2XE)

( One -Half

Actual
Size)

st
NAMMARLUND MANUFACTURING CO.

424

ABROAD
Kilo- KiloLocation
Meters cycles watts
4,273

Invaluable for small space.
So compact and light. they
are amply supported in a
circuit by their tinned
copper leads. And so inexpensive they may be
used generally Wherever
R.F. filtering is desirable.
Five universal -wound pies
on Isolantite core. Inductance 2.1 mh. D.C. resistance 35 ohms. Distributed
capacity 1 mmf.
Length across caps
Diameter ,f,", Current 125
milliamperes,

The only high -power choke in which more
than 500,000 ohms of impedance i< effective at the 20, 40, 80 and 160 -mctcr
amateur bands. Six thin universal -wound
pies on Isolantite core. Tapped holes for
removable mounting brackets. Size 1 ,sa"
x2'., ", Inductance 2.5 mh. Distributed
capacity less than 1.5 mmf, D.C. resistance s ohms, Continuous current 500
milliamperes,

(Hammarlund)

70.2

(Actual Size)

HEAVY - DUTY
TRANSMITTING
CHOKES

watt resistor, Lynch

)

2

1shield
1 -dial.

MIDGET
R.F. CHOKES

amt.-damn. Radio.

SII

ammärlund
PRODUCTS

W. 33rd St., New York.

-Cheek here for new booklet describing the COMET
"PRO'' Receiver.
-Check here for General Catalog '34" of Chokes and
Other Radio Parts.

u

Name
Address

sw -i

A New 2 -Tube

Short -Wave Converter

(Continued tram pno,

the electric outlet and this cord

becomes
warn under normal operating conditions,
due to the heat that is dissipated by the

dropping resistor.
Plug-in coils are not used. A very
efficient band switching arrangement
has
been worked out to give a "coverage" on
one position from 20 to 65 meters and on
the other 110 to 200 meters, The plate supply for this converter is obtained directly
from your broadcast receiver. It is necessary that a wire be attached to some point
in the power supply of the broadcast receiver
delivering between 10 and 250 volts. Another wire is provided which connects to the

chassis of the broadcast receiver furnishing
a negative high- voltage connection.
The
baud-changing xtritch is so arranged that
when the antenna terminal on the broadcast
receiver is connected to the converter, and
the antenna proper connected to the converter, the antenna is connected back to
the broadcast receiver when the converter
is turned off. In operating this converter it
is necessary to time the broadcast receiver
to some point between 333 to 237 (f100 to
1,100 kc.), The two tuned circuits in the
converter are designed to track. when using this intermediate frequency.
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EVERY

SET BUILDER MUST
HAVE THIS BOOK

SHORT WAVE

COIL BOOK

Short Wave Coil Data
for Every Conceivable
Short Wave Receiver
RADIO Pt RI

IC

How Arthur Ozsvath Relayed "Rescue" Message
(Continue

trout ¡uayr 727)

l

I later found out more about the situation
from the Canadian Airways. A trapper
and his wife were flown up into Canada
from Montreal by Dick Bibby. They were
long overdue. so Lymburner, of the Airways, was sent out to look for them. His
plane was equipped with a transmitter and
receiver. IIe located them at l'ort Harrison, which is about 00 miles North of the
lower end of James Bay. They were forced
to stay there because of the damage done to
the lauding gear of the plane when landing
on rough snow conditions. When Lymburner found them they were none the worse
for their cold stay.

very weak and figuring this wasn't exceptional DX I tuned further hoping to hear
n \\'ti or n \\'7, which. of ,ourse. I didn't.
So I tuned baek to VE2IC, who was still
calling me. If there was the slightest QRM
I doubt if I could have pulled him through.
When he stood by I gave him his report
QSA -1R5 and stood by for mine. He didn't
give me one but just said he was on a
restate plane and could I take a wire for
Montreal. I was hesitant at first because
of the round -about way the message would
go; from a VE2 down to New York. However, I accepted the message. seeing it was
from a rescue plane. He ended up by asking me to telephone it. Well, it must be
important if he wanted it telephoned. A
friend of mine, Rob Kapp. calve in just at
this point so we went to his house to phone
it. I was told on the phone that they had
been anxiously waiting to hear from the
plane, tis it had been missing for quiet some
time. I later found that it was since December 20th.
After this was all done I "shut down"
and counted it as just another message
handled.

The Canadian Airways have radio stations of their own in Canada. They are
all located in the Northwestern part of
Canada. however, and therefore the Eastern
Lines sometimes have difficulty in keeping
schedules. Lymburner. not being able to
make contact. switched to the 40 meter
"ham" band. which gave him a better
chance to contact someone.
When the Canadian Airways received the
message they sent out a seven- passenger
plane to get the fliers.
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FOR

the first time, it is now
for the experimenter and short wave enthusiast to obtain the most exhaustive
data on short wave coil winding
information that has ever appeared in print.
As every experimenter who has
ever tried to build a short wave set

knows only too well by experience.
the difference between a good and
a poor receiver is usually found in
the short wave coils. Very often
you have to hunt through copies of
magazines, books, etc.. to find the
information you require. The present data has been gotten up to
obviate all these difficulties.
Between the two covers of this
book you now find every possible bit
of information on coil winding that
has appeared in print during the
past two years. Only the most modern "dope" has been published here.
No duplication. Illustrations galore, giving not only full instructions how to wind coils, but dimensions, sizes of wire, curves, how to
plot them, by means of which any
coil for any particular short wave
set can be figured in advance, as to
number of turns, size of wire, spacing, etc.
There has never been such data
published in auch easy accessible
form as this.
Take advantage of the special
offer we are making today, as due
to increasing costs, there is no question that the price will increase
soon.

RADIO PUBLICATIONS
245 Greenwich Street
NEW YORK, N.Y.

BW-4-g4
Radio Publications,
245 Greenwich Street,
New York. N. Y.
Please send immediately, your Short W.V. Coll Book. for
which I enclose 25e herewith (coin, U. S. stamps or money
order acceptable). Bodk is to be sent prepaid to me.
Name

Address...._...._.__..-. ....___.......--_.._...___._..
Cityand

State....._......_ ...._..._.._...___._.__._..._.»
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arrangement (center), and
station employs receiver (toplt panel
transmitter hook -tu, as per lower diagram.

Wave Voice of C.B.S.
WZXE e- The Short
abused from page 712)
(('

Canada, Canal Zone, Central America,
Cuba, England, Hawaii, Porto Rico, Scotland, Trinidad and the United States.
An unusual feature of the operations of
this station is the fact that the station
identification announcements are made in
English, German, French, Italian and
Spanish. These announcements are made
in order to facilitate the identification of
titis station by its foreign audience.

W2NE is located in a corner of the
WABC transmitter building at Wayne,
N. J., located about 25 miles from New
York City. Technically, this short wave
equipment is a 1,000 watt, crystal- controlled
transmitter, which is capable of 100 per
cent modulation. Its construction is such
as to permit rapid adjustment to the various frequencies at which it operates.
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Unitrol Receiver Sim plifies Band Spread
(Continued from page 723)
tube with

70,000 ohm variable resistor.
This control Is made much smoother by con necting n fixed resistor as shown in the diagram from one side of the potentiometer to
the "B" negative. The antenna Is coupled in
the usual manner using a small variable condenser connected between it and the grid.
This is another sore spot in short-wave receivers and before long some young "Marconi"
will present a better method to be used where
there is no R.F. stage ahead of the detector.
This makes an Ideal receiver for the beginner or a good auxiliary for the fellow who
has an A.C. operated rig. Any station that
an be received on any other type of receiver
ran be heard on this little set but, of course.
with much less volume. Then again there
are many fellows living in locations where
lighting mains are not available and they
should find this set to meet their needs readily, considering the fact that they can now
purchase a 2 volt filament battery that can
he recharged and will give years of service.
To construct the special tuning condenser
shown in the photographs and drawings it is
necessary to obtain one 20 ntmf. and one 140
mmf. Hammarlttnd tuning condensers. These
were chosen because they lent themselves

on the speaker!" writes Donald O'Sullivan of Rutherford. N.
John F. Coleman. 156 W. slat St., New York City. phones our Oleo
and lets us listen to 0811 coming in on his set. M. Ilausner In Indianapolis in rites.
I wired up
excellent kit and hod It working in no
tier. In less than a week your
1
have 'pulled in' 112 stations, 43 of which
are distant foreign stations!
All were received with remarkable volume

n

readily to the arrangement.
A one -eighth inch hole is drilled through
the center of the shaft of the 20 mmf. condenser unit. It is hest, if one does not have
a drill -press or lathe, to take it to the
local
machine shop and have it done accurately.
After this is done saw a slot in the front of
the shaft to fit a piece of number 14 buss bar.
A similar slot is cut in the front of the 140
mtaf, condenser shaft. These slots are used
to lock the two condensers together. Now
mount the two condensers on a metal strip
as shown in the drawing and we are ready
to install the shaft.
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clarity!"

and

These are only a few of the hundreds of unsolicited letters from
delighted purchasers we constantly receive. RESULTS l'Ut'NTI
one of the reasons why we've been actually swamped with orders That's
for our
sensational

12,500 MILE TWO TUBE RECEIVER

Results that make the novice tingle with delight nd whirh thrill even
the hard -boiled "old -tinier "! Remit s
make the
t
ediors of leading
magazines and new soap, s write articles glowing that
with
Results that In
unbiased, competitive tests put to shame all other one andpraise!
tube "wondeP' and
mant1" hort wave receivers. Results that seem almosttwounbelievable,
even to
experienced s short wave engineers!

'

The other reason is VALUE!

"How are you able to sell these neat, professional appearing receivers for
we are constantly asked.
we answer, "By making only a small margin of profit and letting only
the
aitlanxl VALUF; and astounding RESULTS boost our sales Into tremendous Quantities!"
Rut. wall
Don't let the low price fool you! It does not mean that we have saerttlrnl quality! On the
.ntrary, these kits are composed of the finest materials available-HAMMARLUND Condensers-PolymetvyISON large Audio Unit-CRL- Allen- liradley, etc.
All HF Insulation is of genuine Bakelite.
four mils
15 to 200 meters)
are wound on polished Bakelite fonnu.
All losses are minimized! The The
heavy crystal
no fished metal chassis has all holes drilled and this. together
the
!ear, plain Instruction sheets and diagrams makes cmrtructlun a simple
ORY
CELL or
ca
matter, even for the most inexperienced!
AC MODEL17

n.75."

I

-

The Ideal Beginner's Set!

-

-

version of the
well known 12.500 MID
Two Tuber which uses
32 screen grid detector an
a 33 power pentode output
tube. (Dry- cell operation.!
This combination results in
.

more sensitivity and
volume? An excellent and
time proven Short Wave
even

HAMMARLUND

cc

COMET
LATEST MODELS
Factory Guaranteed-

-

PRO

Receiver.
Complete

s,

SPECIAL OFFER

ACCESSORIES

201A -30c
80

-

SIMPLEX (General Electric)
SOLDERING IRON

Here's a really tine electric soldering iron that will
last a life time.
110 Volt AC -DC.
A real bargain!
Regular selling price 94.50.
OUR BARGAIN PRICE
"Soldermaster." An excellent light
for all
radio work. I w:d element, approved cord. Iron
unbreakable
plug.
Regular Value $1.30...... ...1kk 'IA
9.89
6 ft. Spool Rusin core solder
8.10

$1.95

;

**THE

230 -84e
227 -35c

50 -50c
53 -51.08

age
Set of two roils for the Doerle or Fulton II. 81.00
from 2110 to 625 meters. Enables you to hear allTune
the
regular Itroadeasl tationt and the log scare ship
SIM press transmissions merely by plugging
in
these
rolls.
Make your set a real All -wave Receiver!
of two rails,
91.25
We will runudetely wire and test any of
the above
kits, when ordered. for $1.50.

et

COMPLETE STOCK OF ALL
NATIONALLY ADVERTISED PARTS.
VISIT OUR NEW SALESROOM!

order,

ilARRISON RADIO

-35c

Imported Lightweight Headphones
2000 ohm-$1,05
4000 -91.45
Supersensitive$1.90
AC POWER PACK
Delivers 2% volts filament and 250 volts plate supply for any receiver or transmitter using up to 4 tubes.
Uses 280 rectifier, Provision for dynamic speaker
Complete kit Including stamped metal chassis andheld.
full
instructions
94.85
2'4 Volt Filament Transformer
.93
Dry Cells ....5.25
Large 45 Volt It Batteries 95
Neat crackle finished metal rabbet, with hinged lid
for the 'Merle 12,500 Mile kit described above.
l'rutects tubes. coils and wiring front dust and dam-

17.64

Deposit required with all

metal

()DOD TUBES. carefully tested and fully guaranteed!

$8.82
7.17

!

including

$5 .75

79 a78

Standard Chassis
Metal Cabinet
RCA Tubes
Automatic Volume Control
Model. add

Kit,

(15
to
200 meters), heavy, attractive
chassis and cabinet with hinged rover
and clear Instructions
Q
Set of Matched Tubes $1.75
roils

the U. S. A.!

the small condenser. Shape the end of this
shaft to lit in the slot cut in the large condenser; if a better job is wanted a pin, as
used by the author, can he fitted to the end
instead. Now Insert the shaft and engage it
in the large condenser firmly, so that it can
be marked for the front pin. The shaft has
two pins, one for the rear and one for the
front condenser. Mark the shaft for the pin
which engages the small condenser and drill
the hole very accurately as there should be
no difference In the settings of the two condensers when the shaft is engaged In the two.
Thread the end of the shaft so that n
small binding post -knob can he attached for
shifting from "regular" tuning to "band spread ".
Tuning with this condenser is very simple;
turn the Daru! -spread condenser so that the
shaft will lock the two condensers together
and proceed to tune as usual. When n section of the range of the condenser is reached
where you want brand -spread, Just pull
out
the knob In the center of the dial and presto!

The FULTONE II

.75

A modified

Transportation prepaid to any part of

Procure a length of brass shafting that will
tit snugly in the hole drilled in the shaft of

COMPLETE KIT

SCREEN GRID
POWER PENTODE

-

This cut shows clearly the conntruetlos
of the new band- spread condenser
clutch'. 15 hen the central shaft is
pushed in, the two condensers ere
ganged together and when It Is released
the dial turns only a small condenser,
allowing full "band- spread"
nt any frequency in the short -wave spectrum.

I.

-

CO.

pt

mNew

Vol k City
Liberty Strect

**
OF COURSE
148

HOME OF FOUR STAR SERVICE

this is not the sort of magazine that you read

SHORT

WAV E

CRAFT

and then discard.
Readers keep their copies for years as a steady
reference and thousands of letters attest to this.
It is now possible to save your copies and for
this purpose we designed a splendid binder for
you which holds twelve copies. It is made of
heavy substantial material and is covered with
black grain leatherette. The name of the magazine is stamped in gold on the cover.
An ingenious mechanical arrangement is provided
which makes it possible to bold the copies fiat reben
reading from the binder.
SHORT WAVE CRAFT Binder as described,$1 25
prepaid in the United States
Canada and foreign countries 25c extra. We accept
money order, check. stamps or cash.

SHORT WAVE CRAFT

9R

Park Place

New York, N. Y.
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we have hand -spread, just where we want It.
To engage the two condensers the dial must
be turned back to the position where the shaft
was pilled out. In this manner we ran have
bond -spread nt any part of the short-wave

spectrum, by just pushing a

bnttnn:

Parts List for the Unitrol
I two tube drilled Chassis. Harrison Radio.
I

Klan.)

condenser. Ila nt marlund.
(National. Cardwell.)
140 mmf, tuning condenser I lammarlund.
(National. Cardwell.)
0 -100 mmt antenna tritnnting condenser.
1110 mint mica grid condenser.
250 mmt mica condenser.
.002 to .004 mf. mien condenser.
1.5 M.H. r.f. choke; National.
.I11 ml, condenser.
.5 nd. condenser.
Lynch. (Int.
5 meg. grid -leak, % watt.
Res. Corp.)
Lynch. (Int.
2 meg. grid -leak, % watt.
Ices. Corp.)
50,000 ohm resistor, I watt. Lynch. (Int.
Ices. Corp.)
50,000 ohm potentiometer. Acratest. (R.
20 min f, tuning

I

1

I
1
1

1

1

I
1
1

1
1
1

of the rapid and more radical type, for true
comfort on a short -wave receiver intended for

New All -Wave Set
Features Quadri-Color
Tuning Scale
(Continued from page 732)
obtaiowl without the danger of reaction between the various tuned circuits. A 2A0 is
used as a second detector and automatic volume control tube. Automatic volume control
is really more important in short -wave reception than on the regular broadcast band. As
jading on the short -wave broadcast bands is

broadcast reception without automatic volume
control, one would be continually adjusting
a manual volume control. :\ 2.45 is used as n
power amplifier tube and drives a full-sized
The tone
dynamic speaker at full vol
control is incorporated In the plate circuit
of this stage and consists of the well -known
troudenser- resistor arrangement: it helps out
decidedly in tuning in "foreign" short wave
st nt ions, especially in eliminating the hiss or
noise on some Carriers. The power supply
consists of nn SO rectifier tube and the field
coils of the dynamic speaker are utilized as
the filter choke.

"Long Waves Obsolete" says
Father Charles E. Coughlin

"I believe that long !cure radio is
obsolete," n'as his rather amarina reply. Long Icare radio, you A-now, is
employed by the networks and Stations about the country to bring your

regular radio fare into your home.
"The short lease is really the
thing," he continued. "I can tune in
Petrograd, say at G, and hear a beautiful feminine roiee giving an explanation of Communism.
"I can dial Germant/ at 7 and
listen to a talk on llitlerisut. 7'he
talk may even be in French or English. .l t S, I can dial Italy and hear
trhout
Mussolini's representatire,
Cicero never equaled as an orator.
"One big station will do the trick."
he said thoughtfully. "It will offset
the lopsided comments which conte
to newspaper offices." -Front an inicrtiew with Roh't. S. S'tephan, in
the Cleveland "Plain Dealer ".

T. Co.)
20 ohms or less, rheostat. (R. T. Co.)
2 4 -prong wafer sockets. Na -ald.
Na -aid.
1 5 -prong wafer socket.
15 In 210
1 set of four 4 -plis plug -in coils
meters. Alden. (Gen -Win.) See page 74t)
for Bull data.
1 National typo "It" dial.
1

1

I
1
1

Phone terminal strip.
Audio transformer.
32 tube; R.C.A. (Arco.)
R.C.A. (Arco.
33 tube
;

i

Close-an of 4 -reale dial.

BYRD'S CHOICE!
Why not Yours?
Chosen for 10 to 570 meter work on

the Byrd Antarctic Expedition,
MASTERPIECE I1 is, by this very
token, the most competent all -wave
receiver available to you.

To Admiral Byrd, absolute dependability in the matter of transoceanic
reception is a vital necessity. Realizing this fact, from his previous

experience in the Antarctic.

Admiral Byrd selected Masterpiece
II for "all -wave' work only after
exhaustive tests had proved it thoroughly capable of daily reception
from all parts of the world.
Truly enough, such performance
is not of life and death importance
to you . . . it is not absolutely
necessary that you be able to tune
in stations 10.000 miles distant
but
simply for pleasure's sake
there IS a tremendous amount of
satisfaction in owning a receiver
that WILL give you WHAT you
want WHEN you want it. THAT
receiver, as conclusively demonstrated by Admiral Byrd's choice,
is MASTERPIECE II.

...

McMurdo sate, and Admiral Richard E. Byrd. U. S. N. taken
lido el,wt
Nard A ntarehe Expedinun
Glare the start al the

10 DAY
...

McMurdo Silver, Inc., 1747 Belmont Ave.
Chicago. U. S. A.
Send me full technical information on
Masterpiece 11.

MMurdo Silver,ln.
1747 Belmont Avenue
Chicago, U. S. A.

www.americanradiohistory.com

TRIAL

You are entitled to the same quality of radio performance that Admiral Byrd and others insist upon. I
guarantee that my Masterpiece II will give you that
but I let you be the sole
kind of performance
judge. Either you get what you want out of my
Masterpiece II or you get your money back instantly,
without question or argument. It's just as simple as
that. My new book tells all about this offer and gives
full technical details of Masterpiece II. The coupon
will bring it.

Name ....._.._.._

Street
Town

State
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The 1 -Tube S -W Scout
(Continued from page 7:6)

CONFIDENCE
This simplified -picture dingrn n," of the I -tube "Seoul" receiver should make
possible for anyone to build it.

r

trol and high sensitivity.
Regeneration
control is connected in a somewhat unusual
manner in that the total resistance of the
potentiometer is connected directly across
the tickler coil. while the contact arm of
the potentiometer is connected directly to
the plate of the 230 tube. Regeneration
control of this form is very smooth and provides a minimum of detuniny effects. A 500
mmf condenser is connected directly from
the tickler side of the earphones to ground,
in order to provide a low resistance path
fcr the R.F. to ground. This. also aids in
keeping radio frequency currents from getting into the earphones and eliminates dctuning of the signal when the earphones or
phone cords are handled.
A 10 ohm rheostat is provided in the filament circuit to reduce the filament voltage
which should be supplied by two 11/2 volt
No. 6 dry cells to two volts. It is advisable
to run the filament with as low voltage as
possible and still maintain high sensitivity,
in order that the filament of the tube will
give normal length of life.
Tuning this receiver is not at all complicated. After the batteries are connected
connect the antenna and loosen the 10)
mint antenna coupling condenser to minimum capacity. Turn the regenerative control to the right until a soft rushing sound
is heard in the earphones. This will indicate that the tube is oscillating. Now, turn
the 140 mmf. grid tuning condenser until
the characteristic "whistle" of a station is
beard. Then reduce the regeneration until the "whistle" disappears, retuning the
grid condenser for maximum volume of signal. When searching for stations it is advisable to keep the tube in an oscillating
condition, so that each station will present
a "whistle ", and there will be no danger of
grassing over a distant station. An ordinary
riagle wire antenna from 30 to 100 feet

The owner of a NATIONAL SW -3
uses it with confidence. Here is a
short wave receiver that has cone
through every test with flying colors.
In amateur stations in every world.
district, -on tropical expeditions, in
the Arctic and Antarctic, on airplanes, on mountain-tops, and on the
sea, the SW -3 is daily doing its work;
efficiently and reliably. Universally
used, it gives its owners maximum
sensitivity and flexibility with the
fewest tubes, the least auxiliary equip.
ment and the lowest initial expense.

it

long can be used in conjunction with a good
around connection, preferably to a water
pipe. However, it is advisable to keep the
antenna as high as possible.

Parts List -1 -Tube "Scout"

1

2
1

1
1
I.

1
1

1
1
1
1

1

1

metal chassis Try -Mo Radio
4 -prong wafer sockets. Na -aid
140 -mmf. variable condenser. Hammarlund (National)
10 -ohm rheostat
50.000 -ohm potentiometer
5 -meg. gridleak. Lynch (I.
R. C.)
100 -mmf. mica condenser
500-mmf. mica condenser
antenna trimming condenser (100 mmf.
low min.)
antenna -ground binding post strip
phone terminal strip
4 -wire battery cable
set. 15-200 meter coils. Try -Mo (or any
standard two -winding coils. See data
below) .
II %230 tube, R.C.A. Radiotron (Arco.)

Send coupon below for new
Catalogue No. 220

NATIONAL
S W-3

Coil Data-16 to 200 Meters
Space between
Coil Grid Plate Size Wire
windings
No. 1
5
5
24 d.c.c.
% inch.

SHORT WAVE RECEIVER

No. 2
10
7
24 d.e.c.
% inch.
No. 3
19
10
24 d.c.c.
144 inch.
No. 4 45
16
23 ennm.
1/s inch.
All windings close wound on 1% inch farms.

ULTRA SHORT WAVES
AND HOW!
One hundred mile range on
a 1(0ths of a watt. nt n wavelength of t 30l111tb of n )1llllmrtert
Don't fall to rend all about It In
George W. Shunrt's feature
article
to appear In the May" issue!
"

NATIONAL COMPANY. INC.
MALDEN, MASSACHUSETTS
Gentlemen:
Please send me your new catalogue No.
220. I enclose 6e to cover mailing costs.

Name

Address
S W C -4 -31
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Why Battery -Operated Sets Are Better

HOW TO BUILD, TEST
AND REPAIR
RADIO
SETS

(Continued fron) puce 73G)
the set, by using the same fixed resistance
However, the efficient use of batteries
for dropping the battery voltage to the
minimizes this handicap and after all, if
was
you want results, you do not mind attend- correct value for the tubes. If this with
ing to the batteries once in a while. The done, the 1AG would not be supplied
resulting
a
voltage,
with
filament
"B" batteries last many months in prop- sufficient
of oscillation. As a
erly designed receivers, and the use of the loss in volume or lack
result, the circuit of Fig. 2 has to be reeconomical 2 -volt tubes with an air -Cell
and an arrangement such
battery for the "A" supply gives almost as vised somewhat
By using
many hours of service as the "B" units, as that shown in Fig. 3ofis 4used.
ohms and two
depending, of course, on the number of coils with a resistance
Rl and
resistors,
dropping
fixed voltage
tubes used.
R2, as shown. the correct filament voltage
Cost of Receiver and Operation
is applied to all the tubes of the set. The
The third point mentioned above refers actual values of resistors Rl and R2 deand
power
battery
to the rclatire Bost of
pend on the number of tubes in the set.
operation. This is a question which cannot
The values can Ite found by Ohm's law.
the
other
two.
as
easily
as
settled
be
It must be remembered that the original
The "Air- Cell" Battery
cost of a battery receiver is lower than an
We bave stated that the reason why
equivalent A.C. set, especially if you con- many
have not received good
struct it yourself. As there are no ex- serviceexperimenters
with the 2 -volt tubes is because they
pensive power transformers, filter chokes,
dry cells. The success
ordinary
use
rectifier tubes. and high capacity condensers tried toAir
-Cell is in its constant voltage.
of the
to buy. an equivalent battery set can be
constructed for much less than an A.C.
receiver.
While the actual cost of operation depends on the location of the individual ex00 EV 41
perimenter, due to the fact that electric
(74
light facilities vary in cost, it can generally
be stated that there is not much difference
in the cost. whether you pay it in the form
of new batteries, or as an additional charge
on your electric light bill.
TO

Radio Construction
Library

Including Television. ShortWave Receivers and Auto
Radios. 3 Volumes. 650 -1177 pages. 561 illustrations.
This prael hml Library Includes: PRACTIcAl. RADIO
preserved In an
-The fundamental principles Of radio,
Illustrated oith working diaunderstandable manner.
PRACTICAL RADIO COSSTRt'l"l'IOS ANI)
grams.
trouble and reception
ItEPAIR- Methods of locating repairs.
Discusses modfaults and making workmanlike
ern Short -wave Receivers and installations of automobile
Principles
TUBESRECEIVING
RADIO
fully.
radios
vacuum tubes
operation
measurer
teption. emote control
!use
Incmle.

setsI lelos you to understand modern type receiving
data and practical kinks for the
experimenter -a training course for service men.
10 Days' Free Examination
full of construction

i
INIME1111111

Easy Terms

1

Free Examination Coupon
McGraw -Hill Book Company. Inc.

330 West 42nd Street, New York
RADIO
new
Send
me the

LIBRARY. three volumes, for 10
If satisfactory I will
at ion.
lays, and $2.00 a month until $7

If

not wanted

I will

50

1
e

has been paid.

return the honks.

Nanie

dome Address

City and State
Position

-----------t-t-{-3J
S in Y SW BOOSTER
Name of Company

BY POSTAL

A "God- send" to the
Short Wave Fan and
Amateur. With the new
Postal 5 in 1 Short
wave Pre -selector and
Rooster. you can easily

the sensitivity
selectivity 300%.
Completely
eliminates
MOO MOM Imago frequencies and Increases the signal to noise ratio tremendously. Tb. Postal Booster is a genuine
two -stags tuned RF pee-.elector. Entirely
Shielded and self -powered and uses the
new drawer coils. For AC. DC or batten'.
increase
and

Installa) in

a

minute.

Guaranteed.

will

operate on any Tuned RF or Superbet
Short-[Cave receiver. (Send a stamp Immediately for a complete Descriptive Circular and Special Price for the latest
Short Wave SENSATION.)

POST NI,

R \1)IO

135.8 LIBERTY ST., N. Y. C.

PofCZfil.eDa .ii

i

ARE,

Jff d1(A' NODE
IOWA'

/f

Practical Use of the 2 -Volt Tubes

CONSTRUCTION
days' free examinsend 51.50 in ten

=0/6 AD

J,

'

To the "dyed -in- the -wool" short -wave enthusiast, effgicieney of operation is paraThe slight inconvenience in the
mount.
use of batteries or the slightly greater cost
I f any) of battery operation is many times
over -balanced by the quietness of operation
of correctly designed battery sets.
Since the 2 -volt tube is the logical solution to the battery operation problem, it
might he well to dispel a false idea impressed on the minds of some experimenters
regarding the 2-volt tubes. It has been
rumored around that these tubes do not
stand up well.
This is not true, as careful laboratory
tests have proven. Although these tubes
elo not have as husky filaments as their
A.C. cousins, they are capable of just as
long service as the latter. providing the
filament voltage is kept within the safety
limits set by the manufacturers.
The trouble has been that these tubes
have been used almost exclusively with
ordinary dry cells. which vary in voltage
from 3.1 volts (for batteries having a series parallel connection with two cells in series)
when new. to zero over their useful life,
which necessitated continuous adjustment
of the filament rheostat. This change in
voltage is shown in Fig. 1. Also, as the
volume of a set using these tubes could be
increased by increasing the voltage on the
tubes above the safety point, they were
seldom operated at the correct temperature
and the result was an annoyingly short life.
The Air Cell battery for which these
tubes were designed. on the other hand,
has an unusually constant voltage from the
beginning to the end of its useful life.
This is shown also in Fig. 1. It will be noted
that by the use of a fixed resistance in
series with the filaments of the tubes. the
terminal voltage on the filaments can be
maintained within the specified limits of
the tube manufacturers for a period longer
than the rated ampere -hour capacity of coo.
Also, by the use of a fixed filament resistor
instead of a rheostat. the tendency to overload the tubes is obliterated.
Figure 2 shows the correct method of
connecting the fixed resistance for sets of
the regenerative or T.R.F. type, in which
the circuits for all tube filaments are the
same.
In recent superheterodyne receiver designs for all -wave or short -wave ranges, the
1A6 pentagrid converter tube is equipped
with coupling coils or choke coils, or both,
in the leads to the filament. As these coils
have some resistance (usually adjusted to
4 ohms) the filament of this tube cannot
he operated in parallel with the others in
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The Air -('ell battery is a special type of
primary cell. In developing this new battery, the manufacturer resorted to an old
idea in battery construction. This is "air
depolarization," which simply means that
the oxygen essential to the continued operation of the battery is obtained from the
chemair instead of from oxygen- bearing
icals packed into the case. This problem is
solved by a special form of carbon which
has the peculiar property of extracting

oxygen from the outside air. and in a form
suitable for the necessary chemical reactions in the battery.
As the primary battery thus developed
"breathes" its oxygen out of the air it is
called the Air -Cell battery. The depolarizer
is one of the most important parts of a
battery as anyone who is familiar with the
operation of the primary cell knows. It
always takes up considerable space in the
cell and in addition it is expensive and
adds to the weight. But in the Air -Cell
battery, it takes up no space, being drawn
in from the atmosphere only as needed and
it costs nothing. This is what makes the
Air -Cell battery the cheapest form of primary power ns well as the lightest. Compared with "A" batteries made of groups
of dry cells. it gires approximately twice
as many ampere -hours of output per dollar
of cost and per unit of weight.
From the above explanation, it becomes
evident that battery operation. properly
worked -out, is preferable -to any other
method for the short -wave set, both from
the standpoint of smooth, quiet performance
and of economy.
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1.4 Meter Portable
(Continued from page 715)
chokes are exactly the stone as is illustrated
in figure 1; L3 is the first detector inductance, consisting of a half circle of No. 12
copper wire, two inches in diameter. The
first detector is capacitively coupled to the
high frequency oscillator by C3.

The intermediate transformers used were
tuned to approximately 175 ke.; greatest
tficiency was gained by the use of intermediate frequency transformers tuned to
this range. The complete receiver is housed
in a shielded cabinet.
At present the
writer is employing type A.C. tubes; better
Jesuits would be obtained by using battery
supply, as then A.C. line noises are entirely
eliminated. The receiver is not critical in
tuning as one might expect, but tunes fairly
broad and has a high degree of sensitivity;
it might be stated here that a loud signal
was received up to a distance of r/g mile
with no antenna used on the receiver at all!

Parts Used to Build the
Receiver

75

Centimeter

2 type 230 tubes, R.C.A. (Arco.)
2 type 232 tubes, R.C.A. (Arco.)

type 233 pentode tube, R.C.A. (Arco.)
RFC -1, 2, 3, 4 (see text)
L.1, L -2, two lengths of No. 12 copper wire,
12" in length, spaced 3" apart
C-1 .00035 mf. variable condenser, National
(Hammarlund}
C -2 100 mmf. variable condenser, National
(Hammarlund)
C-3 .00005 mf. fixed condenser
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SERVICE

SELL TRADE HAM STUFF
SLRVICL WITH SPLCIAL ATTLNTION TO ALL

0R01.,.

TRANSMITTERS

PEERLESS RADIOPHONE TRANSMITTER, complete
to plug Into 110 volt 60 rycle A.C. supply. SPECIAL with microphone, tubes, mllliammeter, ready
Above transmitter. crystal controlled with crystal
$30.50
PEERLESS JUNIOR TRANSMITTER. completeground to your frequency in 160 -meter band
with tubes, power supply, 40 -meter colts. wired 41.25
and tested.
PEERLESS SENIOR TRANSMITTER. complete with heavy power
10.95
supply, 2 -245 tubes. an 89 tube
mlllianuneter, approx. 10 watts output, wired and tested
15.25

ROUND THE WORLD RECEIVERS

ALL BRAND NEW -MADE WITH FIRST QUALITY PARTS

L
O

1

Kit

PEERTESS

1

Porn-

-tube Rlackhawk

Wired. Tested
and Assembled.

61.89
-tube Junior receiver
1.75
5
2 -tube leudspeeker
receiver
8.95
9.50
3 -tube Profes onal
9
10.98
1 riattE.'S
4 -tube AC -DC receiver (new tubes
equiv. to 8
Winer ytubesl
21.50
24.50
Write le for detailed descriptions el above
well as other tom receivers te St
pocketbook.
your
Let us also quote you on the latest National
and Hammarlund Receivers!

PEERLESS
PEERLESS
PEERLESS

2

-

u
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CRYSTALS

PEF,RLF,SS CRYSTAL OVEN. COMPLETE WITH
CRYSTAL. $1.25; less Xtel
l'ELRLESs PRECISION t'RTBT.tl.s, ground anywhere
in the 80 or 160 meter band, complete
moulded bekellte adjustable holder

PEERLESS Pala ISIt3N CRYSTAL, with commercial
plug -In precision holder.
7000 kr. PEERLESS CRYSTAL
Finished ...Hinting blank
Unfinished blank
91.60
PEERLESS Moulded hakellte adj. dmtproof cyrrtal
holder, each
tlame tape a
a h err,
h ut plug -In holder
PEERLESS' l'OS!MERCL{L type
plug -In precision crystal holder, each

with

$8.50
2.75
3.60
5.50
1.00
.74

I.29

29
Write in to Dept. "SW" for copy of our latest "Ham" Bulletins
and Hot Specials!
Foreign trade solicited! Depósit with a111C.O.O. Order. Cable Address:
"UNCLEDAVE"

UNCLE DAVE'S RADIO SHACK
356 BROADWAY, ALBANY, N.
LONG
Y.

DISTANCE PHONE 4-5746

A New Kind of Short-Wave

Radio
the SKY -RIDER

®Another FIRST by the

HALLICRAFTERS

Wns-e- mennorinpr device.

An all -wave re:eiver development that
makes possible the most dependable shortwave reception ever known.
A new circuit employing entirely different units and construction.
Offered at
lower cost than any other modern shortwave

C -4 .(K1025 Inf. fixed condenser
C-5, C-0, (' -7. C -S. intermediate frequency

R -1
R-2
It -3
R -4

r

transformer trimmers (30 to 70 mmf.)
:.0.000

ohms, Lynch (I. R. C.)
500.000 ohms, Lynch (I. R. C.)
500.000 ohms, Lynch (I. R. C.)
1- nlegohm, Lynch (I. R. C.)
SW filament switch
1 9-volt e- battery
3 45 -volt R- batteries
2 11/2 -volt filament batteries
L, L -2, L -3 and 1.-4. int. freq. transformers.
175 ke. Gen -Win.

receiver.

No other receiver, regardless of
price, offers all these features:
Low -loss wave change switch, modified band spread, 200 to 12 meter
tuning range divided into 4 bands,
micro -vernier tuning control, 18 to
ratio, dual Cain controls -and many
more all described in the new HALLICRAFTERS
"SKY- RIDER"
booklet.
Write for your copy today!
1

The Lecher Wire System for Calibrating
the Wavelength in Centimeters
A conductor is "shorted" across the two
wires and moved until a dip is noticed
in
the oscillator plate current, indicating resonance, the distance indicated by the arrow
is then measured with a centimeter scale

or rule.

A.C. Transmitter
Figure 2 illustrates a circuit for complete
M' operation of the 75 centimeter transmitter; this transmitter was
up to
distances covering 6 miles; theused
quality of
the speech at the receiving end was excellent. The type tubes employed in the circuit are the 543 high frequency oscillator,
a
50 used as the speech amplifier. A type 45
tube was used as the modulator.
(Continued on page 754)

This set is NOT with Byrd
-but it brings Little America
Though

the

to Capt. Bartlett daily

HALLI-

CRAFTERS SKY -RIDER
had not been released
from its intensive laboratory and field tests
before the Byrd Expedition sailed, it is serv-

ing fo keep Capt.Bartlett, the highest rankg survivor of Admiral

Peary's famous dash to
the Pole, in constant
daily touch with his
friends at Little Am eri ca.
You, too, can have the

thrill of hearing Little
America direct if you
own

th

new SKY RIDER Short Was
Receiver,

SKY -RIDER Receiver,

with dynamic speaker and power pack,
5
tubes. Net to
dealers and servicemen, $39.95
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Radio "Cop" Has
A.1 Station

mil

MNII

Foreign
Reception
Guaranteed

°, NEW

The circuit
superheterodyne. using two
plug -in coils for each band,
total four bands, or eight
coils.
A separate 56 tube is used
as oscillator, while the modulator is the most sensitive.of
Ithem all, a 57, The reason
for the separate local oscillator is that the degree of

coupling can be controlled in
the coil.
ICOMPLETE KIT OF PARTS
INCLUDING SEVEN TUBES
Cat. SUB-K -Complete kit
for the Superba Short-Wave
IReceiver, including the following Arcturus tubes: One
67, two 58's, one 2A6. one
2A5, one 56 and one 80.

All

Price

11=111

sensitivity.

$29.88

THE WIRED MODEL.
WITH TUBES

For those who do not desire to wire the set themselves we will wire in our
laboratory and carefully adjust and line it up, so that
stations the world over will
come pouring in.
Cat. SUIt -W. -Wired mod-

Cat. SUB -WC, wired receiver, complete with tubes,
in cabinet ispecify which
style). all ready to tune in
$37.37
the world
Cat. CBS. Stanton cabinet
only, or Cat. CGTH. Gothic
$3.75
cabinet only

are experienced even on very highest
20,000
around
frequencies,
kc., when not only low -priced
usually
play
sets
short -wave

ishing

delights

dead,

but even

MN

high- priced

35 S. Hooper St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

OM MI IMMI MN NMI INE

NM

II

walnut.

el, design hence most aston-

SUPERTONE PRODUCTS CO.
NMI

drop a few buckets of
Complete with
tubes, less cabinet, less front
$33.62
panel
ALL IN A BEAUTIFUL.
CO
TO
READY
CABINET,
We have also two models
type
mantel
of cabinet of the
into which the Superba
Short -Wave Receiver can be
mounted. One is the Gothic
model, with rounded top, the
other the Stanton model, with
The finish is
square top.

en's

al,olutely furn hind.
including coils and diagrams,
except only cabinet and front
parts

panel.

I

SHORT WAVE
SET

SUPERBA

is a seven tube

I

1

SURPLUS RADIO PRODUCTS
Order Direct from this Advertisement

-

We

Auditorium Speakers

MANUFACTURED

MODEL DA -7 -D. C. Dynamic
CONE SIZE 131/2 INCHES

FOR

List Price $45.00
NET TO YOU

$9.95

U. S.

GOVERNMENT
$75.00 VALUE
Manufactured by
Wed inghouse t o r
Signal
S.
the
Crrp.. the sturdy
construction of Ide
instrument recom-

It
mends
nxI macian.

the

to

D. C.
Malt -In commutator takes off the generated
to permit a 414
Time leads extend through thehecasing
circuit
switched
to
batten'
V. flash)ightüpe
t
utiint of
for starting. and

to cent rol

its

Rotated

THEATRE, PUBLIC ADDRESS

OUTDOOR ANNOUNCING
Handling Amplifiers Delivering 20 WATTS
2500 Ohm Field

Output Transformer
Shipping Weight 20 lbs.

the

at 115nmto 125eT.of(on

2.0
5h.- outlimt
cuit), 900 eyries.

ESPECIALLY SUITED FOR

Push -Pull 247

Catalog

95 WESTINGHOUSE
Power Generators

197 JENSEN

times didn't agree with neighbors who have
no esthetic taste for the finer things in
French, German, Spanish and Russian.
had joined the Minneapolis
Miekelson
police force in 19.25.
For several months, he had served on the
morals squad, later alternating between patrolling at beat in winter and serving on the
motorcycle squad in summer.
But at request of Captain George I1111strom, he went into the radio room as operator and dispatcher. Letters came from all
over the North American continent, from
Cuba and other Islands In the West Indies,
telling of the clarity with which the station
had been received.
While he's serving on other assignments
again now, he has his little radio world up
in the attic of his houle.
A neat den, its hand -made rug on the floor,
the walls lined with books, nenry all of them
on radio ; three ii ne receiving sets ; two
microphones : a transmitting key : veritieatlon
cards of stations from all over the world
Papering every available space on the walls.
Ile's experiment ell extensively with antennae, and has built suer 200 of them.
It
he has now is his pride.
But the
"transposed antenna."
has a fancy name
with
things
be calls it -and It does fancy

-a

short waves.
To describe It isn't so easy ; but for people
Interested in that sort of thing, it's in n 'r
shape, with the Irnd -{n exactly in the crater.
Each top bar of the T Is exactly 11 feet,

inches long, unit the lend in is OI: feet, G
inches long. But if you must nsk why, you'd
better ask Mike. Ile will tell you its got
something to do with peak reeept ion.
Unlike the ordinary aerial that dubs put
up on their fire- tubers to get in the football
panes a nil donee ni usie, the horizontal part
of the T isn't in a continuous wire.
The wire runs from each end of the T to
the center. and there dips downward to form
the level -in. That makes two lend -in wires instead of one to form the vertical part of the
T. And these-again, if you must know why.
ask Mike-are crossed over every 1R Inches.
but by means of insulators are kept front
toum'hing each other nt those points.
'That, for some reason that radio men know
but can't explain very well to a nnnn t b rma Gent
minds. makes a radio work better on the 20
to 40 meter wave bands.
With this antenna, \ilekedsnn has pulled in
stations of whose existence he never knew,
stations unrecorded in any log books but the
most complete.
Spain and France, Germany and England,
are the run of any night. lip's registered
sock stations frequently as VQ7Idl. Nairobi,
Africa : ISVFID In Mnseoty, Bassin.
And those. on n set built largely from leftovers not with faint and whispering signals
but with volume crisp and clear.- Coui'frs!
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Issue No

WE HAVE ON HAND

WE HAVE ON HAND

(Continued from page 713)
Turned up, it could broadcast foreign stations all over the neighborhood -which some-

niter_

lenh (delvturns In ball
The
10 fns.: Rth e end is threaded
l2 Ins.: d ameter
-In. Case diulen.lons, exlutiu of
f r a. distance of
new and
the shaft. 1%x9): In. in diameter. Guaranteed
last. only $1.95.
perfect. Werth $71.00, but while they
plus shipping charges. Sid, ping weight 13 lbs.
ORDER FOR
',EMIT 1ST CHECK OR 511 NF,V
SHIPPED
AMOUNT (IF K.%C11 C. ITEM
1'1'1.1.
OItD)R
O.
D
NO
Exi'Rgs$ COLLET.
NOT
IF
REFUNDED
MONEY
ACCEPTED

'i

SATISFIED.

-

-

SW -4 -34
Chicago, Ill.
WELLWORTH TRADING COMPANY, 111 We t Lake Street,
send me by
, for which please
Enclosed you will find my remittance of $
express collect:
(
) Jensen 131/2 Auditorium Speaker, $9.95 each
(
) Power Generator, $4.95 each

Minneapolis Tribune.

For The

BEGINNER
Don't Miss

ADDRESS

STATE

EE TO YOU all

articles which have
informs you
ORT
since
haveV appearedAinrSHORT IWAVEYCRAFT
interested
are still available. If you are
stage and it will be sent immediately.

list in which we have compiled

96 PARK PLACE
NEW YORK, N. Y.
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Th e

T1'BE
"ELECTRODYNE"
1 -

Article fully describing this
superior 1 - Tube S -W Receiver designed by LEONARD VICTOR will
appear in the

MAY ISSUE

!
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The "RT" 5 -Meter Transmitter

N

(Continued from page 73S)
8
MF

(fNH)

10.000
OHMS

C,

RADIO
TRAINING

i.(

Mf

PAY FOR
AFTER YOU GRADUATE

MIKE
M

i

44tJ
AFC.

15.30H.

(

T1

56

EW SENSATIONAL OFFER

j

SW

I

ANT.

SW.

L

5'
MF

2.'000
0641.15

C)

30,000

L

IIOV.
AC

.

OHMS

1-e-3 TURNS , EACH '2-01A.

X

used to insure a minimum of losses. All
wiring in the oscillator circuit should be
done with No. 12 solid copper wire.

tiT" trnnamltter.
1

1

1

OSCILLATOR
1 set of coils (see text)
1 split stator tuning condenser, 35 mmf.
per section (Ilaunmarlund)
isolantite sockets, National
2 4 -prong

1

)

6 tiny stand -off insulators (Rind-will
1 30,(1(10 ohm 5-watt grid -leak ( wire- wound)
112.1 tubes, R.C.A. Radiotron (Arco)

1

MODULATOR-POWER SUPPLY
power transformer (heavy duty)
(R. T. CO. )
15 to 30 henry filter choke (heavy duty;
175 M.A.), National (R. T. Co.)

microphone transformer, National

l'o.)

Parts List-5 Meter Transmitter

1

To a few honest fellows I am offering an

X

Hook-up of 5-meter

(I Iammarinnd

8.

_ANT

2
1

2
2
1
1

1

1
1

1
1
1

al.

T.

class "B" input transformer (to couple
56 to 53). (R. T. Co.)
class "ß" output transformer (to couple
53 to 4,000 ohm load). (R. T. Co.)
15.000 ohm voltage divider tapped at
5.000 (50 watts). (R. T. Co.)
2.000 ohm 1 watt resistor. Lynch
250,000 ohm potentiometer (gain controll. (R. T. Co.)
8 mf. electrolytic condensers, 500 volt
(R. T. Co.)
.5 caf. bypass condensers (R. T. Co.)
7 prong wafer socket. Na -ah1
4 prong wafer socket. Na -ald
5 prong wafer socket Na -ald
single- button microphone. Universal
metal chassis, 8x12x2 inches. Rhin
53 tube. R.C.A. Radiotron (Arco.)
82 tube. R.C.A. Radiotron (Arco.)
56 tube. R.C.A. Radiotron (Arco.)

Short Wave League
(Continued kohl
l i7)
1,0!H'

There have been many rather silly reasons for dropping the code test given in
previous issues of SHORT WAVE CRAFT.
which are too obvious to amateurs to require comment. On the other hand, some of
the reasons for retaining the code test advanced by amateurs seem equally foolish.
One of the most common ob'ections is that
the code test is all that prevents the amateur ranks from being over-run with technically incompetent persons.
Certainly
there is nothing in a code test which accents
those technically able and rejects those technically incapacitated. The only way to
guarantee this is to incorporate a suitable
technical examination. For an Electrical
Engineering degree, the applicant is subjected to a rigorous technical examination
and if he passes is given his degree. Ile is
not required to memorize ten pages from
the Bible, with the explanation that anyone
not having sufficient ambition to do a little
memorizing is not capable of practicing engineering. Neither is the code test any
indication of an amateur's technical ability.
On the other hand, the present examinations will require extensive revision before
they give a true indication of the applicants
technical ability. It certainly is a regrettable fact that under the present system,
anyone possessing 25c can obtain all the
questions ever asked in the Government examinations, together with the correct an-

swers for same. It then becomes merely n
matter of memorizing the whole works and
a ticket (license) would be assured. Obviously this will never do and it will be necessary to stiffen the "exams." and eliminate
stock questions. Since the range of five
meter signals is very limited, questions
dealing with the international aspects of
amateur communication could well be eliminated and technical questions substituted.
Another objection frequently cited against
the no code argument is that the holders
of the five meter licenses would soon be
infesting the other bands. Obviousl - anyone who WOul(I operate a station unlawfully
with a five meter license, would just as
readily do so without the license, so this
cannot be held against the no code proposition.
Another stock objection is that if a ship
were in distress and had only. five meter
equipment available for C.W. transmission,
the no code amateur would be of no assist
nnce in furnishing aid to the unfortunatevessel. All the writer can say to this is,
that if a ship is in distress and has
nothing
but five meter equipment- Ileaven help it!
In conclusion. the writer would like to
point out that in the 56 -60 mc. (five meter
band) band the amateur has available an
enormous range of kilocycles -greater in
(Continued on page 755)

opportunity to get a training and pay for
it after they graduate in easy monthly
payments. You get Free Employment Service for life. And if you need part-time
work while at school to help pay expenses,
we'll help you get it. Coyne is 3:1 years
old. Coyne Training is tested -You can
find out everything absolutely free. Just
snail the Coupon for My Big Free Book.

Jobs Leading to Salaries of
$50 a Week and Up

Jobs as Designer, Inspector and Testeras Radio Salesman and in Service and Installation-as Operator or Manager of a
Broadcasting Station -as Wireless Operator on a Ship or Airplane, as a Talking
Picture or Sound Expert- Hundreds of
Opportunities for fascinating Big Pay

J,.ls

I

10 Weeks' Shop Training
AT COYNE IN CHICAGO
We don't teach you from books. We teach
you by Actual Work on a great outlay of
Radio. Broadcasting, Television, Talking
Picture and Code equipment. And because
we cut out useless theory, you get a practical training in 10 weeks.

TELEVISION
Is Now Here!

And Television is already here! Soon there
will be a demand for Television Experts(
The man who gets in on the ground floor
of Television can have dozens of opportunities in this new field I Learn Television
at Coyne on the very latest Television

equipment

Talking Pictures
A Big Field
Talking Pictures. and Public Address Sys-

tems offer golden opportunities to the
Trained Radio Man. Learn at Coyne on
actual Talking Picture and Sound Reproduction equipment.

Get the Facts

Don't spend your life slaving away in some
dull, hopeless job! Don't be satisfied to
Work for a mere $20 or $30 a week. Let
me show you how to make Real Money in
Radio -the f astest-g rowing, biggest moneymaking game on earth! Get my big Free
book and all details of my pay after graduation offer. Mail the coupon today.
H. C. LEWIS. President
i
Radio Division, Coyne Electriosl School
500 S. Paulina St.. Dept. 44-2K Chicago. Ill.
Dear Mr. Lewis:
Send me your big FM Book: details of your Free
Employment Service: and tell me as about your ape rial offer of allowing me to pay for training on eus
monthly terme after graduation.

Name
LAddress
1 City

State

.

ad
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The New " Stand -By" SW Receiver

"HAM" ADS

(Continued from page 721)

Advertisements in this section are inserted
at 5e per word to strictly amateurs. or
10e a word (8 words to the line) to manufacturers or dealers for each insertion.
Name, initial and address each count as

a word. Cash should accompany "Ham"
advertisements. Advertising for the May
issue should reach us not later than

March

5.

FREE RADIO AND MORSE TELEGRAPHY
Book.
Learn code in short time. New easy
method. FISHER ELECTRIC CO.. 3801 River-

side Ave., Cleveland, Ohio.
REAL

Tubes.

USES TWO
CONVERTER.
guaranteed. $2.00 unit; only
20TH CENTURY CO.. S -3088, Kan-

S. -W.

half-price.

Fully

sas City. Mo.

PLUG -IN COILS. 15-210 METERS 50e PER SET
of four coils. NOEL, 809 Alder, Scranton, Pa.
AND '56's: 3 FOR $1.00, GUAR anteed perfect new tested tubes-excellent performance (shipping weight 2 lbs.). You can't
afford to pass this up tor 50e each postpaid).
Increase your output. Don't wait. Supply
limited, W9KIU, 3954 Sullivan. St. Louis.
CQ '46's

A CHANCE TO GET RADIO PARTS OF ALL
kinds in good condition. Will trade for anything useful. Send for descriptive list. A. Stott-

man, 275 Martense St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

QSL's, SWL's 75c A HUNDRED; 2 COLORS.
WODGH, 1816 Fifth Ave., N., Minneapolis, Minn.
203A FIFTY HATTERS $9.76 EACH; NEW,
first quality and fully guaranteed; also 211's
and 845's. VTE Laboratories, Ridgefield, N. J.
85
MILLIHENRY TRI -SECTION
waterproof, incased, 250 ohms, postpaid anywhere United States, 45e. WOOLCOTT, W7DAG,
Cottage Grove. Ore.

CHOKES,

BAIRD SW SET, 7 TUBES. PRICE $25.00.
A -1 condition. R. W. STORMER, 21 -18th St..

Jamestown, N. Y.
QSL CARDS, NEAT, ATTRACTIVE. REASONably priced, samples free. MILLER. Printer.
Ambler. Pa.
BARGAINS, RADIOS. SUPPLIES. FREE PRICE
sheet. GREAT LAKES RADIO. Bay City. Mich.
TEN PRACTICAL AND INEXPENSIVE
changes converting Dodge 12-V. Ford T.A., Chevrolet Delco 6 -V generators into 100 -500 watt
capacity A. C. generators, or into 32 -110 volt
D. C. motor or generator. Dodge is 500 -W. self excited. All in one book illustrated with complete simplified instructions and drawings for only
$1. AUTOPOWER, 414 S. Hoyne Ave., Chicago.

-

TUBELESS CRYSTAL SET SOMETHING
new. Separates all stations, operates speaker.
1,800 miles verified. Blueprint, 6 others. 25e
coin. MODERN RADIOLABS, I61-A Liberty.
San Francisco.
TESTS ELECTRICAL
SUPER TESTER:
short circuits. radio parts, etc. $1.00. SUPER Penna.
326.
Braddock,
TEST, Box
BARGAIN LIST AND EXPERT ADVICE ON
your problems for 10e. Excellent 10 -watt transmitter, $6.00; Teleplexes. Microphones, etc.,
bought and sold. Write today. ROBERT BROWN,
Sullivan St., Dolgeville, N. Y.

3 -4 Meter Portable
List of Parts for A.C. Transmitter
-1 15,000 ohms, Lynch (I. R. C.)
R -2 marked (X) 3,000 obtus, Lynch

R. C.)
R-3 100.000 ohms, Lynch (I. R. C.)
R-4 1.500 ohms, Lynch (I. R. C.)
R5 20 ohms, center -tapped resistor
C -1 1 -mf. fixed condenser
C-2 1 -mf. fixed condenser
C 3 .5-mf. fixed condenser
MI milliammeter, 0-100 M.A. scale

Construction
Remember to use good tubes and high quality batteries, also sensitive headphones.
If you are interested in real reception don't
throttle the receiver with a cheap, insensitive pair of phones. Sensitive high -quality
phones of 3,000 to 4,5110 ohms resistance
(for the pair) are available at reasonable
prices.
Remember to use the best antenna possible. Build two or three if necessary, and
investigate the merits of the new transposed
lead -in aerial systems, such as the Lynch.
The effort is well worth -while and the resu14 will be surprising.

Facility of Control

One National "Velvet-Vernier" Dial, type E.
Two Hammarlund Type MC 140 -M (140
mmf.) Midget Tuning Condensers (National) (C2, C7)
One Hammarlund Type MC250M 260 mmf.
Midget Tuning Condenser (National)

A series variable antenna condenser is
used in this receiver as in the first "Standby" but it has been moved out to the front
panel where it serves to smooth out the
regenerative action, To use this control to
the best advantage it is set to such a value
that the regeneration control is operating
smoothly over the portion of the S.W. band
used. The antenna series condenser then
becomes an auxiliary regeneration control
for critical control. The proper adjustment of the condenser will remove the deadspot difficulties so often encountered in the
ordinary receiver.
Thus this receiver has a tuning control,
a simple regeneration control and a series
antenna condenser that minimizes "dead spots" and serves to smooth out the regenerative action of the main regeneration condenser. An added refinement in the form of
a volume control is introduced in the grid
circuit of the first audio stage. In other
words the detector can be operated at the
maximum condition for sensitivity and selectivity and the actual degree of audio volume can be controlled without upsetting the
electrical characteristics of the detector circuit. This results in greater apparent
selectivity and sensitivity, which is noticeably lacking in the average receiver.

Matched Detector Tubes
As the two detector tubes should work
under the same conditions as far as coils,
condensers, voltages, leads, etc., are concerned. it is better to have the two tubes
match alike in electrical characteristics as
well. If possible select two tubes for the
detector circuit that have equal mutual conductance and plate current values. Today
tube manufacturers can build tubes of the
type used in this receiver with a great degree of electrical regularity; thus it will
be found that this matter of electrical
matching of the tubes is quite simple. However, it is necessary to keep all wires and
leads running to the coils, tubes and condensers as symmetrical as possible. If
there is R.F. entering the audio stages, then
there is some portion of the detector circuit that is unbalanced and the set constructor must look the set over and find
out what causes this unsymmetrical condition. This will generally be traceable to
improper layout and too marked a variation in the length of the leads running to
the various parts.

Operating Notes

(Continued from page 751)

11

Other Circuit Considerations
Several other minor features should be
noted. First, the use of a resistance -capacity filter circuit in the B plus return of
the detector tubes. This results in smoother
operation and with the use of the .00023
mf. mica condenser absolutely prevents r.f.
leakage into the audio stages. This results
in great stability and smooth regeneration
control.
Two audio stages with the 33 type pentode in the output stage gives good audio
volume and with the audio volume control
the phones can be left connected to the output of the pentode and any degree of volume
can be obtained as desired.

(I.

In operation the set is simplicity itself
and like all accurately balanced short -wave
receivers should be tuned very slowly and
carefully. The antenna series condenser
should be adjusted to the point that will
make the receiver oscillate when the regeneration condenser is set to the maximum
capacity. If the regenerative action does
not persist as the tuning condenser is adjusted it will be necessary to readjust the
antenna series condenser until regeneration
is obtained. In some cases it will be noted
that the regeneration condenser changes the
tuning slightly, necessitating a slight retuning of the main tuning condenser.

www.americanradiohistory.com

Parts List -Denton Stand -By

(Cl)

Three Hammarlund Flexible Coupling Units
Three four -prong sockets (1'1, V2, 1'3)
One five -prong socket (V4)
One Antenna -Ground Strip (1, 2)
One Phone Strip (3, 4)
One 7 wire cable and plug (5,6,7,8,9)
One 10 ohm rheostat (1t6)
One Bypass Condenser 2 mf., 200 volts (C6)
One Tubular Condenser, .1 mf., 200 volts
(C5)
One Bypass Condenser, .5 mf., 200 volts
(CT)
One Tubular Condenser, .00025 tuf., 1000
volts (C3)
One Tubular Bypass Condenser, .01 mf.,
400 volts (CS1
Two Acratest 5 meg., .5 watt resistors (Rl,
R2)
One Acratest .5 meg. potentiometer (R4)
One Acratest 10,000 ohm, 1 -watt resistor
(Lynch; I.R.C.) (ILi)
One Acratest Audio Frequency Transformer

(AFT)

One Acratest 50,000 ohm, .5 watt resistor
(Lynch; I.R.C.) (I13)
One Acratest 30lfenry Choke (CH)
One Wooden Baseboard, 9 by 14 inches
One Blatt, 7 by 14, Aluminum Panel
Three Blatt Aluminum Brackets
Three 14 inch diameter, 7 inches long,
bakelite rods
Four Phone -tip jacks
Four standard 1 inch black knobs
Rire, woodscrews, etc.
Three type 30 tubes. R.C.A. Radiotron
(Arco)
One type 33 tube. R.C.A. Radiotron (Arco)
2 vt. (filament supply) Air -Cell Battery
(Nat'l Carbon Co.) (optional)

$20.00 PRIZE MONTHLY FOR

BEST SET

e

THE editors offer a $20.00 monthly prize
for the best short -wave receiver submitted.
If your set does not receive the monthly
prize the editors will pay space rates for

articles accepted and published.
You had better write the "S -W Contest
Editor." giving him a short description of
the set and a diagram.
THE ACTUAL SET, as
expense all around. A
paid each month for an

BEFORE SHIPPING
it will save time and
$20.00 prize will be
article describing the
best
short -wave receiver, converter, or
adapter. Sets should not have more than five
tubes and those adapted to the wants of the

average beginner are much in demand.
Sets must be sent PREPAID and should be
CAREFULLY PACKED in a WOODEN box!
The closing date for each contest is sixty
days preceding date of issue (April 1 for
the June issue, etc.)
The judges will be the editors of SHORT
WAVE CRAFT. and George Shuart and
Clifford E. Denton. who will also serve on
the examination board. Their findings will be
final.

SHORT WAVE CRAFT for APRIL, 1934

Short Wave League
continued from

page 753)

fact than all the kilocycles present above

meters. Due to this large territory and
the limited transmission of five -meter signals, millions of stations could satisfactorily
operate in this hand. The existing 40.O00
amateurs cannot hope to show proper occupancy of this hand and hence should be
willing and anxious to remove all "artificial
harriers" on this baud in order to get all
the short -wave listeners (having proper
technical knowledge) possible into the fold.
Then proper occupancy can be demonstrated
and the present band retained for amateur
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Short Wave Sets

The Best Values . . Dollar
for Dollar.. on the Market

RO

use.

J.

A. WORCESTER, JR.,
159 South St..
Middletown, N. Y.

"Foreígns" Roll in on
16 -Tube Receiver
(Continued from page 734)
cycles for the long waves. This affords an
accurate means of checking the station to
which you are listening. It is only necess,ry to refer to the station list appearing
in SIIORT WAVE CRAFT magazine to check
the frequency of any station. Tuning is
very sharp on this receiver and it should
be mentioned here that the operator should
exercise extreme care, because it is a very
easy matter to pass over a short -wave station and in this way numerous long distmce stations will be missed and many
tine programs and "DX" records will be
lost.

made eapacitirely. The common aerial in
the Tetradyne is simply a piece of bus -bar

wire. Exceedingly short connections from
the stator plates of the tuning condensers
are made with insulated wire, which are
simply wrapped around in a few turns over
the bas -bar wire.
It will be found that on the higher wavebands more turns (approximately four),
will be needed. On the lower wave -hands
less turns are needed: on the lowest wave hand, that is from iii to ::h meters, only
two turns or thereabouts are needed,

Tetradyne Works Fine in Tests
I

r

chose the capacitive coupling to the
aerial, because it does away with any interference between the different tuning circuits, and we now really have the same
effect as if we had four separate sets using
four individual aerials. In practice, the
Tetradyne system works out very well, and
the set tunes nicely. I have been able to
receive a number of European stations exceedingly well. in some cases with loudspeaker reception on some of the more
powerful stations as. for instance, EAQ,
Madrid, Spain, and GCS. London.
The thought immediately arises in the
reader's mind, "is it possible to work all
four bands at the sanie tindery' The answer
is yes and no. It all depends. You can
switch on all of the '30 tubes and the set
will work, but, of course, you must remember that you have only one regeneration
control. For that reason, you cannot get
as good results by working all bands together as you cati if you work each band
individually. It is, however, an interesting
thought. and it may be possible that some
of the stronger stations will cogne through
on all bands, but, of course, if they all do
come in at the same moment it won't do
you. much _good, because you-won't be able to
understand four announcers Simultaneously!

(Continued on paye 757)

Wide Reception

A.C. -D.C. S.W. (15 to 200
Meters) 3 Tubes -6F7-43 -2525
Front Panel Plum i n Coils; Absolutely Quiet Power Built -in SuppiY
Field supply for -ticker. phone jack
on front panel completely shielded
in metal cabinet.
Complete with 4 coils (15 -2200 M1
less tithes
$16.95
3.95
Bet Arcturus Tubes
Complete Kit with Blue Prints 13 95
Broadcast Coil
1.49
v.

ALAN PRIZEWINNER

A.C. -D.C. S.W. (15 to 200 Meten)
ALAN INTERNATIONAL
Completely self powered latest type
110V. A.C. -D.C. S.W. 15 -200 meters.
77 -43 and 25Z, Tubes.
Pmrisinn for 4 tubes: 2 -7R's, 1 -43 and 1 -25Z5.
Dead Phones and Speaker.
Built-In power supply. 4 pairs of
Complete. less tubes. in rich crackle plug -in ado.
Other specification,
finish cabinet. Assembled. wired. tested.
saune as Alan Ace. Complete, includready to plug in
$12.95
ing 4 pr. colla, 15 -200 m
$24.95
Complete Kit of pans with prints 10.55 Set Arcturus tubes
4.95
Complete Kit with blueprints 21.95
nothing
2 -tube Kit, complete parla.
Pair
Broadcast
2.75
Coils
33
Pentode
extra to buy. 34 Detector.
Micro- Vernier dial. black crackled finish, Linnet
Output.
ACE and INTERNATIONAL also available
test cabinet. Set 4 coils. 15 -200 meters. Complete speelafor straight A.C. or 14('. 1110 or 220 V.).
cations. blueprints, hardware. wire
55.75
2 and n V. battery operation.
1.95
Set of matched and guaranteed tubes
Write Today for Full Particulars.

NEW! The Byrd

'

Specialists in Short Wave Receivers
83 (:ortlandt St. Dept. S4 u-w York City

ALAN RADIO CORP.

SARGENT 9 -33 ALL-WAVE RECEIVER
--11-a

Sargent DX Ranger

Now the Tetradyne:
(Continued from page 717)
A common "aerial" is used for all four
coils. Note particularly that there are no
solid metallic connections as far as the
aerial is concerned, all connections being

t'cri(etI ))'arid

ALAN ACE
no

A

!Awl. .Il

"I

Wert lruah itange

15-

55u Meters

Unubte
te rn

Shift I.F. Sys-

nt Band Spreader,

all waves
I.arge 'Om inn Knobs

Bugged. all -steel
st

A manna Trimmer
Tap Switch for changing Was e Bands
slims lr ',W. Oscillator
lradithone .lack
'l'une Control
I

u

COD-

ricci ion

Polished aluminum
panel
Complete
R. F.

isolation. all
circuits

Single -Signal selectivity
Exceptionally low noise
level

No "Frequency Creep"
Self- contained Power
Pack
Sun irld Antenna er

Cush -pull 2Á5s in output stage
Doublet
Send Stamp for Descriptive Circular.
'Pubes and Speaker extra.
Reore a
dynamic stwaker 1700
r AMATEUR

2A5s,

wired fur tush-pes:

ohm

the

tubes:

following
Ì-57a
-56, -5il, =2A7,
_.45s.
IMMEDIATE DE2icl' ill" OLDER YOURS TOI

cod

-a0,

1

3

1

-5

high gr de. 2 -tube regenerative receiver
quality buyer and the advanced
amateur. l' r AC.
une 57. one 2A5. for
D.C. one 7
one 41 utube.
Same band spread
system as o the Sargent 9 -33. Snu.ath, "non squawk'' re mention control.
high quality,
illnw i coat eut tuning dials.
llumlesa.
15 -200
meter plug -in roils included. broadcast coil 75e
extra. annate r net price. very F. S. district
on 75 meter phone, and foreign broadcasts
heard from San Francisco.
Sold as a kit, with chassis plated. drilled and
stamped, panel fiulslcd in beautiful crystalline lacquer. congtlete instructions and blueprints for assembly and wiring. All screws,
hardware, everything you need is furnished.
DX Ranger Kit.
Amateur Net Price
DX Ranger. a sembled, wired
and tested. s Amatenr Net Price
DX Ranger Power Pack, wired, ready for use.
250 volts. 50 mils.
Amateur Net Price
Immediate Delivery- -Order Yours Today
DEALERS -WRITE

built for th

hc.(' Features:

NET PRICE

1

$12.50
$15.75
$7.50

$69.50
E. M. SARGENT CO.

Sold by Dealers Everywhere

2085 Broadway, Oakland, Calif.
(

j,egielCeis
iTANTIC
CITY, NEW JERSEY

0}?w

On

the /3oardcuaC/z
t

l ft

SITUATED DIRECTLY ON THE
OCEANFRONT AND CONVENIENT
TO ALL PIERS AND AMUSEMENTS

IN

WITH MEALS
PRIVATE BATH

Daily

Per Person

WITHOUT MEALS
PRIVATE BATH

$

Hot and Cold Sea Water in all Baths
EXCELLENT FOOD

GARAGE ATTACHED
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NOW!

The Most Complete and
Up -to-Date Popular Priced Line of

S.-W. Coils.
Cheek these Features:
I. Most efficient Wire Spacing
2. Colored Grip Rim for Convenience
3. Each Coil Precision Wound
4. Anchored Windings for Permanence
5. Precision Molded for Rigidity

Silk Bank

6.

Indings on B.C. Coils
for Higher Frequencies

W

7. Plated Wire
8. Adaptable to

Selector Mounting.
New! 705SWB Band Spread Coils with adjusts
Laud setting condenser mounted en toll of each
tvail:dd.. tor 20, 40, 80 and 160 muter Arno',
Bands. anti 19, 25, 33 and 49 meter B.C. Imo
hen used with usual 140 or 150 mfd. tuning r :,
list price $1.00 per r
denser.
denser.
705SWS Regular S.W. Coils, 10 -200 uu'l
Ilnst efficient space windings with plated wire
the higher trellumry eons to Insure lowest In,e
tans hie.

,nhovr when
705S

Used

Ill

a

cons
el'T

set of Four S.W.

Coils.

los sins

List price $2.50 per set,

r

Sala

Cau

New No, 700
R.W. Coll Selector U n i t
lY
swings a n y
coil Into circuit by turning knob. All
4, 5 and 6

iì111'N°

Instant

prong

6 WELL Sp.ceD loos
are
fee ón5 11a6 Rod "a OatwTf held by

specially constructed
any kind.
i(nob and

sockets

the
the

-r

,.

I
I

5-Meter
Transmitter-Receiver

t

indicator on tace of panel show what roll
Simple - compact - rugged - electriIs in (*rult.
rally efficient. Don't fall to 530 It lu seta you are
building and new equipment yon are designing.
No.700 COIL SELECTOR ('NIT without roils.
List Pelee 53.50
New No. 450 50

-1

eons

without adjustments

watt Socket with
Triple - Lamina -.
Don Dual - Wipe

additional gain necessary when extremely
weak signals are encountered.
Two stages of high -pain intermediate frequency amplification are used.
ltesistor
and condenser isolation or "decoupling." is
wherever
used
possible, to reduce reaction
between the two stages to a minimum
consequently we have a much lower tube
noise -level. A 6B7 is used as the second
detector and here provisions are made for
feeding a phonograph pickup into the pentode seetiou of this tube.
The audio amplifier section of this 1Gtube receiver is very elaborate and capable
of reproducing faithfully the strongest as
well as the weakest signal. There are three
stages: one 37 first audio and two type 37's
in push -pull which are in turn coupled to
four type 45 *s in a push-pull "parallel"
arrangement. Needless to say this audio
amplifier makes the large -size dynamic
speaker accompanying the receiver fairly
dance around the table.
IoRGE W. SltoART, W2 3IN.

1

.

(('outitiu(el froul page

-rider und hinting post terminals.
A
r ea l
heavy duty trans ro it el
No. 450 50 -watt Socket. List $1.00.
New No. 92 Large -Size DeLuxe Insulated Tube Cap
Lead for .coi:. x72, etc. transmitting tribes.
tu
\t ake:
him contact (yet is easily removed without danger ut
loosening tube rap.
No. 92 Large -Size Tube Cap Lead.
List price 35c
Precision wound coils with the convenient gripe/Miring for easy Insertion and removal from socket.
The famous set of four
precision wound S -w' coils
ss specified for dozens of
P 7

fri

ceivvrs tiesrrilwd in "S-

('raft."

10 -200

meters

Receiver
I:_

Inch diameter.
4 turns No. 14 wire spate wound
Inch diameter.

and

\'Tl

\'1.2
VT3

AT

I,rl., sec.,
bindings.

t,reelsion
704ßWß sers.

for per-

tracking. 10 -200
meurs with .00014 unfd.
condenser.
('ses standard six -contact tube socket.
706SWS 1.1st price $3.50 eat.
706BCS Set of two coils to cover 100
tu 550 meters amateur. ladicr
nd
fect

odd. rundenser
Precision and hank wound with silk
Insulated wire for maximum efficiency.
l'se the 706BCS to extend the tuning
706ROS
receiver using the
range of any
706SWS rolls. C'otls have regular six prong hases.
7068Cß. Liai price $2.00 set.
Makalot Coll Forms
Genuine
with color -taled easy -grip ring.
11¡ In, dia. x 2 in. windir
trace. Red. Yellow, Green or
broadcast

('3
1'4
CG

.0u007.

tune.

roll form. List 23e
roll form. I.1st 25c
706-0-pia cull torn. List 30r
704 --4 -pin
-Lin
705

1'C

tolls. forms. adapters, kits diagrams
for rewiring tube checkers. etc.

ALDEN PRODUCTS CO.

Ulit. SW 4
BROCKTON,

71S

unir se.
MASS.

/04

audio transformer.
output transformer.
50.000 ohm volume control with `onore" switch.
50 turns No. 30 D.S.C. wire close
wound on ys" rubber rod.

l'

.

3G

TESLA OR OUDIN COILS
building, Including

inch spark, data for
condenser data

$0.75
hurl spark, data for building, including condenser data: requires sa K. W. 15.000 volt
transformer; see list below
0.75
55uletta lapa, high frequency roll data: 110
volt A.C. or D.C. type; 1" spark: nred for
"violet ray" treatments and "Extarimeuts " 0.50
now te operate Oudin coil from a vacuum tube
isrillator
0.50
3 inch spark Tesla roll: operates on Ford ignition coli
0.50
3 inch spark Ondin coil: 110 volt A.C.
"hick 0.50
Coll"
S

TRANSFORMER DATA

Alty size.

200 to 5,000 watts.
(1 primary and
secondas' voltage date supplled-specify
watts and voltage desired)
50.50
k.w. 20.1100 -volt transformer data, 110 -volt.
00 -eyrie primary.
Suitable for operating 3 ft.
1

Munn
nn ,d
0.50
knr. 15.000 -coil transformer data, 110 -volt,
60 -cycle primary.
Suitable for operating SInch Ondin coil
0.50
Electric welding Transformer (State seundary
0.50

Induction Colls-1 to 12 loris spark data
0.50
MAGNET COIL DATA
Powerful battery electro- magnet; lifts 40 tbs -30.50
Ile Volt D.C. magnet to lift "5 lis
0.50
110 Volt D.C., 300 Ib., Lift elerlrumagnet
0.50
110 Volt D.C. solenoid: lifts 2 M. through
In. 0.50
110 Volt D.C. solenoid, lifts G Ib. through 1 hl. 0.50
In. 0.50
12 Volt D.C. solenoid, lifts 2 ll,. though
0.50
A. C. Solenoid. Powerful. 110 -volt. 60- cycle
MOTOR -110 11.P., 110 volt A,('.. 60 cycle
(suitable for delving 12" fan or light spooratust, e nitnletional data
0.50
1

1

1.200 cycle Synchronous motor
60 cycle Synchronous tuotor

0.50
0.50

-

TELEGRAPHONE
Records
or
Voice
"Code" signals on steel wire by magnetism.
Code can be recorded "fast"
and
translated
"slow."
Construction

data

(special)

30.50

CLOCKS- Eleetrie

chime ringer.
Mow
make one to fit on any ordinary Clock

to
30.50

MISCELLANEOUS DATAPRINTS

Electric Ice Skates -flow to make
30.50
How to Thaw Pipes by Electricity (including
2 K. W. 110 to to 1S vt. transformer data) 0.50
motor clrrnits- hook -ups
practical telephone hook-ups
Treasure Locator
100 meehaulyd movements for Inventors
Polarized Relay- I'tira Sensitive
Electramedical coil (Mocking rollt
Water-Wheels-Dow to Build and Light your
20
20

house

Model Ship plans
Publio Address System

0.35

0.35
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50

0.50
0.50
0.50

1

C7
R3
R4

Modulator and Speech Amplifier

rO1

HERE'S THE DATA YOU WANT
for NEW CATALOG-DATA 11OOKt.flr showing socket diagrams of over 205 different tubes.
analyzer rewiring data, new tube replacement data, sockets of all kinds.
Send two 3e stamps

Includes condenser data.

OTHER "DATAPRINTS"

con-

1

L7

below.

Lynch.

Transmitter
LG

list

voltage)

Antenna coils, each
turn No. 14 wire
1" diameter, I,A spacing.
Plate t4Glk coil, 5 turns No. 14 wire
diameter, !ia" spacing C1'.
(:rid coil 11 turns No. 14 wire /,"
diameter space wound CT.
Plate tank tuning condenser. Hammon
lund .000035 mf. each section.
15 eh in fixed resistor.
100!100 011111 1 -watt grid leak Lynch.

L5

-5

1

lilf. Pilot midget variable

11t'gohm 1 watt resistor
30 oho) fixed resistor.
1

with .00014

$V

-

denser.

Itl
It!

see

fixed condenser.
elf. li xell tOUden ser.

.01
.0(12

1:

j

I

'nary or grid coil 1.400 turns see ondary or plate coil 9110 turns honeycomb type of windings.
type 30 tube, It.l'.A. Itadlotron (Arco.)
type ::1 tube, R.C.A. Radiotron (Arco,)
type 40 tube, R.C.A. Itadiotron (Arco,)
.000035 mf. Iinnlmarlund midget receiving variable condenser,
,0005 mf. fixed condenser.
002 inf. fixed condenser.

( :.

OT
CC

and tickler
Secondaries
matched with

I

:

L4

New!

14

Interruption frequency oscillator: pri.

1.3

C2

706SWS Set of
.air six -pruug ruila .sli

wire space wotill(I

5

32.00 set
704BCS Set of too mils to covr
100 to ruso meters amateur, pal ire
and broadcast bands with .00011
mfd. condenser. Precision and book
wound oh!: silk iusulaton for maxi nun emc:em y. Use the 704BCS to
70aacs
retend tin tuning rance of any S.w
receiver using the 704SWS
Coils have l'X
hues. 7048CS List price $1.505 set.
e

turns No.

Dataprint containing data for constructing
this 3 fI. spark Oudin -Tesla coil. Requires
I K .1(1.
20,000 volt transformer as -exciter ";

t

1.1

704SWS

LLt prier

704SWS

Just the
Technical
Information
You Need
To Build
Electrical
Apparatus

1

Parts List Transmitter -Receiver

Cl

with .00014 mfd. condenser. ('oils have UX bases.

721)1

tlnD in w-tlhQT "s station. the nntennn posts
nre connected directly to the regular 75 meter
fundamental 7.ep antenna, which also gives
good results.

contact.
Sloldedof new synthetic
51.1KAU)T f o r
low losses. Jinni

w'

DATAPRINTS

:

cots

Spread
Spread

with

The tube line-up of the set is as follows:
A 61)6 is used as a tuned radio frequency
amplifier, ahead of the first detector. The
use of a tuned B.F. stage is a decided
advantage over coupling the antenna directly
to the first detector, in that it reduces
image response to a minimum and gives that

AIT

Acme single button

microphone trans-

former.

CS

class R Input transformer, for type 49
tubes
class B output transformer. for type
49 tubes and 5,000 ohm load.
C -10U 19.C, mil lia nmlet er.
1 nit. Aerovox fixed bypass condenser.
.002 mf. Sangamo fixed condenser.

SW

Off -on switch.

IT
OT2

)IA
C7
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"Electrical
PARTIES

Tricks" for LODGES

and

$0.50

Ines to Fry Eggs on Cate nt ire

Electrically-30

50

0.50
'Rewinding" Small Motor Armatures
Other DATAPRINTS on- Centrifugal Pump for
Small Fount aies. rte.: Model Electric Train -will
carry child: Compressed Air nover plant for model
planes, etc. write for irrites.

(20N.

Diseeunt on

all

orders tor

$3.00

or mare.

No C.O.D.)

The DATAPRINT COMPANY
Leak Box 322

RAMSEY. N. J.
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Now the Tetradyne
(Continued from page 755)

New

One of the most interesting uses I found
for this set is to convince some of the
skeptics what short waves really can do.
After you have calibrated the set to four
of the best stations on the four different
wave- bands keep the dials in this position.
Then ask your friend to sit down and listen.
You should have two sets of head receivers
so that you can listen at the same time.
Then by merely flipping one switch to another, and simply adjusting the regeneration control, you can bring in four different
countries at the throw of a switch: always
providing, of course, that the stations are
on the air! On the first band you can thus
get Madrid, on the second band Germany,
ou the third band England and on the fourth
band South America, etc.

BIRNBACH Antenna
TRANSPOSITION BLOCK
of doublet antennas. Strong,
highly-glazed ceramic. Rounded edges protect
wire. Hooks prevent slipping. No twisting of
line. Write Dept. SW -4 for complete details It
modern short wave antenna accessories.
Increases efficiency

BIRNBACH RADIO CO., INC.
145 Hudson St., New York City

SHORT WAVE PARTS

Thordarson 30 Hy. Chokes. 125 Mlle. limited supply.69e
OCTOCOILS, 4 prong. 16 to 200 meter, 4 goils $1.45
1.18
Na -Aid type 704SWS Colis -set of 4
2.05
Na -Aid type 706SWS Coils -set of 4

Transposition Porcelain Insulators....esell .09
National S.W. Receivers: FB -7A. $34.20; FBXA.47,70
National 8W -3 S.W. Receivers -A.C. or D.C
Johnson

17

nitrite's

70

5.00
Bruno Velocity Microphone Kits
McMurdo-Silver Model 511 S.W. Receiver, complete
59.50
with speaker
Victor ABC Power Transformer, for Model RE -32,
1.
1.69
etc.
months
REALTOND Radio Tuber-all types
guarantee -50% off.
llanmsarlund Parts in stock -40% and 2% off.
Write for 1Á1R' prices un Power Transformers. Inputs.
Outputs, Chokes. Filament and Plate Trausf.
Shield Cans -black ,hrisel finish and Cadmium Plated
sizes-write for prices.
Blank Chassis
20% delaelt with all C.O.D. orden.
Free bulletin.
Remit by M.O. Include postage.

-6

-:Il

MAURICE SCHWARTZ & SON
Schenectady, N. Y.
710 -712 Broadway,

Practical Radio
Engineering
RADIO
for
opportunity
MEN to enlarge their scope of
An

training

Whether elementary radio prinmartens.
or
advent ed
ciples
sound .nul lest ions or praet teal
radio engineering. RCA Institutes is prepared to give you the

Construction

As far as the construction of the set is
concerned, I need not say much about this.
It is all more or less standard, and nothing
particularly new appears here. The pictorial layout, as well as the schematic diagram shows this clearly. The only precaution I would mention is to keep all connections as short as possible, particularly those
going from the plug -in coils to the condensers, which are the vital ones. Naturally, the connections going to the tubes
must also he short. By following the pictorial layout diagram, I believe I need not
add much further as anyone who has built
a short -wave set before will havé little
trouble in duplicating the set.
I have found the 2 -volt air ('ell Battery
to work well as a source of filament voltage
with this set. The "B" voltage should
be 135.
The parts list and diagrams give all the
values that are required.
I shall be glad to hear from those who
have constructed the set. If it meets with
general approval. I will present several
more of the 7'etradpnc series in other variations, with different tubes, electrified for
110-volt operation, etc.

instruction you need.

schools New York and Ching('
with modern standard equipment
Extension Courses fer Horne Study
under concealrut "no obligation- plan.
Illustrated Catalog on Request

Resident

Meter.

R. C. A. INSTITUTES, Inc., Dept. SW -4
75

Varlek St., New York -1154 Merchandise Mart. Chicago

ERVICE MEN

Sincrease Your Earnings
Up to $30 -$50 Weekly

Our Proven, Tested Plan Tells How.
Write for Complete Details TODAY:
INSULINE CORP. OF AMERICA.
23.39 Pearls Place, Dppt, NewYorls.N.Y.

w_

Distance
between

Tickler turns

T. No. 30 En.
Cinse wound ((W)

2

roils

19

Il T.

C. W.

No. 30 En.

s6"
44.,

0 T. No. 30 F.h.
C. W.

74.

T. No. 30 En.
C. W.

aí'

7

conform -2 4" long by I!4" dia. 4-pin

base.

Parts List for "TETRA DYNE"
4 140

mmf. tuning condensers, National

Set of 4 plug-in coils, Alden (Gen -Win).
4 4 -prong
isolantitc soekcts, National

4 .0001 mf. mica condensers.
4 5 nlegohm grid leaks, % watt, Lynch
mr nnd

_..

.....

(LR.C.).
ohm lh watt resistor, Lynch
(I.R.C.).
1 uteg. >/' watt resistor, Lynch (I.R.C.).
50010 ohm variable potentiometer, with
switch (Acratest).

1 25.000
'I:Jd. at

in.

& Tool Co.,DeSLF-9,200Ifeadway,NswTin

1
1

4 filament switches.
'1 .00025 mf, mica condenser.

saft

1 .002 Inf. mica condenser.
1 .5 mf. bypass condenser.

.;/L th,-

16,63tei3elae/z(kh

..;;::

it

...

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

(Ilammarinnd).

(Ilantmarlund)
I 5-prong socket, National (Hammarlundl.
4 4 -prong sockets, National (Ilammarlund).

LATH E..

e

Wavelength Grid null turns
2110 -S0
52T. No. 28 En.
Wound
32 T. per Inch
50 -40 23 T. No. 21 En.
Wound
16 T. per Inch
-20
10
II T. Nn. 23 En.
3 -32" between turns
20 -10 5 T. No. 25 }]n.
3 -10" between turns

...

"The Universal University"

1

METAL -WORKING

American Machre

Na -aid Plug -in Coil Data

No ONE can yet say how far-reaching will
be the effect of radio on modern living and
business -but every one is agreed the industry is still in its infancy
that its
possibilities are unlimited!
This is why the wisest counselors are
advising young men to acquire the fundamentals of radio
to prepare themselves
for the opportunities ahead. The future is
exceedingly bright.
Thousands are finding exactly what they
need in the International Correspondence
Schools' Radio Course. So can you! Prepared by experts, and frequently revised
by them, this course has the enthusiastic
approval of the industry.
There is a consistent demand for radio
mechanics, assemblers, testers, inspectors,
draftsmen, service men, installers and salesmen; also, for operators and attendants on
board ship and at commercial radio stations, government police stations and aviation stations. The field of opportunity is
unlimited. Let us send you complete information- absolutely free. Use the coupon. Mail it today-Radio beckons you.

,oe2

on

PAGE 7 4 3

1

4
1

4
1
1

1

2.5 to 5 mh. R.F. choke, National (Ham marlund ).
National 3 -inch velvet- vernier dials.
14" x 7" aluminum panel (Plan).
f'X 230 tubes RCA itadintrun (Arco),
Cy 23.3 RCA Radiotron (Arco),

Antenna ground terminal strip.
Phone terminal strip.

www.americanradiohistory.com

BOX 2879B SCRANTON, PENNA.
Without cost or obligation, please send me a
copy of your booklet, "Who Win. and Why,"
and full particulars about the subject before

I

which

have marked

X:

O RADIO OPERATING
RADIO SERVICING
ELECTRICAL ENGINEER

O Electric Wiring
O
O
O
O

Electric Lighting
Welding. Electric and Gas
Telearaph Engineer
Telephone Wert

Mechanical Engineer
O Mechanical Draftsman

Machinist
Gas En Clues

Diesel Engines

Aviation Engines
Civil Engineer
Refrigeration

Name

Age

Address
City

State

Occupation
1/ you reside in Canada, Bend (MI coupon to the
international Correspondence Schools Canadian,
Limited, Montreal. Canada.
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ACQUAIMTftcMcrJ
íR SHORT
WAVE LISTENER
GET

+

The OSCILLODYNE
OSCILE O YNE
1 -Tube Wonder Set
AISOLNTiLY POOL -PROD/

Simple directions and blueprints shim you how to build and
operate the set for best result:. It may be used either on
A.C. er with batteries. If A.C. is employed. a type 227
tube Is used in conjunction with a suitable A.C. power
park (such as the one listed on the opposite page. if
batteries are employed.
237 tube should be used in
conjunction with either
storage battery or four No. 6
dry cells and two 45 volt R batteries.
If you have never operated a short -wave set, this is
the one with which to start! It Is a set which will
convince you that foreign stations CAN be tuned
In whenever they are on the air.
Its circuit which is of the regenerative variets
acts like a super -regenerative set although it
does not belong in that class.
Its sensitivity Is tremendous.
Here, then. is a set which brings In stations thousands of miles away: a set which
frequently brings in Australia. loud
enough to rattle your phones, and with
poster to spare;
set which. if you
Mien we
It may seem t
do not wish extreme distance. will
2
'r Is
say that this
bring in stations several thousand
so.
The
tube set, but actually that is
miles
away
without aerial sr
type 53 tube employed is the latest to
ground.
be placed on the market. It contains in
one glass envelope. TWO ENTIRELY
width
INDEPENDENT RADIO TUBES
The set is exactly as Illusion.
have only their cathodes in common. Hence
' aluminum panel Is 8- high by
414" wide. base 514" long I.. ;'
this receiver Is a REAL 2 tube set.
I. :.t of materials used:
be conNo. 2146.
This ' 2 tube' Twinplex can
Official One -Tube Wunder Set. completely wired and
to
build
tested as per above pecifiratlnns. YOUR IPRtl'E
structed for the same money required
a 3 tube receiver.
No. 2147. Official OneTuhe )%'tinder Net. but not wired. with blueprint
as
In operation this set Is exactly the same obconnections and Instructions for operation. complete shipping
results
The
receivers.
2 -tube regenerative
weight 3 lbs. YOUR PRICE:
exceedhave
been
tained during a week of testing
No. 214g. CONIPI,ItTE ACCESSORIES. Including the following: one
received
ingly good. Some off the foreign st at inn
6 month guaranteed Nenntron No. 237
EAll tilts. GSA, 17.44
tube; one set No. 1675 Itrandes
luring this period
t
bled headphones; four No. 6 Standard
FIRST
IS
WHO
MAN
cells: two standard
A
FOR
ON3'.
}IKO
t 45 -roll
'B" batteries, complete shipping dryweight
22
STARTING IN SHORT WAVES. THIS TWINPLEX
Ille.
YOUR
RECEIVER IS THE "BEST BET."
it
The receiver is UNIVERSAL In operation. that is-volt
110
A.C.
or
on
batteries
with
may be operated either
hover pack. A plater potential of 180 volts is required.
The heater requires 2 4 volts either A.C. or D.C.
Only high grade parts such as Ilammarlund Condensers. etc.,
are used In the constructions of this set. All component parts are mounted on cadmiumplated metal chassis.
measuring 6"

eon

The Twinplex One Tube
"Double- Action" Receiver

.

Real Two
Tube

Performance
1

I

SPECIFICATIONS

SPECIFICATIONS
No.
n accessories.
esso)e
vr WIedbut less
ls tubes
tbs ad
,

59.48
IIbs
No.
ivróKt
rto s.
ein lbs.Form
ol IncludingShort srucl
Ó

YOUR

i

No.

58.48

I

YOUR PRICE

In<udinSRectifier
special Hum Free
1.53

O ERATION

tube.
Tube and one set of matched head-phones.
A. C. Power pack.

1

-SO

$10.34

YOUR PRICE
No. 2118 ACCESSORIES ONLY-FOR BATTERY OPERATION
Including 1 -53 Tube.
3 -45 volt B Batteries.
No. 6 Dry Cells
paralleli and 1 set or

-

maattched

headphnos
lbs.

YOUR PRICES

s7.2o

áb.35

1

$5.50

FREE!

9' 16r:"

56.24

Both A. C.

BOOKS
TOUR CHOICE

and 2 -Volt Battery Sets
If you are a constant reader of this mag-

azine, you have probably noticed our consistent advertisements of these famous Doerle
receivers. It is no longer necessary to describe
them in minute detail. The tremendous sale of
these receivers is in itself a fine tribute to their

Ne. 830
of either one of books Illustrated herewith -FREE OF CHARGE
with the purchase of any of the short -wave
receivers listed on the.. pages.
Book No. 866 expia ns the uses and
means of obtaining a amateur trans.
milting license. Rook 836 Is a tromprehensIve compilation of the asst
prominent short vase receiver clr-

culls
published dur-

quality and performance.

ing a periTwo different styles are available, each style having two models.
od of two
THE A. C. TYPE is designed for metropolitan areas where
years.
models.
and
3
-tube
electric service is available. It is obtainable in 2
each requiring a power pack such as the one illustrated on the
particularly
opposite page. THE 2 VOLT BATTERY TYPES were designed
3 -tube models.
for rural districts. They, ton, are available in 2 and
to. and
There is no question but what these receivers are comparable
short wave
expensive
more
of
the
many
surpass
even
in many instances
sets
to the
receivers. Thousands of testimonials in our flies laud these
construction. Stations which
skies. Only the finest parts go into their
you have never heard before will come in clearly and regularly. Yet withal
All 2 -tube
they are extremely simple and therefore absolutely foolproof.
models measure 9 "x6 "xß% "; 3 -tube models measure 101,4 "x7 "x8 ".

IAi

Rear View of Battery 2.Tube Set

NO.

Sets
Battery Doerle
Ñ511LE
IIO RLá

2140.

TUBE
YT
WAVE
Shipping wt..

YOUR PRICE
NO.

YOUR PRICE

No 2142.

2complete',

5

wired

n..

SHORT

$9.118

N.me ...hove in kit form. With blueprint
and inpru.li "n. whroping w.. a Ill.

sd6S

2
di
COMPLETEE ACCESSORIES. including
^
"r xenáyboon:
are.ë áre reu. :2.nnn"'
tdm.: one

No. 2173.

.nit
41-volt

-

rt
B-

1

h.neria

complete.
P

Shinning

YOUR PRICE
YOUR PRICE

$5433
No. 2143. THREE.. TUBE -5'OLT DOERLE SET. c..mpleteir
bed. rend, 'or ow.
$12.34
..
.... ..... ... .....
YOUR PRICE .....
THREE TUBE -VOLT DOERLt; SET I\ KIT
No. 2144.
and

YOUR PRICE

YOUR PRICE

No. 2175.

YOUR PRICE

lb..

....

.........

No. 2176.

2

2

No. 2145.

slla4d
123s
oinlludingn n
-volt "9" htttpriee:

Skipping 01.h7 blueprint

COMPLETE
whom And

ne ACC.

connernone

dry cell.: 3 standard ea
Magnetic Loudsp..ker.
Inch

YOUR PRICE

Ill.
.

No.

SSORIES.

I

Shipping

............................

B. B. I.

e46í.

9
32

$11.4$

No. 860

Electrified Doerle Sets
No. 2174.

.....

-

No. 2177.

F.I.et.ifiel2 Tube
wired and Intel.

YOUR PRICE

No. 2179.
YOUR PRICE

es.

Ship. et. s

m.s10144

.hove ;n kit form. leu tube.. bu: iwiuling
'i8nenrmt. ana Instructions.
et. s m.

$9.24

me se

Complete .et of tube. for .hove: either one -57 end ones, for A. C. mention. or one-77 end one-37 for
bnrtery nl»r.tion.

Electrified
wed

YOUR PRICE

12.500 nGl. mwde lo-ee;ve.. emmpteedy

l.n tul

ï P.

Sworn.

,red

..

3 Tube Doer' S'
weed: la. tulles.

.I

ahoy. in kit form. including Ilueirint and Mship. et.. 7 tbs.
lees tuba.

11344

emo-time
r

of tuba; either one-58 one-57
otscotioa.. one-78 one-77 nr.
bunry omrtion.

Complete

Not

56 for A. C.

for

$1.59
s15.29

Gripper. complete',
wt.

RADIO TRADING COMPANY, IODA

.

37

82.49

Front View of all

3

-Tube Doerle

Receivers

Park Place, NewYork City
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«R. T.
AMATEUR C. W. PUSHPULL TRANSMITTER

11

IS to 30 WATTS

iiÍt4+±a úu,

ALL AMATEUR BANDS
It's Fool Proof -Because It's Simple
This transmitter

with

Vt.

POWER SUPPLY

power

a

output of anywhere from 10 to 30
watts {depending on the type of
tubes entpl.yedl is a real globe girIler. Some people have the Impression that
transmitter with a {rower
output of. let's toy. 1b watts. sill
transmit only several mites and
further. This is not the case. for no
in
mort wave transmission, location and
a
tondit ions
constitute ¡swotisor...Fit
.rit factors. The transmitter described
I.crewlih has actually "worked amateurs in the far corners of the earth. A
LOW POWER
GOOD LOCATION IS, PRACTICALLY
SPEAKING. Si 0 R E "POWERFUL" THAN A HIGH POWER
TRANSMITTER IN A POOR LOCATION.
The Irgoun
r illustrated. is essentially a low
powered. low cost. outfit for the beginner.
It is not.
fined to the beginner. Many {bed -in- the -wool amateur;
one or mure nf these transmitters handy ashowever, conTao type 45 tubs are used as oscillators. These tubes arehave
auxiliaries.
tion, they have rractiratly the saute output as the type 210 used heeause of their lote cast and because, In actual operatubes, at one -third their cost. Fite circuit
using fixed -tune{ grid. tuned plate.
is of the type
All grid coils are wound on one inch bakelite tubing with fine wire no
that their natural frequency
the renter of earl amateur band. The frequency peaks of
these roils are rather broad which means thatresponse is near
BAND OF ANY GIVEN COIL CAN BE COVERED WITH
THE ENTIRE
THE PLATE CIRCUIT. WITHOUT
r
CUITS GETTING OUT OF RESONANCE. These grid rolls are
THE TWO CIR
copper tubing and are mounted on stand -otf insulators. They are of the 3 -prong plug -In type. The plate coils are of
easily interchangeable for the various bands.
The construct ion of this transmitter is the
ever devised.
From the diagram printed
tion of this catalog it ran be seen that no gridsimplest
or filament by -pass condensers are used and that In the editorial recthe usual IW.I' choke
has been omitted from the plate r moil. No benefit wass
from their employment and brocs
they were not used. The method of roupl ing thederived
antenna to the output r rouit
and is a des lubie feature.
The antenna s Iggested for use with this unique,
transu.It,r I, Ibr In1. wire
-feed Hertz.
THE TRANSMITTER IS
SUPPLIED WITH A SET OF 160
METER COILS.
Coil sets to rover the other amateurs can
had at Plc With! loll prices

it

.Á`et!
r^prR

The potter supply to operate this transmitter
delivers
4011 volts at I:dl ml i l i tan,
pyres for the
of the tubes
and 2.5 volts tnr the filaments. A typeplates
e3 mercury vapor
re, filler is used becatts, ut its for voltage
edrop which
permits excellent regulation. The filler consists
a 30
/Ivory iron -core choke with two 2 inf. 1000 volts emsoflessen
e inter
side.
.t suitable size bleeder resistor is eon. fleeted arrots the Output filter to further aid in regulation
by suppressing the high voltage peaks when there is no
load on the ions er park as is the case when the
key is in
the "olf" p,niibm. Ship. wt.. S lbs., for transmitter
and
13 Ihs. for Potter park.
No.

2121

"R.T."

Push -Pull Transmitter, complete

160 meter
but less tubes.
YOUR
Coils,
No.2122 Power Park for R.T. Transmitter, less tube
YOUR PRICE
No. 2123 -A Plug -In Coils for 20 Meter Band.

YOUR PRICE
No. 2123 -B

YOUR

Plug-lo Coils for

PRICE

with

$5.94

40 Meter Band.

No. 2123 -C Plug -In Coils for 80 Meter Band.

YOUR PRICE .__....

7s9ó
1.7$
1s7ó

t.7s

I

t

be

short

below.

n

for

10 METERS
Paradoxical

as

it may sound.

tri:

ten meter transmitter EMPLOYS A SINGLE
TUBE IN PUSH-PULL ARRANGEMENT. I Ict,pfure the
word "push -pull" automatically implied the use ut
Iwo tubes, yet here
w e
whit
ilit a one tube push -pull transmitter.

It

p''

aiatst /

°

'

a high power Job, for high power is not
necessary or ultra
When properly coupled to a suitable
system sorb a atsinglewire -fed hertz or the familiar -Zeppelin" antenna. It antenna
sill.
under
favorable
conditions,
go a long way. The circuit Is of the fixed -tuned grid. tuned
solenoid of solid copper ribbon as the plate roil. All componentplate type and utilizes a
parts are of the highest
passible quality. suttee R.F. losses to ultra short save trork
are fatal.
There are any number of uses to which a rampart unit
this type may he placed.
For instance it ran be used as a master oscillator for multi of
-stage high frequency transmitters OR two such units may be connected together to produce
a complete master
oscillator -R.F. amplifier transmitter. Neutralizing condenser
must be added when
used as an It.F. amplifier. The transmitter requires 2% volts
A.C.
for
the filament of the 53 tube and anywhere from ISO to 350 volts either
"lia supply. orA D.C.
key
circuit is in the ndhole lead. The transmitter on Its neat bread
-board
measures 11a
x GU,' wide a 11- high overall.
Furnished
tvmpour with a sett
meter rows. Ripping weirs, 6
pounds.
be.
Versatile 10 Meter Trans

;'

y

YOUR

A single

button microphone can be inserted in series with the grid return
lead (using no transformer,) thereby
obtaining from 50 to 75% modulation.

Special

Order From These Pages

or certified check.
remittance accomNOW- TODAY.
Page Radio and Short
Wave Treatise. 1934 Edition. Send 4c postage. Treatise by Return 41 aii.
panies all orders. Order
FREE108

and a

This

the advent of the new type 53 tube. which makes this feat
possible. This tube is
It was designed primarily as a class

i1" twin amplifier
Tilts transmitter is not

short wave sock.

t

EXCELLENT FOR PHONE WORK

Send money order
C. O. D. only, if 20%

Is

actually "TWO" tubes, in ono glass envelope.

di.s.ar

men..

c.
supply

a.fi caused

. 5.....etio.

tnm.adau..mount 'Oral

$4.48

PRICE--

a.
for

Snort.VN ove
know. that
paack

A.

which m

Mort.ave

é

A
w
.
b
m
fed with
a4.dpee ing.
ëlan
r

rat
siring.
mn,
filter circuit. employing two hewer -dupe 20 Henrr rM.k..
Titi. u.uru l'UNE D. C. pith
by m
insufficient

n

w. orally
Pele
. power pack .upplw. 250 eoti. st 50 mm. Ior the
of the tube..
S yoke cor the
Derry... and 2y
Its at s ampere.. for the filaments. Furthermore.
t r. ei
ta,i. ,.
the held I dyn.
ker
r haring
5.i l
thus
the component
of hi Bork xarehull!
,,
metal
s. n.
e4 e aped.,
on
k.tt
ham.
convenient
«
outtalk i mounted
side. rl The t
r,
eIfite pitre he
.t
onuoll em, .g r
yf4
rack
4l o t`
emit od. i
i. n .
ir,r. a' No.ot 2148
sl t -Ú'.,. Pone. Park; I
i, .ofd

.t

all.

z

2Ì

ill ,

e

pay

.

i
Z4
RADIO TRADING COMPANY, 100A Park Place, New York City
101 It

f

1'1.4

ti

rem,.

.,

tub.
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Leotone
This

WAVE

(Continued from page 733)

Station List

receiver
has everything you
have ever looked for
in a short -wave set.
It is newly designed,
is compact
great
distance getter -regularly brings in
Italy, Spain. Germ a n y,
England
and many other
countries. Know
the THRILL of
new

These stations received after Jan.
1934, and before Feb. 1, 1934,

-a

Station
C:IX F

1V8XAL

Verified
Location
Chicago. III.
Cincinnati, O.

GCW

Rugby, England

-listenin on Police calls,

air -craft

The LEOTONE A.C. Receiver uses the following
Arcturus tubes: 58 -R.F., 57- detector, 56 -Ist. A.F.
2A52nd. A.F., and SO Rert liter. Complete Kit
with 2 seta of Gen -Win coils (S coil.) and

9790

Ice.

6608 kc,
Quayaqull, Ecuador
IIAKOI.0 W. IIANst:.\.
Route 5. Box Nia.
South ( )tna lia,
Nebraska.

Fifty Per Cent Verified and

for 100 stations, beginning immediately.
This, we believe. should take care of all
SHORT WAVE SCOUTS handsomely and give

them the benefit of the doubt.
In order to protect everyone, the rules
have been amended that a sworn statement
before a Notary Publie, which only costs
a few cents to get, must be sent in nt the
same time. This is done to protect the
honest and conscientious SHORT WAVE
SCOUTS from the prnetical jokers and irresponsible elements who are unfortunately

Built la same Foundation
Perfect performance assured-this set has
Uses the following tubes:
a "KICK."
1 -34 low current drain
1 -33,
1 -92,
1 -90,
tubes. Complete kit of parts with two sets
of Gen -Win coils (8 coils) and Arcturus
Tubes, $11.95. Kit completely wired, in-

cluding Arcturus Tubes, $14.45.

always with us.

It is to be hoped that the amended rifles
new make it much easier for the would -be

LEOTONE RADIO CO.
NEW YORK, N. Y.

entrants.

T BRUNO

SHORT WAVE COILS

;,
.

_-0

"S" roils feature the less y
silvered-ribbon, secondary winding. resuiting In highest efficiency andndn!mum losses.
Model "E" coils are used by thousands. Wound with the finest enamel
Model

Ire.

Both Model "S" and Model "E"
coils are wound on ribbed terms VS"
high and lye" diameter.
Model "S" eoils- Silver wound coils (14.2005meters) Set of 4
Model "E" coils -Enamel wound (14 -200 meters)
Set of 4
"Junior" coils (14.200 meters) Set of 4..95o ea.

e)

TRY MO RADIO CO., INC.

NEW"KEYKLIX"
of amateur radio items, at
Thousands

the

lowest

prices, are

contained in this FREE,
132 pages, Big Book, together with many interesting articles by people
well known in amateur
radio circles.

AMERICAN SALES COMPANY
Wholesale Radio Distributors

W., 44 W. 18th

St., N. Y., N.Y.

Oldest Amateur Supply House,

PATENTS

-

Est.

1919

TRADE MARKS

and given
All invention, submitted held rnnadential
personal attention by members of the firm.

Forai "Evidence of Conception" and
instructions
"Ilote to Establish Your Rights" -Free
LANCASTER. ALLWINE & ROMMEL
PATENT LAW OFFB'ES

Bowen Bldg.

For the complete article of the Purpose
of the SHORT WAVE SCOUTS. we refer to
page 393 of the November. 1933, issue.
Here are the rules amended :
You wish to know how you can win this
valuable trophy, and here ate the simple
rules. Be sure to read then carefully. Do
not jump at conclusions.
monthly trophy will be awarded
1.
to one SHORT WAVE SCOUT only.
2. -The purpose of this contest is to advance the art of radio by "'logging" as
many short -wave commercial phone stations,
in a period not exceeding thirty days, as
possible by any one contestant.
3. -The trophy will be awarded to that
SHORT WAVE SCOUT SVItO has logged the
greatest number of short -wave stations during one month.
4.
the event of a tie between two or
more contestants. each logging the same
number of stations, the judges will award a
similar trophy to each contestant so trying.
Verifications are necessary ; these
must be sent in with each entry. All cards
or verification letters must be sent in at
the same time. with a statement by the
SHORT WAVE SCOUT, giving the list of stations in typed or written form, with the
station calls, wave-lengths, and other valuable information. (See below.) The verification letters and cards will be returned
to the SHORT WAVE SCOUT at the end of
(See Jan., 1933,
each monthly contest.
editorial how tó obtain verifications.)
Inasmuch as not all stations send out
verification letters or verification cards, each
centestant is entitled to report not more
than 50% of station calls for which no
proper verification is submitted. For example, if you should mail a list of 100 stations, and submit 50 verification cards or
letters with this list, the Judges would allow the 100 stations, providing such data
is given for the 50 unverified stations as to
enable an intelligent check to be made by
the Judges. In the interest of all SHORT
WAVE ScouTS, however, contestants should
postry to send in as many verifications assworn
sible. Each list submitted must be
follows:
as
to before a Notary Public,

-A

-In

Cortlandt St., New York, N. Y.

GET THE

Per Cent

Unverified

Set
Special Shielded S. W.KitBattery
as above.

63 DEY STREET

50

In other words, if you send in a list of
100 stations, and at the same time you send
in 50 verification cards. you will get credit

Arcturus Tube.
Completely wired and tested with matched $21.95
kit of Arcturus tubes

435

OO kc.
MOO
O01i0 kc.

that we have amended our rules.
and you will find that the rules now
read:

installed in your car or motor boat.

The

Frequency

A Veritable
Text Book

NoTl'

be

S

and
SHORT WAVE
TREATISE
Over 100
Hook-Ups
More Than
1,500 Illustrations

Trophy Contest Entry Rules

communication.

85 -S

108 Page RADIO

19,

Not Verified

Ilt'_ItL

distance

Can

FREE!

Short Wave Scouts

SHORTA.Ce

Washington, D. C.

5.-

NOT JUST ANOTHER CATALOG
This completely revised 711,d enlarged lull edition
contains Ins solid Pages of artei radio information. diagrams, illustrations, radio kinks and real
live radio merrb:uwli.e.
mure valu
It
,ut Sills
able radio information-- mare real live "me +t
than many textbooks
the subject.
As usual
considerable space has or been devoted to the beginner in radio.
PARTIAL LIST OF CONTENTS
Chapter Two of "Fundamental )'rim ipls of Radio
for the lieginner " -'l'he New Tubes. Their Uses,
and Their Fundamental Circuits -lIow b, Make
Money with Public Address Systems. How to Intall and Maintain Them-How to Revamp Six -Volt
Battery Sets to Use 'l'sr, -Volt Tubes-Price Winlow tu
ning Kinks and Short Cuts in Rdlo
Build the "R T" Beginner's Transmitter-How to
Build the Famous Twintlsx Short Wave ReceiverHow to Construct an Amateur Rediu Transmitter
s

t

-I

-.\
Most Sturtern and Complete Tithe chart Including Socket Connections for all Tubes- Numerous

`

Free (Mers,

etc., etc.

WRITE TODAY

(e

sent by return mail.

anise

eed

RADIO TRADING CO.
100A Park Place
New York City

Short Wave League

Members
Here is something that is
indispensable for your den
or study.
A GLOBE OF THE
WORLD WITH
MAGNETIC COMPASS
The frame is of metal, the
globe is 6 inches in diameter, printed in fifteen colors and can be washed.

6.-

www.americanradiohistory.com

With this globe you can
log foreign stations.
It is substantially made
and is a real ornament.

Price prepaid $1.25
See page 766
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With BYRD at
the SOUTH POLE
communication is so vitally important. perfect radio equipment is imperative.
Nearly 100 standard Bliley Crystals are with Byrd
n the Anton is .
not alone a splendid endorsement of their quality, but proving tho certainty of
ystai control.
BLILEY CRYSTALS AND HOLDERS
%Chem dependable

.

Me Rand

Typo

I.-, 3.'

BCX

7.0
1.7. 3.5, 7
1.7, 3.5, 7
1.7, 3.5, 7
1n0Kc

BC3
BC3
BC3
BC5

Pre-

Stpptled

Ke
Kc

25

25

Fur -

cisinn

t'nmtd. $3.90
Mid.
4.95
5.75
Ntd.

0.0546

0.03%
0.03%
0.03%

Kc
0.5 Kc
Exact
5

nished Price

MM.
MW.

0.05%

6.85
9.50

BC2 1.7.3.551c, or 751c holder for BCX
BC6 1.7, 3.5 or 7 Aic holder oven for BCX

1.50

7.50

465, 500 or .t25Kc S.S. Gta

filter, Mid- 5.90
Or your chu ce from distributor's stork
Adjustment by purchaser will greatly reduce this
Bliley Crystals are sold at all progressive distributors
of amateur equipment, and manufactured under N RA.
(let our 1034 illustrated folder, and large 3color frequency chart from your distributor . ,
or write us direct.
SSF

e

BLILEY PIEZO -ELECTRIC CO.

236 Union Station Bldg.

Erie, Pa.

Pat. Pend. Developed by MILES
a microphone plugging into light
socket which reproduces speech
and music in your own radio from
any place in building without
wires. Clear, powerful instantaneous reception at your disposal

We also

Details on

repair any make micro-

phone.

Quick delivery.

built

over 300 types of
Microphones, Amplifiers, Horns,
Units and Accessories. We also
repair your old equipment.
We

244 W. 23rd

I

Si..

Dept- S,

New York City

ALL -WAVE AiR SCOUT

ONLY SET OF ITS KIND
I Designed by
H.. G. CISIN.
inventor of the
Universal A.C.-D.C.

IN

THE

I

WORLD

15

I

Circuit.

-s; a.a

Tian

TITIS

powerful little set brings
in all standard broadcast
stations and also police calls.
amateur raks, foreign stations. rode and trans -Atlantic
Iollyne conversations. Powered b)- inexl',rnsive Malteries.
.tvallable In Kit form. Patented terminal color coding
feature eliminates need for wiring diagram. Red is
o',fleetert ta red, black to black, etc., and set is
ready to operate. Used by thousands nt Boy Scouts.
Scout John Stott of Sanford. Me.. brought in England. Volland, Germany and South Amer I Ira un this set. Complete Kit with Tube. postpaid
Earphone. Two Colle- nothing
to buy('S.00
wept
ept batterie.
rP
Assembled, wired and ready to use-$5.95 postpaid.
SPECIAL OFFER: Valuable data on
w.AVE I
SET sent Upon receipt of Plc to rover handling costs.

ALLIED ENGINEERING INSTITUTE

983 PARK PLACE

NEW YORK. N. Y.
WWI

11

HEY!

MUST WE LISTEN
TO THAT SHAM -BATTLE ?
hand.,

one

How to Get Verification Cards
First of all write the letter neatly, typewritten or ink, never in pencil! Give the
exact local time of reception, as well as
Greenwich meridian time.
Re sure to mention that part of the program which you listen to.
Re sure to thank the station manager for

giving you the program ,and how much
pleasure you received by listening to his
station.
State in the letter that you enclose an
Diternetional Postage Reply Coupon. Never
send cash or stamps. The foreign stations
cannot use then. The international Postage Reply Coupon costs !le. You must buy
it at your local Post Office.
Most important is the matter of postage.
Letters to Europe, Australia. Asia. Africa
and most of the foreign islands go nt the
rate of 5c, if the letter weighs less than an
ounce. If it weighs above this, extra postage must be prepaid.
But jets stations will answer your requests, unless the International Postage
Reply (`oupon is used!

www.americanradiohistory.com
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MILES SOCKET MIKE!

anytime, anywhere.
request.

The undersigned declares under oath that
the stations listed in this list and submitted in the SHORT WAVE SCOUT Contest
were received by me during the past thirty
days. that the reception was bona fide and
was obtained by me without assistance from
any outsider, and that I personally listened
to the station announcements as given in
this list.
7. -This is an international contest in
which any reader, no matter where located,
can join. It is allowable for SHORT WAVE
SCOUTS to list stations in their own countries, if they desire to do so. In other
words, SHORT WAVE SCOUTS residing in the
United States can log stations in the United
States, as well as foreign stations. There
will he no discrimination in this respect.
8.- SHORT Is AVE SCOUTS are allowed the
use of any receiving set. froto a one -tuber
up to one of sixteen tubes, or upwards, if
they so desire.
9.-When sending in entries, note the following few simple instructions: Type your
list, or write in ink. pencilled matter is not
allotted. Send verifietltion cards, letters and
the list nil in one package, either by mail or
by express prepaid: do not split up the
package. Verification cards and letters will
be returned, at the end of the contest, to
their owners: the expense to be borne by
SHORT WAVE CRAFT magazine.
10.
order to have uniformity of the
entries, when writing or typing your list
observe the following routine: USE A
SINGLE LINE FOR i:A('ii STATION;
type or write the entries iN THE FOLLOWiNG ORDER: Station call letters:
frequency station transmits at; schedule of
tiansnlissions, if known (all time should be
reduced to Eastern Standard which is five
hours behind Greenwich Meridian Time)
name of sttltion. city. country ; identification signal if any. Sign your name at the
bottom of the list and furthermore state
the type of set used by you to receire these
stations.
11. -Don't list amateur transmitters in
this contest. only coo inertial phone stations. 110 (` \V and no "code" stations,
12.-This mutest will close every month
for the next twelve months on the first day
of the month. by which time all entries
tnu.st have been received in New York. Entries received after this date will he held
over for the next months contest.
13. -The next contest will close in New
York April Int.
14. -The judges of the contest will be the
editors of SHORT WAVE CRAFT, and their
findings will he final.
15.- Trophy awards will be made every
month at which time the trophy will he sent
to the winner. Names of the contesting
SCOUTS na winning a trophy will be listed
in Honorable Mention each month.
V3. -From this contest are excluded all
employees and their families of SHORT
WAVE CRAFT magazine.
17.-.Andress all entries to SHORT
WA\-i; SCOUT AWARD. OS Park Place,
New York City.
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"No Radio Can

Be fletter than
Lynch All -Wave Antenna System
Complete Kit (with Instructions).
At Radio and Depart roan' Stores:
(.O D. o
TODAY to, ,
plains how

its

n e by

omit,

Write

.vaFREE pBookleteethat ex-

y

e, n

rot ont radin noire..

LYNCH MANUFACTURING CO., Inc.
SI VESEY

STREET
NEW YORK, N. Y.
Makers of Lynch Noiee Reducing" Antenna
Systems and Famous Metallized Resists r,.

CIRCLE THE GLOBE
toucan now
circle the
Globe with
the samo
act 111 USIA
by Captain
H. L. Hall.
The POST-

AL INTERN A

TIONAL it a 9 -tube. genuine superheterodyne-custom built for the better Short
Wave Fan and Amateur.
In the first
three weeks, ('apt. Ilan logged every vimUncut on Ills POSTAL INTERNATIONAL.
TUNED R F PRESELECTOR
Only the POSTAL employs a genuine
Tuned RF Preselector -the new truple

drawer coils. including band spread-Electron coupled oscillator -audio beat oscillator. anti many other important features too
numerous to mention.
Soul a 3r stomp immedlalely for our
complete. Illustrated booklet and tree circuit diagram.

POSTIL

RNDIO

C513 LIBERTY ST.. N. Y. C.

EXPLORE THE HITHERTO UNEX.
PLORED LONG WAVES USING
YOUR OWN SHORT WAVE SETI

The new H. B. lung wave plug-in coil and its two
fixed espacltators call enable you to reach from 450
meters to 1610 or 1710 or even up to 2140 meter: according to the size tuning condenser Pot use in your
set. Listen to this ship: on too or 715 meters and
Radio Compass s.on:
t
on sto meters. Airliners on
9000 atad Beacons

t

1.11

1.00o meters.

prong H. B. Long Wave Coil
and 2 capacitors

$2.50

4

Please

mention make of coil and size of condenser
used in your set.

16 Gauge Aluminum Panels

7

x 10....24e

7

x

12....28c

it

7

x

14....32e

at the above prices.
Longer and wider at er,rre:pendingly low prices.
Add postage on I Ib.
We 'have no catalog. Please do not ask for one.
These panels are a special

177 -H

BLAN THE RADIO MAN, INC.
Greenwich St.

Dept. 8W

New

Yak, N. Y.
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50c

MADE

$1.00

JAPANESE ROSE BUSHES
The
Wonder of the World
d.
Japanese Rose Bushes bloom all the year

RADIO RECEIVING SET
this

Blank Cartridge Pistol
REVOLVER STYLE
25c

Ji:et

RADIO SETS"

allow. perrru

operate Mea
be
be
Mn.i.e Radio Bet.. the toaterist.telle
how to build
purehued for men trifle. Also
foreign stations,
Receiver for brisent
polies calls. sill e at sea. etc. ONLY 15e. postpaid.

IO

IN 3
SIZES
Three new models now out
25e, 50e and $1.00. Well
made and effective. ModUsed by Poelled on pattern of latest
llee omrers. detype of Revolver. Appearte.tivlssheriffa
ance alone enough to scare a burglar. Takes 22 Cal.
night watchBlank Cartridges obtainable everywhere. Great
men and others
protection against burglars, tramps. dogs. Have it
as a means of
ying around without the danger attached lo other
self-protection.
revolvers. Fine for dth July. New Years, for stage
Very effective.
work. starting pistol. etc. SMALL SIZE4 in. lang
Easily ate the
25c. MEDIUM SIZES In. long 30e. LARGE SIZE
CARTRIDGES
hand, the fin50e per
6in. long $1.00. BLANK
100. HOLSTER (Cowboy type) 30e. Shipped by Express only gers being grasped In the four holes. Very
not prepaid. 710 page catalog (other pistols. sporting goods. etc. 10e useful In an emergency. Made of aluminum they are very light. Weighing lea
than 2 ounces.
Bundy pocket sire
always ready for Instant Ilse. PRICE
25e each, 2 for 45e postpaid.

ga.

30.0 Introdoeed noted for
Its
aboni ly
ornamental plant. Foliage ie h
ark green. Forms grand
pummels! bushes bout
b feet high. Branches yery
desirable for decorative

lrtiti

MMi60 skiaähe 40.

We also publish a monthly magazine of

FUN, MAGIC AND MYSTERY. Each
issue contains a big collection of parlor
magic, tricks with cards, fortune -telling,

funny readings, amusing experiments,
money -making secrets, jokes, riddles,
conundrums. parloramusements, puzzles,
problems. science, mechanics, etc. In addition it will list all the latest novelties,
tricks, puzzles. etc. Because it is really a
magazine and catalog combined, we have
fixed the subscription price at ONLY 10c
per year, or 3 years for 25c. This as you readily see does
not even cover our mailing expenses, let alone the cost of
getting up the magazine. Try this magazine for one year.

Fanny Readings. 3 Monologues. 21 Puzzles
and Probleme. 5 Comic Recitation.. Cutouts) for Checkers and Chess. Dominoes.
Fox and Geese, 9 Dien Morris, Spanish
Prison Puzzle, Came of Anagrams, etc.
All far 15e postpaid.
WONDERFUL X-RAY TUBE
A wonderful little lastra.
ment producing optical
illusions both surprising
and startling. W'Ith It
what
of
apparenÌ he
your lingers: the loud In a lend pencil, the
Interior opening In a pipe stem. and many
Other similar illusions. Price 10e, 3 for 25e.

HAr WIN

AT

1s

made ring, finished in imita- .
tion platinum. and set with
a large Imitation diamond.
It looks just like an dlnary ring. but In the shank
of the ring is a small micro- S
emote picture almost lnvlsi.
ble to the naked eye. yet is
magnlaed to so almost incredible degree and with astonishing clearness. There Is quite an es.
sortaient of pictures that should suit all tastes.
Some are pictures of bathing girl beauties,
pretty French Actresses. etc.. others are views
of places of interest in France, Panama Canal and elsewhere;
others show the Lord's Prayer in type. every word of which
can be read by persons with normal eyesight. They are interesting without being in any way objectionable. PRICE 25e, S
for 65e, or 12.25 per doz. postpaid. 2 Opade Catalog 10e.

t

REAL LIVE PET TURTLES

25c

POKER
r

If CENTS packet, two

berry tnetmoy

Book shows bow to tell "fortunes
with cards. dice, dominoes. crystal.
etc. Tells the meaning and signification of every card. Several different methods explained and fully
illustrated. Crammed full from coo.
er to cover with completo Information on fortune -telling. PRICE IOe
postpaid. Stamps accepted.

!G Good Luck

RING
Very striking. quint

co.

J Per. rot

brae Cloth Bound Edition
for 25e. Bigger and better than ever. Only boon of its kind In existence. Nearly
500 pages of all the latest tricks in magic. the newest novelties. puzzles. games,
I and interesting books. curiosities In seeds
e namels goods, rubber stamps.
and plants. etc.. unprocurable elsewhe.. Remit by Corn, Money Order, Check er
unused U. S.. Canrdien and Foreign Stamps for all articles Shied above.
Our complete Catalog sent On receipt of 10e.. or the De

LATEST

PesiOa Snits

ado..
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Fortune Telling By Cards

& CO.
JOHNSON SMITH RACINE,
WIS.

aid H- will

Ñene

11

Guaranteed
odh;
If you want a fascinating and interesting little pet, just risk
elnune
eridIo rubies
25e and we will send you a real live PET TURTLE by mail
sparkle
out of od
postpaid. Thousands sold atChicagoWorlds Fair. No troubyen. Said
bring good
thew
wearer.
0
le at all to keep. Just give it a little lettuce or cabbage or let
:ae
Postpaid
it seek its own food. Extremely gentle, easily kept and live
the Fdea,rey. Seater,
for years and years. Need less attention than any other pet. HOW TO PITCH Pitch
Knuckle,.
Smoke
Get one or more. Study their babits. You will find them ex- sou by lading Big League
letwlh Illustrattremely interesting. Price 25e. SPECIAL TURTLE FOOD 10e pkg. ed and described with 66 pictures. POSTPAID 25C

DEPT.
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pocket form.
You flip the pages
and NOTSY TOTSY
comes to life and
whirls through her
dance ... provoking,
not a sly smile but
a wholesome laugh
from all. No end of
fun and amusement.
Spicy, piquant entertainment for all. Pocket size 2 x 3 inches.
Price 10c ppd. 710 page Novelty Catalog 10e

Ì
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Amazingly Prollflo- Easily Grown From Seed
The Ground Almond has a flavor that in MOST
EXCELLENT, resembling the cocoanut. The
meat ie snow white. covered with aehell or skin
of brown color. It grows elm* to the surface
and anything from 200 to 300 Almonds may be
expected from single nut. There le no trouble whatever
I growing anY here and in .7kindef soil. May bephntrd
time. and In eiiht or ten weeks from time

BIG ENTERTAINER

anywhere. Lote of fun fooling

WEATHER PROPHET'

NRAYYTMRE'S

GROUND ALMONDS

BOYS! THROW YOUR VOICE
Taos trunk, under the bed or

Weather Plant

Chinea Fragrant Tree Fern

SILENT DEFENDER
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Kudzu Vine

Yard Long Bean

Most rapid growing

vine known. Will grow
20 feet m one week.
Luxuriant foliage,
lovely purple
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14.Tube Receiver

QUALITY APPARATUS

(Continued from page 719)
GEN -WIN

detectors. We found that three stages of
'tuned radio frequency amplification, using
58 tubes. gave such a result and the signals
then "played" through solid.

Radio Frequency Stages and Coils
In a receiver employing a great amount
of amplification, as this one does. I think
we can take the liberty of using coils on a

S

one -ineh diameter form. By having shorter
plate leads and shorter grid leads. through
the use of a smaller size tank to house the
inductance, condenser and tube, the gain in
efficiency "offsets" the greater gain of a
more bulky inductance. The more metal in
the way of shielding that can he eliminated,
the greater the over -all efficiency. With the
small coils, inter-coupling is so small when
they are spaced on 4% inch centers, the
partitions between stages are found unnecessary. With one -inch hand wound coils
it is possible to remain closer to form factor
with No. 20 D.S.C. wire without having
to "space -wind" them.
The lay -out of each tank is such that
the tube is in the rear extreme right -hand
corner. A piece of one -eighth bakelite. 4 x5
inches, is provided for each tank of the
R.F. stages and is mounted with two 334 x
1/4 inch stove -bolts through the hase. spaced
from the hase with copper tubing threeeighth inch inside diameter and three inches
long. This gives a platform of insulating
material in each tank. setting three inches
from the base, and to this bakelite the
coils are secured, properly spaced. three on
the bottom and number two coil on top.
A place on the right rear is eut out for
the tube shield to pass through, and the
inductance switch is secured to the rear
left-hand corner, so it is close to the plate
lead from the tube in the preceding tank.
The bottom gang of the switch is used for
the plate coil and the top is used for the

grid. Each switch is turned separately for
each circuit to change from coil to coil.
A four -prong socket is mounted on these
bakelite platforms on top and as near center of apparatus as possible. when the assembly is mounted, this socket occupying
the fifth tap on the inductance switch, so
the range of the set may be extended beyond the four fixed coils, and also 1%
inch coils may be used.
The four tuning condensers of the radio
frequency stages are 100 mmf. each, and
are ganged to turn on one shaft running

parallel with the panel. This gang is operated by a drum dial.
There is one mounting of 32 oz. copper
(soft) for each condenser and its trimmer.
This mounting is trimmed down as narrow
as possible to eliminate metal and yet large
enough to hold the condensers securely.
These mountings also carry the .000025
mf. midget trimmer which is set at right
angles with the regular tuning condenser
so the shafts come through the panel. The
100 mmf. tuning condensers are suspended
as far from the shielding as practical, this
being found a necessary help. The copper
mountings have a slot cut in the top for
the condenser bushing to drop into, spacing
the shaft four indues from the base at the
bottoms and 2 inches from the panel.
A prong is bent at right- angles for the
trimmer and a flange is provided at the
bottom to secure it to the hase with two
screws. The trimmer shaft is spaced 134
inches from the base at the bottom.
The radio frequency tubes, three of them,
are mounted in one unit which consists of
a housing made of 32 oz. copper or a
casting, 1% inches high, giving enough
space to mount it flush on the top of the
base with shielding between sockets, thus
giving the sockets underneath shielding on
four side's, from any other part of the set.
The entire unit is wired with all by -pass
condensers and cathode resistors self-contained. All the screens are ganged, the
heaters, cathode resistors and suppressors
are ganged and the leads to them threaded
through the bottom of the base, while the
plate leads are brought out separately on
top. All connections and feeders to these
leads shall be good shielded cable. The
entire unit is mounted within an eighth
of an inch of the intermediate transformer
tanks, just allowing enough space for the
R.F. tank back to fit between.
All the cathode resistors must be uniform and should be checked on a resistance
bridge or ohm- meter. Their value may range
between 150 and 250 ohms. All by -pass
condensers in the R.F. stages are .01 ref.
unless otherwise indicated on the diagram.
One R.F. plate load reactance is provided for the three tubes in the form of a
radio frequency choke of 85 mh. It would
be difficult to get three perfectly matched
in inductance and resistance over the entire band of frequencies, therefore we prefer to use just one, so the three tubes are

uniform.

Coil Data -Acme 14 Tube Receiver

OSCILLATOR

Turna

Length

No.
1

of Form

13 inches

/elate
4

Range

Grid

KC.

Dial

3%

27,500

25
27

26,6011

23,500
24.510
23,500
22,500
21.51111

20.500
19.500

17.78
2

3

4

1% inches

1% inches

2 inches

8

13

21

7%

1331]

21

15.000
15.000
14.000
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3
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17

13.(00
11.5(0

33
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1O,.á)0
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7,000
6.600
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5.000
3.500
2,500

SS

92
f

5

s

15
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70
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11)

45
85

13

7%

133

21

KC.

Dial

27.500
26,500
25,500
24.500
23.500
22,500
21.500
20.500
19,500
17.780
15,000
15.000
14.000
13,000
11.500
10,500
9.800
9.500
9.000
8,500
7.000
6,600
6,100
5.500
5,000
3.500
2.500

25
35

45
50
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GENERAL WINDING COMPANY
254 W. 31st St.

NEW YORK. N. Y.

Dept. 4 -S

LEARN CODE QUICKLY AM)
EASILY and become a Skilled

Amateur or Radio Operator
AT HOME
FREE-NEW

BOOK OF FACTS. lust ,uhlished -tells you of easiest, quickest and. according to leading authorities. best method of learning
.rode. developing high speed. necessary fundamentals
of radio, building your station. passing government
exam.. and getting on the dr.
WATSON. WIBGL. op. Bear of Oakland, Byrd
Expedition. says:
"Candler System enabled me
to pass rigid competitive test for thle position."
Many instructors and ups In V. S. Army. Nary.,
Aviation. Marines and Coast Guard are Candler
sf
trained. 22 years s a r aul
experience an l thousands of the most skilled amateurs and commercial operators back of CANDLER SYSTEM.
Ask any efficient amateur or commercial op
One graduate held championship 13
about us.
Our 9 year old student won championship
years.
In Class ''Er 2 months after beginning CANDLER
SCIENTIFIC CODE COURSE. Is It any wonder
we have Imitators?
Whole interesting story of Radio Communications contained In new Book of Facts. pictures
champions and Canner System
members. Whether you are
de
a gegif
no erator
edge
code
ttor r operator
5tk need fur SPRflIíl this
back will be valuable to
you. A card will bNM

-....

Code

Guild

It

CANDLER SYSTEM CO.,
Dept.

S -4

1343 South Kedaie Avenue

Chicago. Illinois
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Learn

CODE

in HALF
the Usual Time!
It's Easy to do
at Home with
The NEW

_err_

MASTER
As

Code Teaching Machine

:e

child, you understood spoken English long before

a

could

or write.
You learned by Hearing.
sane- way! Why make it band for younelf,
hying to learn with old -fashioned printed lessons alone!
(TEAR as you learn, and learn in half the time. with
you

read

coin:: is the

The New Master Tuleplex. This world -famous instrument records your sending visibly -then sends back to
you through headphones! Tile natural method; beginners learn faster. ops speed up their wins amazingly.
Used by U. 8. Army and Navy. R.C.A., A. T. & T.,
We give you Complete Course, lend you
and others.
Instrument. Instruct you personally-all under MONEY BACK GUARANTEE. Law cost, easy terms Write now
for folder S.W.C. 4 -no obligation.

TELEPLEX COMPANY
78 Cortlandt Street
New York. N. Y.

STOPPANI COMPASS
A Precision Instrument made in
Belgium. l' u r chased by the U.
S. Government

at more than
$30.00 each.
Ideal for Radio

Experimenters Labora-

tory, also may
be used as a
G alvanometer
for detecting
electric currents
in radio circuits.

Ruby,

jeweled,
solid bronze, 4
inches square, fitted in a hardwood case.
Our price prepaid $4.50 each

SHIELD PRODUCTS CO.

GOLD

New York City

112 Chambers St.

A SINGLE ACME

HEADSET
brings in
England, Holland,
Germany, Barenguilla,

Columbia.
ACME phone was used
with an ALL WAVE AIR
SCOt'T one tithe nrelrer built
by the Allied Engineering Co.,

The
'

of New York City.
ACME phones are sold by all leading "Ham" stems.
Buy from your local dealer.

ACME SPECIALTY COMPANY

2000 Mendel Street, Chicago, Ili., U. S. A.

AU primaries are wound with No. 28
D.S.C. and all secondaries are wound with
No, 20 D.S.C., except No. 4 coil, secondary
of which is wound with No. 28 D.S.C. All
forms are one inch O.D.
The secondary of coil No. 1 is space
wound one -eighth inch on centers, or slightly more. This is the only space wound coil.
The secondary of the fourth R.F. coil in
each set should be one -half turn less than
the others.
The high potential side of secondary, or
the grid lead, is next to the plate coil on,
all transformers, except THE OSCILLA-

TOR. WHERE THE HIGH POTENTIAL
SIDES ARE OPPOSED, EACH BEING
ON OPPOSITE OUTER EDGES OF
THE FORM.
In winding, start with the wire coming
in over the top of the form, having it come
from the direction opposite you. Start the
secondary at the right end, the beginning
is the ground lead or grid return. The end
of this winding is the high side or grid
lead and should go directly from the outside of the center of the form to the switch
or grid. Try never to run the grid wire
to some contact on the end of the form,
for it then most pass through the air core
and cut the field, or lines of force. Next
wind the primary, starting it a half-inch
from the grid lead. This start of the primary is the It- l'Ll'S LEAD and the finish
of the winding at the outer edge of the
form is the PLATE LEAD.
The frequency settings shown are only
relative, but should show up as indicated
within a few points one way or the other,
depending upon wiring and spacing of parts,
which of course cannot be expected to be
the same in every set unless the parts are
stamped out. The readings are given as
they show on a 0 to 100 dial.

Parts List-14 Tube Receiver
CONDENSI':RS
5 Ilamnan'lund Type MC 100 S, 100
muff. (or National).
5 llammarinnd Type MC 20 S, 20 mmf.
(or National).
FIXED CONDENSERS
2 .5 tuf.
14 .1Inf. For intermediate amplifier and

as per diagram.

16 .01 mf. For radio frequency amplifier
ami as per diagram.
1 .002 tuf.
1 .001 mf.
2 0001 mf.
1 8 mf. filter condenser, electrolytic, D.C.
peak volts 600.
1 4 mf. filter condenser, electrolytic, D.C.
peak volts 600.
1 25 ntt by -pass for 59 cathode resistors,
peak volts 10.

RESISTANCES4- Pig -Tail Type
3 150

ohms,

1

Cathodes.

1

watt, radio frequency

watt, intermediate frequency cathodes.
150,(H)0 ohms, 1 watt, grid of 56 audio

3 500 ohms,

1

tube.
250.000 ohms, 1 watt, cathode circuit
of 55.
1 250 ohms. 1 watt, bias of 55.
1 500.000 ohms, 1 watt. grid circuit of 55.
1 100,000 ohms, 1 watt, plate load of 55.
1 1.000 ohms, 1 watt, cathode of 5ß R.F.
detector.
1 15.000 ohms. 1 watt, cathode of 57
R.F. detector.
1 1,500 ohms, 1 watt, cathode of oscillator.
1 3:10 aluns, 3 watts, cathodes of 59's.
1 20,000 ohms, 3 watts, screens of detectors,
1 10,000 ohms, 3 watts, screens of R.F.
tubes.
1 20,000 ohms, 3 watts, plate of oscil1

In three to seven mnnths we train you to secure
amateur, commercial telegraph second -class. and
radiotelephone first -elase government licensee, We
teach RCA Institutes, Inc.. texts. When you entire
license, you receive practical experience in Stgdin
and microphone technique in our own broadcast
studios, and operating experience on a 1000 -watt
W. E. ('cmmerclal Broadcast station. The lowest
priced THOROUGH Radio engineering course In

America.

PORT ARTHUR COLLEGE

Port Arthur (world -known port), Texas
ItSlrt'RN COUPON FOR DETAILS
Name
Street

lator.

1
1

or Box

15,000 ohms, 3 watts, screens of intermediate.
2.500 ohms, 3 watts, cathode of 56
audio.

City and State

Lynch or I. R. C.

www.americanradiohistory.com

A NEW
DEAL
Microphone Values!
In

r/
-(C1/
\
QI n

A $17.00
Microphono
Outfit
for only

i

$5.95

Sent postpaid

on

receipt

of remittance or C.O.D.
plus charges.

No.
1

G

Mike and Stand

Model No.

6

YOU GET
Microphone List

$10.00
at $2.95
Stand with individual tall letters
List $3.50. Sold separately $1.75
1 Shielded matching transformer List
$2.75
Solt) separately at $1.45
1 75e 3- conductor 8 foot microphone ,able
Sold separately at 45c
Description of Model No. 6
Model No. 6 is a bright aluminum finish, precisely
machined 5flke -3% in. diameter
in. thick
Has gold plated stretched diaphragm
weighs 8 ox
-gold plated buttons -200 ohms each -frequency
40 to 3500 cycles within 4 Db.
Send your order in now! These prices may never
be repeated.
Beery Lifetime product unconditionally guaranteed to please you or your money back.
Send
for catalog illustrating
plete line of
Microphones and Electro-Dynamic c Sound Equipment
at America's Lowest Prices.

I Model No.

6

-

-1

.

P1303

The LIFETIME COR

Dan St.

.Taleda,

Ohio

ItXOLOcy
THE MAGAZINE OF SEX SCIENCE
SEXOLOGY, furowst educational sex magazine, is
written ht simple language and can be read by
It is instructive, enevery member of the faintly.
lightening -not a risque brook- contains no Jargon.
Devend tu Science of health Hygiene
Contains 25

important articles

un

Sex

Science. 65

rages with attractive two-color cuver. Itere are a
few of tile. more Important articles:
Truth in Sex Literature: Chastity Belts (Illustrated); Sex "Inversion "; Superstitions About VI,
pinny; Frequency of Sex Diseases: Double Prep
nancy

in

Double

(illustrated); Cure

Womb

of

Syphilis Slow: Sex Knowledge for Children; Abnormalities of Female Breast (Illustrated): Venereal
Disease Prevention (Illustrated); Continuous Menstruation; All About Your Glands (Illustrated);

Giants Are Impotent; The Menopause: The Message
of the Urine (illustrated): Sex and Pain; Questions
and Answers; Scientific Sex Notes
Cet a copy ut SESoids:I" on any newsstand, or.
if your dealer comsat supply you. send 25e in atawp.
r
for a copy of the current issue.
New York, N. Y.
23 West Broadway
SEXOLOGY

KIT!
SUPER TESTING
Pencil Type Handles

with interchangeable Tip End. Kit
complete with 2 Plug-in Prongs. 2 Alligator Clips.
2

Point

Needle

Tips. and

2

Phone

Spade Luge.

Long. Thin Pencil-Type
handles for easy testing in
tight place.. Ideal for testing Long and Shortwave
Sets.
('oils Condensers.
Etc. Complete kit. Write
for free catalog.
INTRODUCTORY PRICE NOW $1.00 PREPAID

AMERICAN RADIO HARDWARE

135

Grand Street

New York, N. Y.

- FREE!!

NEW

SHORTondensers,
WAVE CATALOG

oils.
converters. chokes, crystal
holders, antenna kits and hundreds of other standard
S.W. items that sell last. LIST PRICES quoted
throughout. Send for YOUR FREE copy today.

of

Insuline Corporation of America
23 -25 Pork Piece,

WC 44

New York, N. Y.

JI/ST OFF THEPRES.S/
./MAKE
us vouK
rA
i /7
Á1AL0

!,

EADQIUtITERS/6r
pP1MPllFioi.veiBlHAÑnkESSMmltl

end

StgVE BÏG'MVNEY

COAST TO COAST RADIO CORP.
raFS WEST trsa T..
NEW rgrta,N Y
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SAVE!

BUY NOW!
Prices are going up

MAYO

WIRE -WOUND RESISTANCE
1 I,:00 ohms, 25 watts, B supply of
audio amplifier.

POTENTIOMETEIRS
400 ohms, cathodes of R.F. tubes.
1 50,000 ohms, screens of It. F. detectors.
1 50,000 ohms, screens of I.Ir'. tubes.
1 50,000 ohms, tone
nt'ol.
1 500,000 ohms,
.tItl; control.
1 20,000 ohms, audio output control.
1

t

A1'l's

TRANSFOR\MI:RS
Audio input transformer (one 5G plate to
two 59 _rids).
Power transformer ( ('.T.. 400 to 450 V.

going higher every
for us to advance
have gone over the
is quick to realize
it were not for the
had we could not
mike for $5.00.

5Y,

$500

Distributer
or

Sent

NET

Postpaid

TO THE

Receipt

TRADE

or

Remittance

TILE MAYO type "F" is a large, heavy.
polished chromium plated. commercial type
microphone two button, gold contacts. NEV

SPECIAI. HEAT TREATED DURALUMINUM
DIAPHRAGM, on stretched cushion. Special
process long life carbon. Frequency response 30
to 5000 cycles. Size 2'/r "x3!i ", weight 114 lbs.

Furnished either 100 or 200 ohms per button.
If you cannot obtain this microphone front your
distributor send us your order. IF YOU ARE

Send

Radio.

Lists the
complete
line of radio replacement parts
for ana service
value.

most

spun tops

Features latest
type set -building
kits, test instruments, Long and
Short Wave Radios, sound Sys-

NOT THOROUGHLY SATISFIED RETURN

WITHIN FIVE DAYS AND WE WILL
FUND PURCHASE PRICE.

RE-

part of our vast service. Our
complete equipment and trained engineers Insure accurate repairs to a iy make or type of microphone.
OUR REPAIR PRICES ARE LOW
FLOATING nMAPRR.OtI FROM ... $1.00 to $2.50
STRETCHED DIAPHRAGM FROM... S2.50 to $4.50
OTHER t'RtrER ON REQUEST
CAR ICON- Sin rial prnr,seed for renark ing your own
microphone. enough to repair five in lrrophnnes -511r.
DISTRIBUTORS -Write for our proposition
Is

MAYO MICROPHONES

New York, N. Y.

Park Place

mounting

for

4 intermediate

IRON

1

inductance switches.

millihenry chokes, R.F. detector
plates (National or Hammarlund).
2 85 millihenry chokes, R.F. amplifier
plates and grid of 55 (National or
Hammarlund),
1 8 to 16 henry filter choke not over 250
ohms D.('. Res.. 150 ma.
2 10 to 20 millihenry chokes for plates
of 83 (National or Ilammarinndl.
10 3% x % inch stove bolts and nuts.

5
34
1
1

2

G

paid in U. S. 10e extra in Canada.

GOLD SHIELD PRODUCTS CO.
112 Chambers

St., S.W., New York

4
1

1
1

'i the

inside diameter.
lbs. 32 oz. soft copper for base, shielding,. tanks and panel.
pieces Muth Bakelite, 4 x 5 inclues.
inches thin bakelite tubing, 1 inch O.D.
for inductances.
lb. No. 20 D.S.C. copper wire.
1b. No. 2S D.S.C. copper wire
drum dials (National).
horizontal scale dial (National).
medium size knobs for inductance
switches (with pointers).
large knobs for potentiometer controls

(with pointers).
small knobs for trimmers (no pointers).
F.P. -S.T. switch for main switch.
fuse holder.

filament control jack for milliammeter
in test of screen circuit of R.F. amplifiers.
9 grid caps (National).
tubes. 1 -57 tube. 2-5G tubes,
tubes and 1 -S3 RCA (Arco)
3 in. brass 14 in. shafting.
3 solid 1/1 in. couplings. brass. and 2

7-55

-59

2

flexible couplings, either Hammarlund or National.
15 ft. five ply speaker cable.
1 five prong speaker plug and five prong
1

phrra

type 465 KC.).
0 to 15 D.C. milliammeter.

2 40

5

Enclose $1.00 and iron will be sent post-

FREE your

frequency

5 2-gang, 5 -point

1

Smallest good iron now on the market
will do the work of irons twice its size.
Only 10 inches long
inch in diameter.
By using the highest grade elements. it
heats up in half the time of ordinary
irons. Guaranteed to give satisfaction
or money back. We issue no catalog on
this item.

Radio Book.

transformers
or Ifammarlund, National or Gen -Win) (air condenser
(home -stade

10

SOLDERING

Chicag6, Illinois.
Please send me

R.F. detector

10 copper tubes, 3 inches long by

VEST POCKET

Dept. E. BD W. Jackson Blvd.

MISI'F I.LANEOI-S PARTS

MICROPHONE REPAIRS
Repalrine mierapttones

tems, etC.

CONDENSER MOUNTS
4 for radio frequency tuning condensers
and t'iinmers (home -made).
1 for oscillator condenser (home -made).
1 for band spread (home- made).
OTIII':R MOUNTINGS
1 3-gmaandex ounting for R.F. tubes (hometubes (home- made).

Packed

with quality and

5-prong wafer, for 56 tubes (Na -nid)
wafer, for 83 tubes (Na -aid)
9 6-prong wafer, for 58 tubes and 57
(Na -aid ).
5 4 -prong wafer. for auxiliary inductances (Na -aid).
2 7 -prong large wafer, for 59 output
tubes (Na -affi).

2-gang

for the most

valuable book in

1 4 -prong

1

WITHOUT THIS BOOK

TO BE

transformer (2.5 volts, 12
amps, C.T.).
If Class "B" service desired, a Class
"B" input transformer will replace the
speaker "output" transformer. Two 59
plates to two 59 grids in Class "B".

(National.)
SHIELDS

SERVICEMAN DEALER

OR SET BUILDER CAN AFFORD

SOCKETS

At
Your

19

NO

Filament

5 copper shields, 2% a
( home- made).
10 tube shields.

on

RADIOft1934

each side, 130 ma. or larger t.

MICROPHONES
With the prices of materials
day it will soon he necessary
our prices. Alayo microphones
top sn sales. The radio trade
real value at low price, and if
volume of sales that we have
afford to sell this truly $25.00

765

socket.
10 in. dynamic speaker or larger, 1,500
ohm field, R. T. Co.

Acratest.

(l'art II, conclusion. in

the hey number.)

RECEPTIO
RECEIVERS WITHOUT
PHONE JACK

provided for earphone listening with PITONE RECEPTOR.
Installs without touching receiver's nyrInc.
Inserting phone plug automatically slimrp.
speaker
Complete

$3.95

LYNCH NOISELESS ANTENNA SYSTEMS

For suggestion. ami
estimate an Antenna
to ni,-,t your ono requirements gite ree torus make. available space and sky tell
of location.

custom built. ready
to attach to your
masts or 1.,-nch man
terials
i Belied
(at
10% off list Prise) to
assemble your oast.
Lynch
Kit of

Kit

of

All -Waco Klt

(Ilst

$3.90
$1.65
51.20

$6.50)
(list $2.75)
$2.00)

IO Transpon. Blocks
6 Navy Insulators Met

AMPLIVOX LABORATORIES

Chief Engineer: S. Perlman. E. E., TechnicI
Advisor, N. Y. Ch'r, Interntional S. W. Club.
657 Ea. 96th St.. Dept. SW - 4 Hrooklvn. N. Y.

THE INSTRUCTOGRAPH
(e*
Scientific,

ce1(
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al,
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d Cod, o
Madinat. Mom and complete impuction. for
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Turn to page 768 for Important
Announcement on OFFICIAL
RADIO SHORT WAVE
MANUAL
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...SHORT

WAVE ESSENTIALS

..

FOR MEMBERS OF THE SHORT WAVE LEAGUE
THE follow ink list of short wave msentials has been prepared from the suggestions to the LEAGUE by its
members. A number of months were consumed in creating these short wave essentials for members of the SHORT WAVE
LEAGUE. All essentials listed are approved by headquarters of the LEAGUE.
A FEW WORDS AS TO THE PURPOSE
OF THE LEAGUE
The SHORT WAVE LEAGUE was foundin
ed
1930. Honorary Directors are as follows:
Dr. Lee de Forest, John L. Reinartz, D.
E. Replogle. Hollis Baird, E. T. Somerset,
Baron Manfred von Ardenne, Hugo Gernsback, Executive 8
The SHORT WAVE LEAGUE is a scientific membership organization for the
promotion of the short wave art. There
are no dues. no fees. no initiations. in connection with the LEAGUE. No one make;
any money from it; no one derives any
salary.
The only income which the
LEAGUE has is from its short wave essentials. A pamphlet setting forth the
LEAGUE'S numerous aspirations and purposes will be sent to anyone on receipt of
3c stamp to cover postage.
One of the aspirations of the SHORT
WAVE LEAGUE is to enhance the standing of those engaged in short waves. To
this end, the SHORT WAVE LEAGUE
supplies members with membership letterheads and other essentials. As soon as you
are enrolled as a member. a beautiful certificate with the LEAGUES seal will be
sent to you, providing 10e ip stamps or
coin is sent for mailing and handling
charges.
Another consideration which greatly
benefits members is that they are entitled
to preferential discounts when buying radio
merchandise from numerous firms who have
agreed to allow lower prices to all SHORT
WAVE LEAGUE members. The radio industry realizes that, the more earnest
workers there are who boost short waves,
the more radio business will result therefrom; and a goodly portion of the radio
industry is willing, for this reason, to
assist SHORT WAVE LEAGUE members
by placing them on a professional basis.
SHORT WAVE ESSENTIALS LISTED
HERE SOLD ONLY TO SHORT
WAVE LEAGUE MEMBERS
All the essentials listed on this page are
never sold to outsiders. They cannot be
bought by anyone unless he has already enrolled as one of the members of the SHORT
WAVE LEAGUE or signs the blank on
this page (which automatically enrolls him
as a member, always provided that he is
a short wave experimenter, a short wave
fan, radio engineer, radio student, etc.).
If. therefore, you order any of the short
wave essentials without filling out the
blank (unless you already enrolled as a
LEAGUE member), your money will be returned to you.
Inasmuch as the LEAGUE is international, it makes no difference whether you
are a citizen of the United States or any
other country. The LEAGUE is open to all.

SHORT WAVE LEAGUE LETTERHEADS
A beautiful letterhead has been designed for members' correspondence. It is
the official letterhead for all members. The letterhead is invaluable when it
becomes necessary to deal with the radio industry, mail order houses, radio
manufacturers, and the like; as many houses have offered to give members
who write on the LEAGUE'S letterhead a preferential discount. The letterhead
is also absolutely essential when writing for verification to radio stations either
here or abroad. It automatically gives you a professional standing.
eA
A -SHORT WAVE LEAGUE letterheads, per 100
71Ni
OFFICIAL SHORT WAVE LEAGUE LOG AND CALL MAGAZINE
Here is the finest book of its kind ever published. It contains the largest
listing of short wave stations in the world, much larger in fact than the list
published in SHORT WAVE CRAFT and other magazines. All experimental
stations. no matter where located, are listed. A large section is provided where
calls can be listed in a proper manner. This log section gives outs s kkulga,
time, date. call letters, location, and other information. Another section has
squared -paper pages on which you can fill in your own frequency curve for
your particular receiver. It helps you to find stations which otherwise you
could never log. It is the only book of its kind published.
B- Official Log and Call Magazine
Prepaid 25c
RADIO MAP OF THE WORLD AND STATION FINDER
The finest device of its kind published. The world's map on heavy board is
divided into 23 sections, while the rotary disc shows you immediately the
exact time in any foreign country. Invaluable in logging foreign stations.
Also gives call letters assigned to all nations. Size 11 "22"
C -Radio Map of the World and Station Finder
Prepaid 25c
GLOBE OF THE WORLD AND MAGNETIC COMPASS
This highly important essential is an ornament for every den or study. It
is a globe, 6 in. in diameter. printed in fifteen colors. glazed in such a way
that it can be washed. This globe helps you to intelligently log your foreign
stations. Frame is of metal. Entire device substantially made. and will give
an attractive appearance to every station, emphasizing the long-distance work

-

of the operator.
D -Globe of the World..........____........

Prepaid

per 100

B-25c per

Copy

$1.25

SHORT WAVE LEAGUE LAPEL BUTTON
This beautiful button is made in hard enamel in four colors, reel, white, blue
and gold. It measures three quarters of an inch in diameter. By wearing this
button, other members will recognize you and it will give you a professional air.
Made in bronze, gold filled, not plated. Must be seen to be appreciated.
Prepaid 35C
E -SHORT WAVE LEAGUE lapel button
EE-SHORT WAVE LEAGUE lapel button, like the one described
Prepaid $2.00
above but in solid
SHORT WAVE LEAGUE SEALS
These seals or stickers are executed in three colors and measure 114 in. in
diameter, and are gummed on one side. They are used by members to affix
to stationery, letterheads, envelopes, postal cards and the like. The seal eignihes that you are a member of the SHORT WAVE LEAGUE. Sold in 25 Jots
or multiples only.
G -SHORT WAVE LEAGUE seals
per 25, Prepaid 15C
SHORT WAVE MAP OF THE WORLD
This beautiful map, measuring 1826 in. and printed in 18 colors is indispensable when hung in sight or placed "under the glass" on the table or wall
of the short wave enthusiast. It contains a wealth of information such as
distances to all parts of the world. political nature of the country in which
a broadcast station is located, etc., and from the manner in which the map
is blocked off gives the time in different parts of the world at a glance.
_
Prepaid 25C
F -SHORT WAVE Map of the World
PLEASE NOTE THAT ABOVE ESSENTIALS ARE SOLD ONLY TO
MEMBERS OF THE LEAGUE-NOT TO NON -MEMBERS.
Send all orders for short wave essentials to SHORT WAVE LEAGUE, 98
l'ark Place. New York City.
If you do not wish to mutilate the magazine, you may copy either or both
coupons on a sheet of paper.

C -25e each

98 Park Place, New York, N. Y.

SHORT WAVE LEAGUE,
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Application for Membership
SHORT WAVE LEAGUE

(4 -34)
SHORT WAVE LEAGUE
Park Place. New York. N. V.
I. the undersigned, herewith desire to apply for
membership In the SHORT WAVE LEAGUE. In
Joining the LEAGUE I understand that I am not
assessed for membership and that there are no
dues and no fees of any kind.
I pledge myself
to abide by all the rules and regulations of the
SHORT WAVE LEAGUE. which rules you are to
rend to me on receipt of this application.
I consider myself belonging to the following class
(put an X in correct space): Short Wave ExShort Wave Fan O Radio Engiperimenter
neer O Student
I own the following radio equipment:
Transmitting
Call Letters
Receiving
Name
Address
City and State
Country
1
*melee. IOc for postage and handling for
my Membership Certificate.

-

A -50c

s.,

d..omiswba.

Rwbl«

cosh

sad .M*R)

E--35c each
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(Continued front page 722)
foot letters HO ESPUN HOSIERY.
"Hugh," Jerry muttered, "wish the
thing were grounding now. Maybe it
would wake someone up down there." He
pulled himself erect with a start. Going to
the control cabinet he stopped the flasher
action at the point where the whole sign
was on at one time.
Gathering up a length of wire he
climbed to the top of the sign level with the
phrase "FOR COMFORT." Cutting off a
piece of the wire he hooked it onto the
terminals of "FORT."
"COMFORT
never applied to this situation anyway.
"COM" expressed the needs of the hour far
better. There was left in his hand about
three feet of wire. One end of this he fastened to the metal of the structure. The
other end he brought near the terminal of
"COM." The seven thousand volts jumped
the gap and with a buz -z -z "COM" was in
darkness. After a few experimental tries
Jerry began. Dit dit slit dah dah dah dit
dit dit: "COM" blinked it out slowly and
as it did so crashed into the neighboring
speakers. SOS SOS SOS BURGLARY
Iii -B BLDG POLICE POLICE SOS.
Thinking the sounds might be more likely
to catch the ear of any possible amateur he
began some of the appeals CQ CQ CQ 1MZ
CALLING CQ CQ. Then he would go on
with the plea SOS IIL-B BLDG BURGLARY POLICE SOS . . . etc.
1CWN threw down his pencil in anger
and. mumbling some invectives against the
world in general and the HOMESPUN
sign in particular, tramped the length of
the attic shack in an atmosphere of blackest
gloom. This made the third Wednesday in
succession that that sign had wrecked his
pet sked with Ireland. How long would
even the Irishman's good nature hold out?
Maybe the Irishman could understand.
Maybe they had neon signs in Galloway
tro. Maybe
.
That thought was never
finished. Frank Truslow, 1CWN to you.
had reached the end of the attic and was
gazing out the window directly at the
HOMESPUN sign. In fact, he had been
gazing at it for several seconds; long enough
to note that it was burning steadily instead of flashing. As he reached his third
"maybe" he noted also that in the center of
the top line there was something that was
flashing. CO.I! COIf CQ.11 COM. On and
off it flashed and seemed to burn its way
into his brain. Suddenly he realized why.
It was because behind him on the bench the
speaker was pouring forth creches and
these crashes corresponded exactly with the
blinking of the "COM "! Just then it rolled
in.
Buz - z -z bz httz -z -z bz buz -zz
buz -z -z bz haz-z -z -CQ! What th .
.
Signs don't talk! But they do! It is a
CQ! Then he read
SOS SOS SOS
IiT'ß BLDG BURGLARY POLICE
QUICK POLICE FIRE STAIRWAY
SECOND FLOOR SOS SOS POLICE

SOS...,
In
newspaper

the
the following morning,
the temperature on the sign structure was
solemnly quoted as four below zero and
Jerry would have rated that as conservative. Much was made of his heroic taming
of seven thousand volts at one hundred
seventy feet in the air and who was going
to bother enlightening the public that its
frequency was too high and the current too
low to ever prove really deadly. Morning
papers were not served to the three gentlemen occupying cell number 652 so they did
not learn until later the cause of their capture. That next morning one of them was
heard to remark, "it's magic, Butch, jus'
magic.
Them hulls mesta been mind readers." Frank Truslow had an excellent
chance to endow the world with his opinion
of neon signs but his story consisted entirely of a glowing admiration for Jerry's
work. The reporters gained but one remark
from Jerry himself
"Yeah, the hams did come through. at
that." And what might that mean to the
'EVENING HERALD?

-
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SENSATIONAL
RADIO VALUES BY

FORDSON
but WRITE TODAY!

S ENT FREE

DIRECT-SAVE UP TO 50%
Most elaborate catalog ever issued on
our eemplete line of radios for every
purpose. and in NEW VALUES we
offer. Just off the press, already in big
demand (Includes complete technical
D EAL

information. circuit diagrams, etc.)
To get your copy promptly send card
or coupon AT ONCE!
4TUBE ALL WAVE SENSATION!
Only in new catalog sill you see this
remarkable, powerful little 4 - Tube
All -ware. A(' -DC radio. Nothing Tike
It oar produced! Brings all -wave to
new low price for quality manufacture.
Latest Air -Cell battery sets Iso shown!
ANY SET ON 30 -DAY FREE TRIAL!
Fordson radios are guaranteed on
money -back bassi,.
Enjoy any set in
your own home for 31) days -judge
Jennison Value for yourself. Know why
one owner writes: You are doing for
Radio what Henry Ford did for Auto
Industry-Not how cheap but how
Good!
Many models: AC -DC; batter?: long and short wave: all-wave
supers: d and 32 volt; consoles: all electric auto radio.
Sets for home.
car. farm, canto. cottage. boat and
foreign use.
GUARANTEED.
30-

DAY TRIAL

FREEßendfer

lag

newcata-

friers will

amaze you. from

ß9.45

-

UP

AGENTS
MAKE
MONEY
no experience

OUR

needed.

sample

Dual Wave

effi
6-Tube

All. Electric
Car Radio

Literature and
seta
FREE.

Write!

Send Card
or Coupon Today.

rr.miIsr=.

r

4-Tabe
AC-DC

e

& 32 Volt

All-Electric
Afloater

FORDSON RADIO MFG. CO.,
4, 4183 Oskmn Blvd., Detroit, Mich.
Send me FREE catalog and agent's offer
(this is not an order).

I Dept.

'

Name

I

Address

Lrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrmr1
Turn to page 754, the "Ham" Section
of SHORT WAVE CRAFT. Read these
advertisements. They contain offers
that will interest you.

Universal AC-DC
SHORT

WAVE

RECEIVER

The circuit employs all recently dereloned tubed.
1 -78.
1- 2525. and I-13 power output tube.
Full efficiency due to the special voltage rectification circuit. Uses four plug -In rolls for maximum

efficiency and wide band spread. They cover the
short wave bend from 15 to 200 meters. write
for complete details.
Kit of pots
55.05
Set of Sylvania tubes
3.25

ss

CoeTtnNDT

ST

,

8-B

NEW YORK CITY
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NOW

READY
Short Wave Manual

The First and Only

WORLD'S GREATEST SHORT WAVE BOOK!
We are proud to present the first modern and complete
book on Short Waves which has appeared in the field.
There has been a big boom in short waves during the
past two years in spite of the depression. Tremendous
progress has been made, but up to now there has not been
an adequate book depicting all the progress that has been
made. The 1934 OFFICIAI. SHORT WAVE RADIO MANUAL
now fills this need completely.
It is a big book in which you will find everything on short
waves, regardless of what it might be. It is not only a complete manual, but a veritable encyclopedia of facts, information, hookups and illustrations. Lack of space does not
permit a complete description of this comprehensive volume.
The Manual has been edited by Hugo Gernsback, Editor
of SHORT WAVE CRAFT, and H. W. Secor, Managing
Editor. If you are a reader of Mr. Gernsback's other publications, you know just about what to expect from this
h,ok -hie greatest effort in the short -wave field.

15
1.
2.
3.

VALUABLE

FEATURES

large section featuring the most important
Short-Wave Receivers and how to construct them.
Short-Wave Transmitters in all their phases.
A complete Ultra Short-Wave Section featuring
construction of 1. 3, 6 and 10 meter receivers.
A

4. complete Short-Wave Beginner's section.
devoted exclusively to coil winding
6. withsection
all information about it.
A
A

G.

A section on Commercial Short-Wave Receivers.

Every important commercial receiver, including
all -wave sets, is represented. Full servicing data
is included which makes it invaluable for
Service Men.
7. A
section devoted to A.C. Short-Wave
Power Packs and how to build them. These
vary for 1 to 7 tube receivers.
8. A section

9.
9 "x12"

-

Over 240 Big Pages
Over 1,000 Illustrations

Flexible, Looselea/ Leatherette Binder

CLIP

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY!

SHORT WAVE CRAFT
Dept. SWC -434
96 -98 Park Place, New York, N. Y.
Gentlemen: T enclose herewith my remittance of $2.50 for which you are
to send me, POSTAGE PREPAID, One Copy of the 1934 OFFICIAL SHORTWAVE RADIO MANUAL. (Send remittance in check or money order. Register letter if it contains cash, stamps or currency.)
Name
Address
State..
City
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for the Short-Wave Experimenter

on short -wave kinks -- hundreds of them.

A section on the important new art of
Short -Wave Therapy (treatment of diseases
by short waves).

10. A section devoted to Short-Wave Converters
and their construction. Full servicing data on
all commercial models is included.
11. A special section on Short-Wave Antennae and
noise eliminating procedures.

section on Short -Wave Superheterodynes. This
section tells how to build them, including many
commercial models of receivers. The latter with
complete service data.
13. A section on Amateur 'Phone Transmitters and
how to build them.
14. short
A Short -Wave Physics section on theoretical
-wave data for the advanced experimenter
and radio student.
16. A most interesting section on Super- Regeneration in Short-Wave Receivers.
12. A

Steps to

-WID

D
OSCOUT

A set for the beginner ! Will
cover the entire short wave and
broadcast bands. It is remarkable how the "Scout" intercepts
.hurt wave signals. Police signals, ship to shore. airplane,
amateurs. etc.. tuned with ease.
Parts

"It"

I

battery.

,

1 -230

in

the

are

kit

of

the

highest Quality. Smooth regenExceedingly
eration control.

J

tube,

2 -1t,í1

volt dry cells. and

kit of parts
Model SC-1-14
Model SC-1 -W- Wired and tested
Sylvania 230 tube
Set of batteries
Set of Matched headphones
Broadcast coil 200 -550 meters

Extra

1

-45

ft 95

1.00
.70
1.60
.95

.39

A.C. Short Wave
Receiver

Four Tube A.C.
Short flare Receiver
With Built -in Speaker

METER TUNING RANGE
One of the most popular of the
Powertone line of short wave receivers. Tuner and pack all built
in one. Uses 1-'56, 1-'58 and 1-'80
rectifier tubes.
Especially recommended for use
with headphones. Covers both the

short and broadcast band with the
aid of plug -in coils.
Rust -proof
chassis is mounted into beautiful
modernistic, crystal -finished cabinet.
Model SW5009-K
of parts....
$10.95

-Kit

OI1Ii]Ii

...Extra,

15 to 550 METERS
Up - to - the - minute in
short wave design. Dy.
mimic speaker is built
directly into the chassis.
making the entire receiver one unit, Built -in
power supply.

2.00

1.95
,95
.39

World -wide, loud
Uses
speaker reception.
and 1 -2A5
1 -'80
tubes.
$11.50
Model RIA -K Kit of parts
Model RIA -W Wired and tested... .Extra, 2.00
2.50
Complete set of Sylvania matched tubes
1.50
Modernistic cabinet
.89
Bromicna roil 1200 to 550 meters)
2- '58's,

6 Tube

All Wave Super -Het
Short Wave Receiver

De Luxe
Short Wave Receiver
15 to 550 Meter

The most advanced
model in the Powertone
Short Wave Receiver
ling. Any experienced
short wave fan can con-

Range
addition to the
famous line of Powertone short
wave receivers. New type airplane dial. Built -in tuner and
pack.
Provisions for headphones. Low -loss, octo -formed
coils. Uses 2- '58's, 1 -'56, 1-'80
and 1-'59 tubes.
The latest

-Kit

inner

-Kit

15 -550

Model SW5009 -W -Wired and tested
Set of matched Sylvania tubes
Set of matched headphones
Broadcast coil 1200 to 550 meters)

if

Approved by Popular Mechanics, Short Wave Craft
Designed by Don C.
Wallace. featuring band
spread tuning and coupler
for Doublet Antenna. Probably
the finest two tube, battery operated short wave
receiver ever designed,
Uses the economical two-volt
230 tubes. Easily
converted to A.C.
operation. Require
-I 1(. volt dry cells, and 46 -135 volts "B ".
One silver-wound, .a to- formed coil included in each kit. Choice of one
of the following 20 -32. 40-60, 75 -150, 150 -200 meters.
Model P14 -2 -K
of Parts
$10.90
Extra '.00
Model PW -2 -W -Wired and tested
1.40
Model PW -2 -T- -Set of matched Sylvania tubes
.95
Model PW- 2- C-Each coil, additional

REGENT

Three Tube

1100 1;11111

up

Short Wave Receiver

Battery Operated
S.W. Receiver

wifo
volt

e

One Tube All-Wave

y

simple to build.

POWE

Model SW5008-K
of parts
Model SW5008- W- -Wired and tested
Set of matched Sylvania tubes
Broadcast coil (200 -500 meters)

$24.50
29.50
3.75
,89

struct
effort.
wave

it

with

little

All the short
off erings of the

world are at your finger tips. Automatic regeneration control aids in tun ing-in the weaker stations.
Uses -2A7, 2- 'S8's. 1 =55. 1 -2A5 and
1-'80 rectifier tubes. Two sets of plug in coils cover the short wave band, (14 -200 meters.)
$24.50
Model PS- 6- K - -Kit of parts with 8 coils
Extra. 5.00
Model PS -6 -W -Wired and tested
3.95
Set of matched Sylvania tubes
.89
2 Broadcast coils 1200 to 550 meters), each
1

FREE

Headquarters

Servicemen's
Manual with

forshort wave
and trans-

Regular 25c.

equipment.

each Set.
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AMERICA TURNS TO MIDWEST!
AMAZING NEW SUPER- DELUXE

I6-TIjTBE
Is firs/ Choke

ALLWAVE Radio

fans !
Radio_VLAL
of thousands ofva\'a.
._.

__

Big FREE Catalog Show
Sensational Radio Values

BEFORE you buy _any radio, write for
this big new FREE Midwest catalog...
printed in four colors. It has helped
thousands of satisfied customers save from 3
to ? í on their radios ... by buying direct from
the Midwest Laboratories. You, too, can
make a positive saving of 30% to 50% by buying a Midwest'16 -tube de luxe ALL -WAVE
radio nt sensationally low direct- from -laboratory prices. You'll be amazed and delighted
with its super performance! Broadcasts from
stations 10,000 miles and more away are
"clear as locals." You get
brought in
complete wave length coverage of 9 to
2,000 meters (33 megocycles to 150 Rß.) Now,
you can enjoyathe new DXand secure
ang hl7bby
verifications from world's
most distant radio stations.

with

MIDWEST RADIOS

...

-...

This Midwest ALL-WAVE Radio has FIVE distinct
wave bands: ultra-short, short, medium, broadcast
and long
putting the whole world of radio at your
finger tips. Now listen in on all U. S. prozrams .. .
.

Canadian, police, amateur, commercial, airplane and
fillip broadcasts ... and programs from the four corners
o the earth. Thrill to the chimes of Big Ben from GSA
a Daventry, England -tune in on the "Marseillais&
fr uu FYA, Pontoise, France -hear sparkling music from
E 1Q, Madrid, Spain -enjoy opera from 12R0 Rome
li ten to the call of the Kookaburra bird from 'VK2ME,
Listen to Admiral Byrd's broadS dnev. Australia.
casts from "Little America." Taylor of Ocean Beach
California, wrote: "Heard KJTY, U. S. S. 'Bear', Byrd

-

ARE PRECISION

ENGINEERED;

30 -DAY

New
Deluxe,4uditorium Type

SPEAKER

FREE TRIAL PLAN

STARTLES RADIO WORLD!
...
...

'try

the Midwest radio you select from the free
for 30 days bein your own home
catalog
you
decide. Midwest can afford to make this
1 ore
sensational offer because, when you see and hear
this bigger, better. more powerful, clearer toned,
super selective radio you will want to own it -aa
so many thousands of men and women have done.

-40 NEW 1934

FEATURES-

for yourself the 40 new 1034 features that
insure amazing performance. liere are a few
of these features: Automatic Select -O -Band,
Amplified Automatic Volume Control, 16 New
Type Tubes, Balanced Unit Superheterodyne Circuit. Super -Power Clans A" Amplifier, 29 Tuned
Circuits. New Duplex- Diode-High Mu Pentode
Tubes. Full Rubber Floated Chassis, Centralized
Tuning, 7 KC. Selectivity, New Thermionic Rectifier, Automatic Tone Compensation, Auditorium Type Speaker. etc. These features are usually found only in seta selling from $100 to $150.
See

Expedition...

STATIONS
COME I N

LINE LOCALa
Cratrfordarifk,
Ind.- I have

heard

II VJ,

Vatican City,

\..

Italy; DJ$,

Zeesen.

Geo-

many; and YVIBC. Venezuela. ']'hey came in with

the volume and clearness of
any local station. I logged
etatious from Canada to
Cuba. frema coast to roast.
tit .1
2,7 Bluff

near New Zea-

land, broad-

casting phone

Observer
Recently, the Official Radio
;i., Midwest
for Pennsylvania reported to
Super De Luxe hi -tube A1.1. -`.t AVE radio
maintained contact with WOXZ (Stratosphere Balloon) when other sets lost signala.

conversatio n
to U. S. A,"

;

i

etc. Never,
so
before
much radio
for so little

NEW STYLE CONSOLES
-t catalog. It pictures a complete line of

money!
Write for
F R E E
ctalosa

Write quickly for your FREE copy of the new
il, artistic deluxe consoles and chassis...
in four colors! Sensational low
prices save you 30" to 50q. You
AS LOW AS can order your Midwest radio from
this catalog with as much certainty
SSOO of satisfaction as if you were to
cows select it personally at our great

IERMS

St

radio laborat ttries. Write TODAY'

DEAL DIRECT WITH LABORATORIES

SAVE

ö NZ

Increasing costs are sure to result in higher
radio prices soon. Buy before the big adNOW, while you can take advanvance

...

tage of Midwest's amazingly low prices. No middlemen's profits to pay! You save from 30% to 50%
when you buy direct from the Midwest Laboratories
...you get 30 days FREE trial -as little as 55.00 down
puts a ` lidwest radio in your home. Satisfaction
guarantee or your money bark. Our FIRE'' catalog
shows sea. tional radio values. Write for it TODAY

FOR

AMAZING 3ODAt' FREE TRIAL
OFFER AND NEW 1934 CATALOG
MIDWEST RADIO CORP..

AGENTS!

Dart.
Cincinnati, Ohio.

Extra Mener

Without obligation on my part send me
your new rat:.; 1934 catalog. and corn-

for
Details

piece

details

f

FREktrtai offer,

your
our liberal 30 -day
NOT an order.

Cheek Here

Name--

MIDWEST RADIO CORP.
DEPT.

Imo- CINCINNATI. OHIO.

Established 1910

U. S. A.

Cable Address Mirato. ABC 5th Edition

www.americanradiohistory.com
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